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STELLINGEN
De ammoniakemissie uit Nederiandse melkveestallen wordt in belangrijke mate
overschat, hetgeen betekent dat zowel de betreffende uitgangspunten in de nationale
emissiemodellen alsdeemissiefactor voorligboxenstallenherzienmoetenworden(dit
proefschrift).
Een nauwkeurig vastgestelde pH van de emitterende oppervlaktelaag is essentieel
voor een correcte berekening van de ammoniakemissie uit melkveestallen (dit
proefschrift).
Veehouders zijn zeer goed in staat om de ammoniakemissie uit stallen via
managementmaatregelen, dus zonder dwingende regelgeving, terug te dringen de
beschikking,mitszedebeschikkingkrijgenovereengeijkte ammoniakmeter.
Het gebruik van toevoegmiddelen aan de mest of het veevoer op duurzame
melkveebedrijven heeft op het stikstofverlies niet meer dan een placebo-effect
(Dubbeldam,2000).
Dubbeldam,R. (Ed.),2000. De sporenvantweemilieucooperaties.NLTO,Drachten,44pp.

In de discussie rond het sluiten van mineralenkringlopen in het milieu wordt ten
onrechtedemensalsbronnietmeegenomen(Isermann&Isermann, 1999).
Isermann, K. and R. Isermann, 1999. Healthy eating habits of the population of the so-called "developed"
countries ensure an almost reasonably sufficient reduction of emissions. Paper presented at the international
conference on biogenic emissions of greenhouse gases caused by arable and animal agriculture, 13-15 October
1999, Stuttgart,2pp.

Met het oog op de voedselveiligheid voor toekomstige generaties dient de
accumulatie van zink enkoper in debodemmetvoorrang te worden teruggedrongen
(Windisch,2000).
Windisch,W., 2000. Pollutantsinanimalmanure:factors of emission andstrategies forreduction. Paperpresented
atthe internationalworkshoponSustainableAnimalProduction, 28-29October2000, Hannover,4 pp.

Het in enige mate stressen van de bodem en de mens heeft een zelfde gevolg,
namelijk eentoenamevandeproductiviteit (vrijnaar:Whitmore,2000).
Whitmore, A.P., 2000. Impact of livestock on soil. Paperpresented atthe international workshop on Sustainable
AnimalProduction,28-29 October2000,Hannover,4pp.
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Abstract
Monteny, G.J. (2000). Modelling of ammonia emissions from dairy cow houses. PhD thesis,
Wageningen University, Wageningen, the Netherlands (156 pp., with summaries in English
andDutch).

Keywords: cubiclehouses,environmental pollution, acidification, emission reduction,
validation, simulations

Dairy cow husbandry contributes to environmental acidification through the emission of
ammonia. In-depth knowledge on the processes and variable factors that play a role in the
emission of ammonia from dairy cow houses benefits the production of emission data, the
developmentoflowemissionhousingsystems,andevaluation ofemission levelsina farming
system approach. Amechanistic simulation model for the ammonia emission from dairycow
houseswasdevelopedtofacilitate this.
An ammonia production model, with separate modules for the emission from the slurry pit
andtheslatted floor, wasbuilt andvalidated againstmeasured dataonthe ammonia emission.
Model improvements followed from thisvalidation andwere addressed inexperiments onthe
development of the pH of urine deposited on floors and slurry, and on quantification of air
exchange rates through slatted floors. The pH experiments revealed that the urine pH, after
the urine was deposited on the floor or the slurry, increased to greater values than originally
assumed. Furthermore,theairexchangethroughtheopeningsofslatted floors was quantified,
whichmadeitpossibletoseparately simulatetheammonia emission from thepit andfromthe
floor. These unique theories were used to build a real ammonia emission model, with
ammoniamassbalances for theslurrypit andtheairabovethe floor. Theemission modelwas
successfully validated against emission measurements conducted inamechanically ventilated
and a naturally ventilated cow house. Thepotential of the model to simulate emission levels
(bothintermsofemission factors andemission fractions), andmeasures thatreduce ammonia
emissions was illustrated using data obtained from an experiment with various dairy cow
diets.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1Introduction
There is general consensus that the emission of ammonia (NH3) from anthropogenic sources
like agriculture has to be reduced to protect natural ecosystems. The goals of environmental
protection policies for NH3 emission and nitrogen (N) deposition are to minimise
eutrophication and acidification, and to maintain biodiversity in the future (Erisman et al,
1998).Within global agriculture,cattlehusbandry isthemajor single sourceof anthropogenic
NH3emission (Bouwman etal, 1997).ItsNH3 originates mainly from application of excreta
on the field (grassland, arable land), from housing systems, and to a lesser extent from
outdoor storages,grazingandcropresidues.Onafarm scale,around 25%oftheN excreted in
the cattle urine and faeces, which is 20% of the total N input, is lost as NH3 (Aarts et al,
1992; Aarts, 2000). Measures to reduce NH3 emission from land application of excreta are
used increasingly in dairy farming, either to prevent the loss of fertiliser value or to comply
with NH3 abatement legislation (e.g. in the Netherlands). However, future environmental
constraintsrequirethedevelopment ofdairyfarming systemswithminimal lossesof nutrients
(N,phosphorus,potassium) totheenvironment. All stagesinthenutrient cycleondairy farms
havetobetakenintoaccountinanintegratedwaytoachievethis.
The cow house plays a central role in dairy farming systems. It is the place where, at least
during amajor part of the year, nutrient inputs through silage and concentrates are converted
toproducts that leavethe farm for human consumption (milk,meat) orthat arere-usedwithin
the system through the excreta (further referred to asslurry).Thevast majority ofdairy cattle
is housed in naturally ventilated buildings. The two most common types of cattle houses are
freestalls (referred to as cubicle houses), with separate areas for resting and feeding, and tie
stalls, where both areas are combined. Cubicle houses typically have slatted or solid floors
with underfloor slurry storage, whereas the slurry from tie stalls is usually transported to an
outsidestorage.Inbothcases,theNH3 produced and emitted not onlydependsonthedietand
details in the design of the house, but also on the outdoor and indoor climate, and the
management routineonthe farm (e.g.thegrazingstrategy).
Establishing NH3 emission data for use in the Dutch NH3 emission abatement legislation,
referred to as emission factors, requires complex and costlymeasuring techniques, especially
for naturally ventilated animal houses. As a consequence, the current emission factors for
traditional and newly developed dairy cow housing systems are based on measurements
conducted atonly a few locations. Theymay,therefore, not represent the real NH3emissions
in practice. Thiscreates a potential uncertainty in the outcome of regional and national NH3
emission inventories based on emission factors, as dairy husbandry is a major producer of
NH3(LME, 1999).Also,therelationshipsbetween emission levels and such critical variables
as the design of the house, the animals' nutrition, and the farm management are poorly
understood. This has slowed the development of new dairy cow houses with a reduced NH3
emission. IntheframeworkofNH3emission legislation intheNetherlands,theneed for those
low emission dairycowhouseswill increase inthenext few years.In-depth knowledge ofthe
NH3emission related processes and critical variables will benefit the design of low emission
housing systems, both as individual components and in a system wide approach. It can also
facilitate the development of strategies for emission monitoring and control in practical
situations, thus being relevant to legislation bodies, researchers, system designers, and
agricultural advisors.
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2Goalofthe research
The goal of the research in this thesis is to develop and validate a mechanistic simulation
model forNH3 emissionsfromdairycowhouses.Themodelshouldfacilitate and support:
- production and assessment ofNH3emission data(emission factors) for the common dairy
cowhousesfor legislativepurposes;
- development of cow houses with low NH3 emissions as a contribution to cattle farming
systemswithoptimalnutrient management;
- evaluation of NH3 emissions from the houses in current and innovative dairy fanning
systems;
- quantification ofrealisticNH3emission fractions for useinemissionregional andnational
emissioninventoriesandstudies;
To achieve this multi-faceted goal, the simulation model has to describe quantitatively the
pathwaysofproductionandvolatilisationofNH3inthecowhouse.

3Nitrogen cycleand ammonia emission in aglobal perspective
Nitrogen (N) is an essential element inbiochemical pathways. Over five billion tons (metric)
ofN arepresent inthe surface layer ofthe earth. Lessthan 2%ofthisN is in areactive form
(oxidised, reduced) and available for organisms (Mackenzie, 1998). For a long time, natural
biological N fixation was themost important wayto create reactive N (140million tons ofN
per year).However, thecontribution ofhuman activitiesdrastically increased withthe growth
ofthe globalpopulation andtheintensification ofagriculture. This resulted indoubling ofthe
amountofreactiveNbythe endofthe20thcentury (Galloway, 1998).
Nitrogenputinagricultural cyclesispartly fixed inanimalproducts andcrops.The remainder
is lost to the environment, mainly as nitrate (NO3) and ammonia (NH3), assuming no
accumulation inthesoilonthelongerterm (Aarts,2000).Also,volatile lossesbynitrogen gas
(N2) and nitrous oxide (N2O)will occur. The amount of ammonia emitted to the atmosphere
on a global scale is estimated at 54 million tons of N per year (range: 23-88), of which 22
million tons (range: 20-61) originates from animal husbandry. The contribution of cattle
husbandry amounts 13 million tons of N per year (Bouwman et al., 1997; Olivier et al,
1998).

4Environmental consequences ofammonia emission
Nitrogen deposition is in large part related to the emission of NH3 from agricultural sources
andofNOx from industries,households andtraffic. InTheNetherlands,withthe greatestNH3
emission perkm2 in Europe (Asman, 1995),NH3contributes for about 46%to the deposition
of potential acid (Erisman and Draaijers, 1995). Critical loads of acid deposition on natural
ecosystems are exceeded inmany European countries. As a consequence, eutrophication and
acidification occur. Eutrophication has three main effects. Firstly, the composition of the
vegetation changes towards N loving species, that supersede the more rare plant species that
aretypical for ecosystems that arepoor inN. Secondly, it leads tonutrient imbalances inthe
soil, which increase the risk of damage to vegetation by drought, storms, frost, diseases and
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plagues (Bobbink etal, 1996).Thirdly, surplusN inthe form ofnitrate leaches tothe ground
water (Heij &Schneider, 1991).
The acidification aspect of NH3 deposition is related to the rate of nitrification in the soil.
Under the influence of oxygen, nitrifying bacteria transform NH3 into nitrate (NO3), water
andacid(H*)accordingtothefollowing chemicalreaction (VanBreemen etal, 1982):
NH+H+<->NH+ +20
3

4

> N 0 " + H 0 +2H+
2

3

[1.1]

2

+

Thenetresult ofthisprocessistheaddition ofonemoleH permole ofNH3deposited onthe
soil after complete nitrification. Soil acidification mainly leads to dissolving of base cations
(magnesium, calcium and potassium) and aluminium buffers in ground water. As a
consequence,groundwaterispollutedbyleachingofaluminium (Heij and Schneider, 1991).
In addition, high NH3 concentrations, as observed within a few hundred meters of animal
production facilities (buildings, storages) can also cause directly visible effects to vegetation
(e.g.browncolouringoftheridgesofleaves;VanderEerden, 1982;Fangmeieretal, 1994).

5Dutch ammonia emission abatement legislation
Tominimise damaging effects on ecosystems, NH3emission has to be reduced substantially.
The Dutch government has taken legislative measures to achieve a reduction of NH3
emissionsby70%intheyear2005relativetoanemission levelof216ktonsin 1980(Vander
Hoek, 2000). The year 1980 isthe reference year for Dutch NH3 legislation. New techniques
for slurry application and covering of outside slurry storages (Monteny, 1996) have been
enforced by law since the late 80's. As a consequence of the measures implemented in
practice, NH3emission in 1998 was reduced by approximately 23%compared to 1980 (Van
derHoek, 2000).To achieve the 70%goal, additional legislation for animal housing systems
iscurrently being prepared. This legislation has been preceded by the system of Green Label
Awards for animal housing systems, which require a 50% reduction compared to traditional
housingsystems.
In other European countries legislation intended to reduce NH3 emission from livestock
production was developed in the mid nineties (ECETOC, 1994). There is also a recent
initiative by the European Commission to set emission ceilings for each individual EU
member state.FortheNetherlands,thecurrent proposed ceiling is 127ktons ofNH3per year.
This is a less drastic reduction than the reduction needed to achieve the goal of the Dutch
government. Nevertheless, major reductions of NH3 emissions from all parts of the farming
processwillbenecessarytoreachtheindicated ceiling.

6 Ammonia in the nitrogen cycle on dairy farms and emission evaluation
from cowhouses
Today dairy farming is greatly specialised and intensified due to a variety of economic
factors, resulting in increased mechanisation and large inputs of nutrients. Mass balances are
frequently used to assess agricultural production efficiency in terms of nutrient utilisation.
ThemeanN efficiency ofDutch dairy farms, expressed asthe ratio between output and input
is 13-16% (Aarts, 2000). Ammonia is one of the output components in the N balance. It

L

J
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originates from the decomposition of N compounds that are present in excreted urine and
faeces. In dairy cow houses and on grazed pastures, NH3 originates from urea, which is
converted to NH3 by the enzyme urease. During indoor and outdoor storage, non-urea N
compounds are also decomposed to NH3 (Patni and Jui, 1991). Emission levels from stores
greatly depend on the slurry composition, the climatic conditions (temperature, air velocity),
the duration of storage, and the presence of a cover (Olesen and Sommer, 1993). On dairy
farms, the stored slurrywill generally be applied to the farmer's own crops (e.g. grassland or
arable land). The magnitude of the NH3 emission from slurry application depends on the
slurry composition, the application technique, and actual soil and climatic conditions (e.g.
Van derMolen etal, 1990).Although great variation exists,the relative contributions of the
house (including outdoor storage), slurry application and grazing to the total NH3 emission
fromdairyhusbandry are 45%,45%and 10%,respectively, for situations where no emission
reduction measures are taken (ECETOC, 1994). In the Netherlands, the relative contribution
of the cow houses and outdoor slurry storages in 1998 was estimated at 52% (LME, 1999),
due to emission reductions causedby theuse of innovative techniques for land application of
slurry.
Inadditiontodirectmeasurements,NH3emissionsatthefarm canbe estimated by calculation
oftheN flows. Most current modelsused for thispurpose arebased onemissionfractions.An
emissionfractionrepresents the amount ofNH3emitted from each component of theN cycle
and is defined as the percentage of the N excreted (cow house, grazing), stored (storage) or
applied (slurry application). This approach is used nationally and internationally in emission
inventory studies. In the Netherlands, the emission fraction for cows in cubicle houses is
normatively setat 14.6%ofthetotal excreted N,whereasthe emissionfractionis 7.1% for tie
stalls (Leneman et al, 1998). At a standardised N excretion of 61.3 kg per cow during an
averagehousingperiod of 190days (Van Eerdt, 1998), theper cow emission from the house
would amount 8.9 kg N (10.9 kgNH3) and 4.4 kg N (5.3 kg NH3) for the cubicle house and
the tie stall, respectively. These figures are greater than the measurement based NH3-N
emission levels (nationally referred to as emission factors) of 7.2 (8.8 kgNH3) and 2.5 kg N
(3.0 kg NH3), respectively. This illustrates the potential discrepancy between measurements
andcalculations, andthevariation that canresult from the emissionfractionbased calculation
method.Besidesthis,amajor drawback ofemissionfractionsistheir static character, i.e.they
can not account for the influence of important variables on NH3 emissions. The most
important variables are related to the cow house design, the diet, the indoor climate, and the
management. Mechanistic modelling based on these variables would allow to formulate
realistic emission fractions, and thus to improve the method for calculation of the NH3
emissionfromcowhouses.

7Ammonia emission models
Models that quantify volatile losses of NH3 produced from N compounds like urea are
commonly used to manage N fertilisation in arable farming systems (e.g. rice production:
Rachhpal-Singh andNye, 1986;Jayaweera and Mikkelsen, 1990),and to evaluate and reduce
the emission of NH3 after application of animal slurry (Van der Molen et al, 1990;
Genermont and Cellier, 1997) or from animal houses (Muck and Steenhuis, 1981; Aarnink
andElzing, 1998).Thesemodelsdescribe ureaconversion,chemical equilibria, andNH3 mass
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transfer (diffusion, convection) processes. Muck and Steenhuis (1981) were the first to
develop amechanistic model to quantify the loss of N through NH3 emission from free stall
dairy barns. Their model describes the processes mentioned above for urine applied on a
level,solid floor inthe walking alley of acow house. It was adapted by Elzing and Monteny
(1997) to evaluate floor and pit related methods that were expected to reduce NH3 emissions
fromacubicle dairy cow house. Themodel performed well for a scale model of a dairy cow
house. The authors indicated that the model had to be extended with modules for the
underfloor slurry pit and the urination behaviour of the animals to facilitate research into
emission levelsandreductionmeasures incommercial dairycowhouses.

8 Problemstobesolved
Intheprevious sections,thefollowing problems are identified:
- accurate measurement of emission levels from naturally ventilated dairy cow houses is
hard to achieve at a reasonable cost. Consequently, data on NH3 emission levels from
traditional houses for dairy cows are few and the development of emission abatement
strategies ishindered;
- current NH3 emission models for dairy cow houses are not adequate to predict and
evaluateNH3emission levelsinpracticeortodevelopoptions forNH3emission control;
the cow house is an important part of innovative, sustainable dairy farming systems, and
integratednutrient modellingisneeded tocreateand evaluatethosesystems;
- the emissionfractionbased calculation method for NH3emissions from dairy cowhouses
insufficiently accounts for important onsitevariablesrelated totheemission ofNH3.
These problems can be effectively dealt with through the development and the use of a
simulationmodelforNH3emissionsfromdairycowhouses.

9Overview ofthis thesis
Aliterature surveyonNH3emission andpossibilities for itsreduction incattlehusbandrywas
thebackground of the thesis and ispresented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3describes the basics of
the NH3 production model for cubicle dairy cow houses. It includes a first calibration and
validation against measured NH3emission in adairy cow house and a sensitivity analysis for
most ofthemodelparameters.Asimportant model improvements, thedevelopment ofthepH
in urine deposited on the floor and the slurry surface, and the air exchange characteristics of
slatted floors were then studied. The results are presented in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively.
The upgraded model, consisting of NH3 mass balances for the slurry pit and the floor, is
presented in Chapter 6. This chapter also includes a validation of the mass balance for the
slurry pit against measured NH3 concentrations in the pit, and a validation of the whole
emission model against measurements in a full scale dairy cow house. Chapter 7 illustrates
thepotential ofthemodel for calculation ofNH3 emissions inanaturallyventilated dairycow
house, and evaluation of the effect of dairy cow nutrition on NH3 emissions. The work
described in this thesis is discussed in a broader context and concluded in Chapter 8, the
GeneralDiscussion.
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Abstract
Because ammonia from livestock production may contribute substantially to environmental
pollution, emission from all possible sources (housing systems, manure storage, manure
application, outside grazing) should bereduced. Ammonia emission from dairy cow buildings
isestimatedtobe28%ofthe total emissionfromDutch agriculture. Thepurpose ofthis study
is tomake an analytical inventory of ammonia emission data of dairy housing systems and to
assesspossibilities for itsreduction,based upon the analysis ofprocesses and factors involved
intheproduction andvolatilisation ofammonia.
Mass balance methods for the determination of air exchange rates for naturally ventilated
dairycowbuildings that arebased uponnatural or introduced tracers mayhave good potential
for application inemission studies.
In today's dairy husbandry, differences occur in housing system, floor type and manure
collection andmanurestoragesystem.Ammonia emission levels for cubicle (loose)houses are
higher (20-45 gday"1per cow) than for tie stalls (5-27 gday"1per cow), although variation in
emissions per housing type are large. Integration of knowledge of ammonia emission related
processes and factors will support a more detailed analysis of differences and variation, and
will allow an optimisation of possibilities for emission reduction. Substantial emission
reductions ofupto 50%for cubiclehouseswith slatted floors canbe achieved through eachof
the following measures: flushing of floors with water or diluted formaldehyde, optimised
feeding strategies, and slurry acidification. Highest reductions arepossible through V-shaped,
solid floors (52%) as a single measure, or in combination with flushing with water (65%) or
diluted formaldehyde (80%).Providing that drawbacks aresolved, nationwide introduction of
one or more these measures will lead to a maximal reduction of the NH3 emission in The
Netherlands with 18kton per year. To achieve the emission reduction goals set by the Dutch
government, additional emission reduction for allagricultural sourcesmustbe realised.
Keywords: animal nutrition, dairy cattle, environmental pollution, floor construction,
legislation,manuretreatment,measurement techniques,modelling
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1Introduction
During the past decades, livestock production has been intensified both in numbers of
livestock and inproduction level, following anincreased input ofminerals through feed stuffs
and chemical fertilisers. As a consequence, emission of ammonia (NH3) to the atmosphere
from livestockproduction related sources (housing systems,manure storage, land spreading of
manure, outside grazing) has increased drastically. The emission of NH3 from agricultural
activitiesinEurope,excludingthe former USSR,hasdoubledbetween 1950and 1986(Asman
etah, 1988),whereas for TheNetherlands this increase wasby a factor 2.5 (ApSimson et al,
1987). This increased NH3 emission has substantially contributed to the exceeding of critical
loads for nitrogen (N) deposition in many European countries, leading to eutrophication and
soil acidification related environmental stress (Heij & Schneider, 1991; Heij & Erisman,
1997). In TheNetherlands, for example, about 46%of the potential acid deposition is caused
by emission of NH3 (Erisman & Bleeker, 1997), mainly originating from agriculture
(Anonymous, 1996). To avoid NH3 related environmental damage, its emission must be
reduced with 70% in 2005 relative to the emission level in 1980 (204 kton; Anonymous,
1996), being the reference year for Dutch NH3 legislation. In 1995, 60% of the Dutch
agricultural NH3 emission originated from cattle husbandry. Ammonia emission from cattle
housing systems, including storage, was estimated at 45 kton (37 kton for dairy; 8 kton for
other cattle) in 1995, being approximately 34% (28% for dairy) of the national emission
(Anonymous, 1996). In addition to the law enforced advanced slurry application techniques
and covering of outside slurry storages, legislation is prepared for animal buildings with low
emissionstoachievethereduction goals.
Improved and structured knowledge ofNH3related processes and factors canbeused asatool
to improve insight in differences in levels of NH3 emission and to support legislation
concerning and research into optimisation of emission abatement strategies for cattle
buildings. The availability of accurate methods for measurement of NH3 emissions from
agricultural sources is important in the framework national and international emission studies
(Asman, 1995; Anonymous, 1994a) and for strategic monitoring and research purposes (e.g.
assessment of emission reduction measures). Naturally ventilated animal buildings, being the
most common type ofdairy cow housing, require inthis framework special attention, because
ofthetechnical complexityofmeasurement ofitsventilationrates.
The objective of this paper is a literature-based discussion on the origin of NH3 release in
dairy cow buildings and possibilities for measurement and abatement of NH3 emissions. In
thisperspective,the following issuesare addressed:
• theoryofNH3development indairycowbuildings;
• stateofthe artinmeasurement technology for animalbuildings;
• inventory ofcurrenthousing systems for dairycows andtheirNH3emissions;
• possibilities for reduction of NH3 emission based upon the way they interfere with
emissionrelatedprocesses and factors;
• synthesis andconclusions.
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2Processes and parameters influencing NH3release in dairy cow buildings
2.1 Nitrogen excretion infaeces and urine
Nitrogen plays a basic role in the life cycle, physiological processes, production and body
maintenance of animals. All N, taken up with the feed, not retained in the animal body is
excreted through faeces and urine. Tamminga (1992) estimated that, of the daily N intake by
an average Dutch dairy cow, 29%is excreted in faeces, 50%in urine and 19%in milk, while
2% was deposited in body reserves. Non-protein N compounds, mainly being in the form of
urea, are excreted withurine.Ammonia indairy cowbuildings is for the largest part produced
following urea hydrolysis (Muck & Steenhuis, 1981). The amount of urea N relative to the
total N content of dairy cow urine depends onphysiological factors like diet composition and
production level and is between 59-89% for cattle fed with grass or grass and maize silage,
including protein supplement (Bristow et al, 1992). An increasing surplus of degradable
protein in the diet will result in a higher rate of N excretion with urine (Van Vuuren et al.,
1993),whereas the volume of urine produced is related to the intake of N, potassium (K) and
sodium (Na) (Van Vuuren & Smits, 1997).Thisvolume will affect the urination frequency of
the animals. Whitehead (1995) made an inventory of urine production (volume, urination
frequency) by dairy cows and of typical values for faecal and urinary N excretion. In this
inventory, covering many international literature sources, it is discussed that all parameters
mentioned above show a largevariation, mainly related todifferences indiet (including water
consumption), production level, breed and management. Urine production, urination
frequency, ureaNconcentration inurine andN excretion with urine,expressed per cow,range
from 10-40 L day"1, 8-12 day"1, 2-20 g L"1 and 80-320 g day"1, respectively. Faeces mainly
contain organic N compounds (e.g. undigested protein; daily N excretion 50-200 gper cow).
Ammonia production from these compounds in dairy cow buildings is relatively unimportant
(Muck & Steenhuis, 1982), because of low mineralisation rates. Mineralisation may play a
rolewhentheslurryisstored,either insideoroutsidethehouse,for longerperiods oftimeand
especiallyathighertemperatures(Patni &Jui, 1991).
2.2Urea hydrolysis
Urea hydrolysis, catalysed by the enzyme urease, follows the Michaels Menten kinetics for
basic enzymatic conversion processes (see e.g. Muck & Steenhuis, 1981).Urease is produced
by micro organisms that are abundantly present in faeces and thus also upon surfaces that are
frequently fouled with faeces, like floors (Ketelaars & Rap, 1994). The following equation
represents urea hydrolysis in a liquid environment (e.g. urine on the floor, urine in the straw
bed orslurryinthepit):
CO(NH2)2 +H 2 0

urease

>2NH +C0 2

t21]

The rate of urea hydrolysis and thus the ammonium production rate depend on the urea
concentration in the urine and the maximal rate of enzymatic urea hydrolysis at high urea
concentrations, also called 'urease activity'. Urease activity is temperature related. Muck &
Steenhuis (1981) reported complete urea conversion within 1day after urine deposition upon
fouled floors at temperatures above freezing point. Furthermore, Elzing & Monteny (1997a)
showed that all urea in urine applied on a fouled slatted floor element was converted within
approximatelytwohoursattemperatures of 10°Corhigher. Thismeansthatureahydrolysis is
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completed fast under conditions found in practice. Moreover, urease activity levels in
commercial dairy cow buildings are very high (Braam & Van den Hoorn, 1996), making the
substrate (urea) availability the limiting factor. Measures that reduce emissions from fouled
floors will therefore have to focus on lowering the initial urea concentration in the urine via
nutrition orveryfrequent dilution (e.g.byflushing floors withwater)oron adrastic reduction
oftheurease activity.
2.3 Dissociation
In the liquid, ionised (ammonium; NH/) and unionised ammonia (NH3) equilibrilize
(Equation2.2):
NH3+H 2 0 < p H , T ) NH+ +OH-

t2-2]

Theamount ofNH3relativetototalammoniacalN(TAN:sumofNH3andNH4+)intheliquid
is determined by the,positively with temperature ('T') related, acid dissociation constant (Ka)
for NH3and by thepH (Loehr, 1973).ForNH3 dissociation in aqueous solutions at 20 °C, Ka
is 3.982*10"'° (Weast et al., 1986),whereas for more concentrated solutions, like slurries, an
adapted -much lower - Ka-value was found (0.81*10"10;Hashimoto, 1972). The influence of
pH is very pronounced. At pH values below 6-7, nearly all TAN in the liquid is present in
ionised, non-volatile form (NHV"). Above pH 7, the fraction of NH3increases greatly and at
pH values of 11 or higher TAN is mainly in the form of NH3. Data reported by Elzing &
Monteny (1997a) showed thattheurineon afouled floor has apH of around 8.6, whereasthat
valuewas also assumed for thepH of the top layer of slurry inthepit, being the place where
volatilisation takes place. At these pH levels, up to 50% of TAN is present in the form of
volatile NH3 (Groot Koerkamp & Elzing, 1996), mainly depending on temperature.
Acidification of slurry and urine to a level of below pH 6 is the most effective way to lower
theNH3 release.
2.4 Volatilisation
Volatilisation ofNH3is convective mass transfer from theboundary of urine or slurry and air
totheairabovethe floor or abovetheslurry inthepit.Theamount ofvolatileNH3dependson
equilibrium between NH3 in the liquid (T) and in the gas phase ('g') at that boundary
(Equation 2.3),following Henry's Law:
[2-3]

NH 3 (l)<-^->NH 3 (g)
This equilibrium is strictly temperature dependent; higher temperatures result in a higher
amountofgaseousNH3.
Ammonia volatilisation rate (Equation 2.4) istheproduct of theNH3mass transfer coefficient
and thedifference inconcentration orpartial pressure of gaseous NH3('g') between boundary
('bound') and airabovetheboundary ('air').
NH3(g,bound) < T , v > NH (g,air)

t2-4]

Themasstransfer coefficient forNH3dependsontemperature('T') and airvelocity( V ) atthe
boundary. Haslam et al. (1924) developed a general relationship for a film reactor. It was
found to be applicable for dairy cow housing systems too (Muck & Steenhuis, 1981). More
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empirically determined mass transfer coefficients for NH3 in the framework of animal
husbandry emissions research were reported inrecent studies (Svensson &Ferm 1993;Arogo
etal, 1996),but their application wasnot studied for other conditions and situations than that
theyweredeveloped for.
Elzing & Monteny (1997a) showed that, at values for urease activities found in dairy cow
buildings, NH3volatilisation is the highest at approximately two hours after urine deposition
upon floors. Furthermore,NH3volatilisation from aurinepuddlewas found tocontinue for 15
hoursormore,dependingonenvironmental conditions.Interfering inthevolatilisation process
itselftoreduceNH3release indairycowbuildings willhavetofocus onreducing temperature,
through cooling of floor and slurry surfaces, and air velocity, by minimisation of airflow
insidethebuilding.

3Measurement techniques for NH3emission from livestock buildings
The emission of NH3froma building is defined as the product of air exchange rate and the
difference in NH3 concentrations in incoming and exhaust air. Methods and equipment for
measurement ofairexchangerates and gasconcentrations arediscussed below.
3.1Airexchange rates
Directmethods
For mechanically ventilated animal buildings, the anemometer or measurement ventilator
installed in the ventilation shaft (Van Ouwerkerk, 1993) is commonly used to determine air
exchange rates directly. Wind tunnel calibration is necessary to relate the anemometer
response (rotationspertimeunit)withtheactual airexchangerate.
Continuous monitoring ofpressure differences over all ventilation openings of the building is
useful asadirectmethod for naturally ventilated animal buildings. Thebasis ofthismethod is
Bernoulli's Law, relating the ventilation rate over an opening to the surface area of the
opening and the square root of the pressure difference over the opening (Van Ouwerkerk,
1993).Itisstillinanexperimental stage.
Indirectmethods
Indirect methods, using heat balances or tracer gas mass balances, have become ready for use
duringthepastyears.Thebasicprinciple oftheheatbalancemethod (Van 't Oosteretal.,1994;
VanOuwerkerk, 1993)isthatthe changeintemperature oftheairvolume insidethebuildingis
the net result of heat production (e.g. by animals or external heating) and heat losses, mainly
through convective heat transfer through the structure, and ventilation. To calculate ventilation
rate, all other heat production and loss terms have to be known. Ventilation rate for a certain
timestepdirectly follows from measured changesinairtemperature insidethebuildingpertime
unit,giventheeffective heatcapacityoftheairinsidethebuilding.
Theprinciple of mass balance methods for tracer gasses is basically the same as for the heat
balance approach. Theventilation rate follows from thenet result oftracer gasproduction and
losses, assuming no gas transport through the construction elements of the house. Depending
onthegoalofthemeasurements,methods fornatural and synthetic tracer gasesare:
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avariable,knownproductionrate,e.g.whenproductionratefromthesourceofthetracergascannot
becontrolled(naturaltracergas);
- aconstantproductionrate(continuousdosageofasynthetic tracergas);
- rateofdecay(certain amountofsynthetictracer gasintroduced inthehouse att=0).
In the framework of emission surveys, continuous determination of the ventilation rate is
required. Thismakes the first twomethods the most appropriate. In Van Ouwerkerk (1993),a
detailed description is given of the variable production rate method using the CO2 mass
balance. This method requires a CO2 production model for animals (Van Ouwerkerk &
Pedersen, 1994). Introduced tracer gases like carbon monoxide (CO; Demmers et al., 1998),
sulphur hexa fluoride (SF6) and nitrous oxide (N 2 0) can be used in the method of constant
productionrate.
3.2Measurement equipment for gas concentrations
Tracer gases
Van 't Klooster et al. (1996) give an overview of technical possibilities for the measurement
of tracer gas concentrations in the framework of NH3 emission studies. For the purpose of
accurate measurement of emission levels orprocess studies,N2O,CO and CO2 concentration
can be measured best with monitors based upon the Non Dispersive Infra Red principle
(NDIR).Basic elementsof suchmonitors areaninfrared emitter andreceiver. Different gasses
showabsorptionofspecific wavelengths intheinfrared spectrum. Themeasured absorption or
extinction intheIR-spectrumisadirectmeasure for theconcentration ofthegasunder survey.
Theycanbeused for specific gases (Demmersetal, 1998),when using the appropriate filters,
or for multi gas measurements (Van Ouwerkerk, 1993). Cross sensitivity with e.g. water
vapour may affect measurement accuracy. When SF6 is used, concentrations need to be
measured with agas chromatograph.
Ammonia
Besides NDIR monitors, a nitrogen oxide (NO) monitor in combination with a high
temperature catalyst stainless steel converter is commonly used in The Netherlands for
continuous measurement of NH3 concentrations in livestock buildings. This method is
described in detail byVan Ouwerkerk, 1993 and Groot Koerkamp et al, 1998.In the catalyst
converter, NH3is converted to NO. The main reason for this is that NO is reasonably inert,
while NH3 in the air sampling tubes may be lost e.g. by dissolving in water drops or
absorption at the tube surface. NO monitors use the principle of a chemo-luminescence
reactionbetweenNO andozone.Wyersetal.(1993)describe thedevelopment and application
of a continuous flow denuder for NH3 concentration studies, basically for ambient NH3
concentration levels but also for a wider application (e.g. in livestock buildings; Van
Ouwerkerk, 1993). It has a much lower detection limit than the measurement techniques
described previously. The basic process in a denuder is chemical absorption/desorption using
counter flows of sampled air and acid absorption solutions. After a desorption procedure, the
NH3concentration ismeasuredon-line conductometrically.
When continuous measurement of NH3concentration is not required, a system of continuous
air sampling and accumulation in an acid solution (e.g. nitric acid) in combination with
titrimetric determination of the amount of NH3 captured afterwards in a laboratory or
accumulation inpassive samplers canbeused (Van Ouwerkerk, 1993).
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3.3 Evaluation
The advantage of the heat balance is the fact that only the air temperature inside the building
has to be measured, which is fairly simple compared to measurement of tracer gasses.
Drawbacks are related to the need for models to predict heat production terms (animals) and
lossesthroughthesurrounding structure.
Assuming no gas transport through the structure, advantages of the use of tracer gases lie in
the limited number of loss terms, since this can only be through ventilation (assuming no
accumulation inmanure, the animal or parts of the internal structure). On the other hand, the
density of the tracer gas should be close to air density to allow the assumption of perfect
mixing. When usingthe C0 2 massbalance,no tracer gashas tobe introduced inthebuilding,
meaning that the measurement system can be restricted to gas sampling and analysis only.
When synthetic tracer gasses are used, a dosage system has to be installed and operated.
Moreover, synthetic tracer gasses may have other drawbacks like toxicity (CO), specific
masses differing from air (N2O, CO) and the possibility of gas production from unknown or
unexpected sources (N2O;nitrification/denitrification ofnitrogen compounds).
Scholtens et al. (1996) validated the use of CO2 and CO mass balance methods against the
method of anemometers placed in the exhaust shafts in a mechanically ventilated dairy cow
building. The C0 2 method underestimated the ventilation rate by 18%, whereas the CO
method showed no significant difference with the anemometer method. The model for CO2
production by the animals (Van Ouwerkerk & Pedersen, 1994) was found to be the most
important source of the underestimation by using the CO2 mass balance (Scholtens et al,
1996). Van Ouwerkerk & Pedersen (1994) proposed to increase the respiration quotient to
improve the CO2 production model for dairy cows. Demmers et al. (1998) showed that
applicabilityoftheCOmassbalance isquitegood, exceptunderconditions ofhigh ventilation
rates in naturally ventilated buildings. Under these conditions, mainly caused by high outside
wind speeds, the difference in CO concentrations between air entering and leaving the
building appeared to be too small to be measured accurately and thus to allow accurate
estimation oftheventilationrate.
For continuous and exact measurement of NH3 emissions from mechanically ventilated
buildings,ananemometer incombinationwiththeconverter+NOmonitororaNDIRmonitor
istobepreferred, whereasthe combination of synthetic tracer gas and specific monitors isthe
bestprocedure for naturallyventilatedbuildings.
Besidesmethodology and measurement technique,measurement strategy (design of hardware
andprotocol for measurements) is of great importance when carrying out emission studies for
naturallyventilated cowbuildings. Incompletemixingofvolumes ofair insidethehouse leads
to spatial variability in gas concentrations. This aspect has to be studied before the
measurements start in order to design the sampling system (number and location of sampling
points) for air inside the house correctly. When designing the protocol for measurements,
detailed knowledge of the emission process benefits minimisation of the number of
measurements and its duration. Mechanistic modelling of the processes relevant for NH3
emission (Muck &Steenhuis, 1981;Monteny etal, 1998)andthe application of statistics (De
Boer, 1993)maycontributetothis.
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4 Dairy cow buildings: floor and manure handling systems, and NH3
emission
Twomaintypesofhousing systemsfor dairycows canbedistinguished: loosehousing andtie
stalls. In loose housing, the two major sub-systems are cubicle housing systems and noncubicle or(deep) litter and straw systems.Functional elements of loosehousing systems area
non-restricted (open, straw bed) orpartlyrestricted (cubicles) lying area, awalking area anda
feeding area. For tie stalls systems, these functional elements are combined (Anonymous,
1994b). Floor type, manure handling and indoor manure storage facilities are the major
characteristics that are relevant from NH3 emission point of view. Table 2.1 presents an
overview of dairy cow housing systems, subdivided by these characteristics. Except for straw
based systems where farmyard manure (FYM) is produced, manure is present in the form of
slurry. Ammonia emission data are given to the extent that reliable data were available from
different literature sources. Conditions under which the measurements were carried out
(ventilation system; measurement principle of ventilation rate and indoor temperature) are
reported.Dataarediscussed inthefollowing paragraphs.
Table 2.1: Housing systemsfor dairy cows,floor, manure handling and manure storage
characteristics, NH3emission(gday per cow)andmeasurementconditions.
Housing

Floor

Manure

Manure

NH3

Ventilation

system

type

handling storage emission system*1' method*2)

Reference

Loose housing
Cubicle

Slats

Flat, solid

Noncubicle

No

Scraping

Deeppit

Outside

32-45

M

Anemom

Kroodsmaetah, 1993

20-42*3'

N

C0 2

Groot Koerkampet ah,
1997

40

N

C0 2

Van'tOoster, 1994

26

N

Estimate

Pfeiffer etah, 1994

25

N

Estimate

Pfeiffer etah, 1994

32

N

CO

Demmersera/., 1998

4)

Sloped,
solid

Scraping

Deep pit

25*

M

Anemom

Huis In 't Veld et ah,
1994

Flat, solid

Tractor

Outside

30

M

Anemom

Groenestein & Reitsma,
1993

Slats

No

Deep pit

9-14

M

Anemom

Groenestein & Montsma,
1991

Shallow
pit

5-12

N

Estimate

Mannebeck &
Oldenburg, 1990

6-2l' 3)

B

C0 2

GrootKoerkamp et ah,
1997

27

N

Estimate

Pfeiffer etah, 1994

Tie stalls

No, gutter

Scraping

Outside

'*: M=mechanicalventilation;N=naturalventilation;B =bothventilationprinciples.

2)
:Anemom=anemometer;C02,CO=gasmassbalancemethod;Estimate=estimatedairexchangerates.
3)
%4): Emissiondatacorrectedfor meanoutsidetemperature.

* :Emissionstandardisedfor 15 °C.
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4.1Loosehousing systems
Cubicle houses with slatted floors are the most common for dairy cows in The Netherlands
(Anonymous, 1995) and some other European countries (Anonymous, 1994a). Inside, under
floorpits are present for slurry storage. Kroodsma et al. (1993) found NH3 emission from a
mechanically ventilated cubicle house varying from 32 to 45 g day"1 per cow at an inside air
temperature range of 12 to 18 °C. Groot Koerkamp et al. (1997) measured NH3 emissions
from 16cubicle dairy cow buildings during a large survey in 4 European countries (UK, The
Netherlands, Denmark, and Germany). Ammonia emission was measured during 24 h under
winter and summer conditions. After correction for mean outside temperature, average NH3
emissionpercountryrangedfrom20(Denmark) to42 (TheNetherlands) gday"' per cow.The
observed variation between 4 similar dairy cow buildings per country and between countries
can be regarded as a combination of systematic and natural variation, mainly caused by
differences in climate, diets, details in the building designs and management. Other emission
data for naturally ventilated cubicle buildings with slurry storage beneath the slatted floor
were found to amount 40 g day"1 per cow (Van 't Ooster, 1994) and 26 g day"1 per cow
(Pfeiffer etal.,1994).Emission datawerenotcorrected for temperature.
Inclined shallow pits beneath the slats are common for cubicle houses in the US (Collins &
Wilson, 1994).Inthese systems,slurryiscontinuouslyremovedfromthehouseby gravityand
stored outside, e.g. in a slurry lagoon. Emission data in literature were lacking for such
housingsystems.
Cubiclehousing systemswith flat or sloped solid floors arefound invariouscountries.Asolid
floor type implies that faeces and urine have to be removed regularly (e.g. with scrapers) and
collected inanunder floor pit orin an outside storage. When aflat solid floor ispresent, there
may be a longitudinal incline towards a dorsally situated collection gutter to allow slurry
removalbyflushing and additional outside storage(e.g.in alagoon; Fulhage &Martin, 1994).
Ammonia emission levels for cubicle houses with flat solid floors with scrapers and outside
slurry storage of 24.5 and 31.6 g day"1 per cow were reported by Pfeiffer et al. (1994) and
Demmers et al. (1998), respectively. Data were not corrected for temperatures. Sloped, solid
floors may be designed V-shaped, with a lateral slope, so urine is drained through a small
gutter, longitudinally situated in the middle of the floor (Swierstra et al., 1995). The slope
may also be to one of the sides of the walking alley (Moore & Hegg, 1980). Ammonia
emission for a V-shaped solid floor with a 3% lateral slope was 24.5 g day"1 per cow,
corrected for areference temperatureof 15°C(Huis in 'tVeld etal.,1994).
Non-cubicle loose housing systems, operated with a straw bed or a concrete floor, are less
commonthan loosehousing systemswithcubicles.When astrawbed isused, faeces andurine
collected often remain in the house for a longer period of time. Removal of the collected
faeces and urine - indicated as farm yard manure (FYM) - can be by hand or by a scraper
attached to a tractor. Ammonia emission for a mechanically ventilated house containing 40
dairy cows and 18 head of young stock, at an average temperature of 9 °C, was on average
30gday"1peranimal (not corrected for temperature; Groenestein &Reitsma, 1993).
4.2 Tiestalls
In tie stalls, faeces and urine are collected either as slurry in an under floor pit covered with
concreteorsteelslats,orin ashallow gutterwhere faeces andurine areseparately collected. In
theUS,tie stalls areoften equipped with inclined shallow pits beneath the slats (Graves etal.,
1984). Removal of the faeces, optionally collected in a layer of straw in the gutter (FYM), is
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carried out by hand or by a scraper, whereas urine is drained off by gravity. FYM is usually
stored outside. Daily NH3 emission for a commercially operated, mechanically ventilated tie
stall for dairycows,with slurry storageinapit with adepth of 1 mbehind the animals,varied
with temperature (15 to 19 °C) from 9 to 14 g per cow (Groenestein & Montsma, 1991).
Ammonia emission from 16 naturally and mechanically ventilated tie stalls, observed in 4
European countries in the framework of the international survey described previously, varied
from6to21gday"1percow (corrected for mean outsidetemperature) (GrootKoerkamp etah,
1997).Basedupon an estimated ventilation rate,Mannebeck &Oldenburg (1990) and Pfeiffer
etah(1994)reported emissions of5to27 gNH3day"1percow(not corrected for temperature)
for a large number of naturally ventilated tie stalls, measured under various outside
temperatures. As described for emissions from cubicle housing systems, ranges in NH3
emissionfromtie stalls observed appear tobe large due to systematic and natural variation in
emission determining factors.

5Measures to reduce NH3emission from dairy cowbuildings
Measures that reduce the NH3 emission from a dairy cow house are based on engineering,
nutrition ormanagement. They influence one or more oftheparameters that play arole in the
emissionrelated processes.Mainthemesare:
(1) reduction oftheureaconcentration ofurinebynutritionalmeasures;
(2) dilution ofurineonfloors andremoval from floors
(3) slowingdowntheureahydrolysison floors;
(4) control ofpH;
(5) reductionofmasstransfer ofNH3fromurineand slurry;
(6) reduction ofairexchangebetweenpit andhouse.
5.1 Reduction oftheureaconcentration ofurinebynutritional measures
Alteringthediet isregarded as aneffective anddirectwayof achieving areduction oftheurea
concentration intheurine. Smitsetah (1995)compared the effect ontheNH3emission oftwo
diets in a commercial cubicle house with 34 lactating, highly yielding dairy cows in a
repetitive experiment over 126days.Thediets differed innitrogen content, resulting in adaily
intakeper cow ofrumen degradableprotein (RDP)withthe"low-N"diet of40 g,and of 1060
g with the "high-N" diet. Salt was added to the low-N diet to obtain similar urine production
volumes. As a result, the concentration of urea nitrogen for the low-N diet was 42% lower
than for the high-N diet, whereas the emission of NH3was reduced with approximately 39%.
The results are in good accordance with the findings by Elzing & Monteny (1997b). They
reported a linear relation between the urea concentration and the NH3 emissions in trials,
conducted in a scale model of a dairy cow house, where a fouled slatted floor element was
sprinkled with urine from groups of lactating cows fed with different diets. In another
experiment (Smits et ah, 1997) similar to the one mentioned previously (Smits et ah, 1995),
saltwas added tothehigh-N diettoincreasebothNexcretion inurine and urineproduction, at
a comparable urinary urea concentration. The emission reduction by the low-N diet was
approximately 20%,mainlycausedbythereduced number ofurinationspercow.
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5.2Dilution andremoval ofurineon floors
Indirect lowering of the urea and TAN concentration is achieved through flushing floors.
Addingwaterresults in adilution oftheurine onthe floor and ofthe slurry inthepit. Besides
dilution, removal of urine from the floor surface is a feature of flushing systems. The
frequency of the flushing actions and the amount of water used per flushing determine the
potentialNH3emissionreduction. Frequent flushing resultsinmore frequent removal ofurine,
whereasflushingwithmorewaterresults inanincreased dilution oftheurine.
Byflushingslattedfloors,NH3 emission was reduced by amaximum of 17% (De Boer etal.,
1994;Ogink &Kroodsma, 1996). Even though different amounts ofwater (up to 110Lday"1
per cow) and flushing intervals (once every 1-3.5 h) were used, no relationship was found
between emission reduction and those variables.Relative to unflushed slatted floors, spraying
aV-shaped solidfloorwith 6Lofwater day"1percow at ascraping andflushingfrequency of
onceeverytwohoursresulted ina65%reduction oftheNH3emission was reported byBraam
etal.(1997b).The effects of amounts ofwater used and flushing and scraping frequencies on
the emission reduction for a V-shaped solid floor were reported by Huis in 't Veld et al.
(1994)andDeBoeretal.(1994).Theyreported thatflushingwith 50Lofwater day"1percow
every 2 hours directly after the scraping action resulted in an emission reduction of 34%
compared toonly scraping ofthesolid floor. Increasingthescraping and flushing frequency to
once every hour did not result in a significant higher emission reduction. Emission was
reduced to 14% at a reduced water use to 28 L day"1 per cow combined with an increased
scraping and flushing frequency of once every hour (Huis in 't Veld et al, 1994). From this
datawemayconclude that, contradictory tofindingsfor slatted floors, emission reduction and
waterusearepositivelycorrelated for slopedfloors.
Atflushingfrequenciesmentioned above,flushing willnothavehad amajor effect ontheurea
hydrolysisprocessthroughdilution ofurea,becauseureaisusuallyhydrolysed within2h after
urinedeposition onfloors.Tobe effective from that point ofview, continuous flushing would
have to be operated or the flushing frequency would have to be related to the urination
frequency. Bothoptionswerefor technicalreasonsnot investigated.
5.3 Slowingdown urea hydrolysis
Slowing down the urea hydrolysis process can be achieved through temperature reduction or
inhibition of the enzyme urease. For dairy cow buildings, data on cooling of floor and slurry
surfaces and effects on NH3 emission were lacking in literature. Urease inhibitors are well
known in rice production (Keerthisinghe & Freney, 1994) and are sometimes used to lower
NH3emissions from feedlots (Varel, 1996).Their applicability in cow buildings has not been
investigated. Emission reduction datawere obtained from experiments onflushingfloorswith
diluted formaldehyde. Scraping andflushingwere combined and conducted hourly and every
two hours, respectively. NH3emission reduction for slatted floors and V-shaped solid floors,
relative to the emission from acubicle housewith slats,was 50%(Ogink &Kroodsma, 1996)
and 87% (Bleijenberg et al., 1995) respectively, using daily volumes of 19 L and 34 L of a
diluted formaldehyde solution per cow. These data indicate that urea hydrolysis had been
reducedtovery lowvalues.Furthermore,Ketelaars &Rap (1994) successfully removedfloorbound urease activity in dairy-cow houses by rinsing the floor with a hydrochloric acid
solution,consequentlyreducingNH3emissiontoverylowvalues.
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5.4 Control ofpH
Lowering the pH at the emitting surfaces (floor, slurry in the pit) by addition of acid has
shown to be quite effective in reducing NH3emissions from slurry. A reduction of 37%was
reported by Bleijenberg et al. (1995) in experiments where pH of the slurry, stored in a pit
under the slatted floor, was reduced to 4-4.5 by regular addition of nitric acid. Even higher
reductions ofupto 60%wereachieved byacombination of acidification of slurryinashallow
pit andregular flushing ofthe slatswiththeacidified slurry(Kroodsma &Ogink, 1997).
5.5Reduction ofmass transfer
Possibilities for influencing convective mass transfer of NH3 are through reduction of
temperature and air velocity at the emitting surfaces (floor and slurry) and of the area of the
emitting surface (Elzing & Monteny, 1997b). Findings with temperature reduction are
previously described. Influencing air velocity in naturally ventilated cow buildings is hard to
achieve,because a system for regulation of the ventilation rate is not present or not operated.
Except through solid floors, possibly leading to a reduction of air velocity in the pit (see
Paragraph 5.6), reducing air velocities by climatisation is therefore not regarded to be a
practical option for emission reduction.
Reduction of the area of floors and pit is only possible when the housing system is changed.
NH3emission was reduced by approximately 10%when the fouled floor area per cow was
reduced from 3.5 to 2.5 m2 in an adapted design for adairy cowhousewith cubicles (Metzet
al, 1995).Foratiestallwithafouled floor areaofapproximately 1m2per cowand areduced
pit area,emission reductionwas28%compared toacubiclehouse(Metzetal, 1995).
5.6 Reduction ofairexchangebetween pitandhouse
The area for air exchange between the pit and the air inside the house depends on the floor
type used (Braam et al., 1997a) and by parameters causing air exchange (e.g. ventilation
system, stack effect duetotemperature gradientsbetween slurry and inside air; see e.g. Bruce,
1975). For slatted floors, this area is approximately 20-25% of the total floor area
(Anonymous, 1989). In cow buildings equipped with solid floors, the only possibility for air
exchange is through the openings at each end of the alleys through which scraped slurry is
deposited in the pit. Intermediate openings might be required if floor length increases. The
reduced air exchange is an important factor in the emission reduction for this type of floors
relative to slatted floors. As a consequence of reduced air exchange, transport of NH3
volatilised to the air inside thepit to the air inside the house ishindered (Braam etal, 1997b).
Furthermore, it might also cause lower air velocities at slurry level, leading to a lower
volatilisation (Elzing &Monteny, 1997b). Also the accumulation of NH3 in the air inside the
pit may contribute to a reduced volatilisation. Swierstra et al. (1995) reported emission
reductions between 48%and 52% for solid, V-shaped floors. Similar reductions were found
by Braam & Van den Hoorn (1996), for the same floor but with high slurry level and a
wooden construction toprevent airflow inthepit.Comparability ofthosedata ishard, because
ofdifferences inexperimental conditions (season,year).
Table 2.2 presents a schematic overview of the interaction between NH3 emission reducing
measures and processes and parameters. In this overview, emission reduction potential is
expressed relative to dairy cow buildings with cubicles, slatted floors and under floor slurry
storage.
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Table2.2: Overview oftheworkingprinciple ofemissionreducingmeasuresandreduction of
theNH3emission reportedinliterature(in% comparedtoslattedfloors).
Measure

Process involved

Control factor

Feeding strategies

urine and faeces

urea concentration

Maximal Reference
reduction
39

Smits etal, 1997

production
Slurry handling:
* flushing with water
* formaldehyde flushing
*slurry acidification
+additionally flushing

enzymatic conversion

urea concentration

17

Ogink &Kroodsma, 1996

enzymatic conversion
dissociation

urease activity
pH

50
37

Ogink &Kroodsma, 1996
Bleijenberg eta!.,1995

dissociation

pH

60

Kroodsma &Ogink, 1997

air velocity

52

Swierstrae/a/., 1995

urea concentration
urease activity

65

Braame/a/., 1997b

80

Bleijenberg etal, 1995

slats with acidified
slurry
Floor systems:
* V-shaped solid floors

air exchange/
volatilization
+ flushing with water enzymatic conversion
+ formaldehyde
enzymatic conversion
flushing

Housing systems:
*reduced slatted floor
area

volatilization

emitting area of

10

Metzetal., 1995

* tie stalls

volatilization

floor/pit
emitting area of

28

Metzetal., 1995

floor/pit

6Prospects ofdifferent emission reducing measures
6.1 Nutrition
Practical possibility for reduction of thenitrogen excretion inurine isreplacement of apart of
the grass silage in the cow's diet by feed stuffs with a low nitrogen content, e.g. maize (Valk
etal.,1990;Dewhurst &Thomas, 1992).However, dairycowdiet manipulation toreduceNH3
emission should focus on lowering theurinarynitrogen concentration inthe urine by lowering
the N surpluses in the diet rather than by increasing the volume of urine produced or the
frequency of urination (e.g. through the addition of salt; Smits et al., 1997). In that
perspective, the intake of water, induced by the amounts of N and salts in the diet is of
importance.
Other possibilities for the reduction of the nitrogen content of the diet are through improved
grassland management and grazing. Bussink (1994) showed that reduction of the N
fertilisation rate of grassland resulted in a significantly lower NH3emission during grazing of
dairy cows.Thiswasmainly caused by areduced excretion ofN. Expectedly, feeding of grass
silage from the grassland with the reduced fertilisation rate will also reduce NH3 emission in
the dairy cow house. However, no data are available to support this. Bussink & Oenema
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(1998) calculated that part time grazing during the summer (cows kept inside during night)
leads to an increase in NH3 emission on a farm scale by 10%compared to full time grazing.
Because the cows then stay inside the house for a longer period of time, more slurry (faeces
and urine) is produced inside the house, causing extra emission from the house. Moreover,
becausemore slurryneedstobe appliedtothefield, emission from land spreadingincreases.
6.2 Flushing systems
Amajor drawback of flushing isthe amount of water added to the slurry. At an average daily
slurryproduction of50Lper cow, flushing of slatted floors would cause and increase in slurry
volume of up to 200%. This increase is less pronounced but still considerable for flushing
solid, V-shaped floors (10-100%). Besides investment costs for the technology, storage and
application ofthis extra slurry volume will also lead to additional operational costs. Flushing
with diluted formaldehyde solutions allows use of much less water, because the reduced
urease activity is more important than dilution or removal of urine. A disadvantage of the use
of formaldehyde is a potential for the emission of formaldehyde gas to the inside air, which
might have negative health effects. Safety risks could be minimised when indoor air
concentrations can be related to the concentration of formaldehyde in the flushing solutions
and when other relevant conditions (e.g. temperature) and limits for concentrations of
formaldehyde gas in work-place environment (Ogink & Kroodsma, 1996) are taken into
account.
6.3 Control ofpH
Reduction of pH through slurry acidification is an effective way to reduce NH3 emissions.
Although different organic and inorganic acids could be used, experiments were only carried
outusingnitric acid.Thiswasdonebasically from thepoint ofview ofpossible substitution of
additional chemical fertilisers by slurry mixed with nitric acid. However, due to the risk of
denitrification of the nitrate added and consequently emission of the environmentally harmful
N2O,pH had tobe kept below 4.5.The amount ofnitric acid needed to achieve thatpH value
leadstoslurrywithhighnitrogen contents (e.g.around 9gNkg"1;Bleijenberg etal.,1995).In
order to prevent the risk of extra nitrate leaching when using acidified slurry for (grassland)
fertilisation, advanced application technology for small amounts of slurryisrequired to match
N fertilisation rateswith theN demand ofthegrassland. Organic orother inorganic acidsmay
beanalternative.However,noliteraturewas found relative todairyhusbandry.
6.4Housing systems
NH3 emission per cow for tie stalls (5-27 g day"1) tend to be lower then for loose housing
systems with cubicles (25-45 g day"1). The emission reducing effect in tie stalls is mainly
caused by a reduction of surface area of the pit and the, urine and faeces fouled, floor.
Drawbacks oftie stalls are generally related to ahigher labour demand, especially for milking
and feeding. Furthermore,newlybuilt tie stallswillbe forbidden or it isin discussion in some
countries (e.g. Switzerland) from the point of view of animal welfare. In that perspective,
important topics are freedom of movement for the cows and possibilities to conduct natural
behaviour. Theserequirements aremet in systems with loose housing on straw, althoughNH3
emission for this type of dairy housing (one measurement) might be near cubicle house
emission levels. In addition, Groenestein & Reitsma (1993) found methane emissions of
approximately 1kg day"1per cow for these systems. This is substantially higher than average
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methane emissions from slurrybased dairycowhousing systems (0.15-0.37 kg day"1 per cow;
Crutzenetal., 1986;VanderHoek, 1984) andmayberelated to anoxicdegradation processes
in the straw bedding. An evaluation of housing systems in the framework of NH3 emission,
therefor, needstobe extendedwith animalwelfare andotherenvironmental aspects.
6.5Floor systems
Compared to slatted floors, longitudinal V-shaped solid floors have a potential for a lower
NH3 emission (52%) as can be concluded from data presented in Table 2.2. This statement
mightbequestioned whenemission levelsreported for cubiclehousing systems equipped with
slatted(25gday"1percow)andV-shaped floors (26-45 gday"1percow) areconsidered (Table
2.1). Besides the small number of data present for the comparison, experimental conditions
during the measurements reported in Table 2.2 were different. Slatted floor research was
carried out in different countries, in different seasons and under different management
conditions, whereas data used for the direct comparison (Table 2.2) were obtained from an
experiment with both floor types under comparable experimental conditions. Braam et al.
(1997) and Braam & Van den Hoorn (1996) concluded that the design of solid floors and in
particularthedesign and areaofopenings areimportant features when itcomestoreduction of
air exchange and maximisation of emission reduction. In the evaluation of the emission
reducing effect of housing systems with V-shaped solid floor, compared to slatted floors, the
volume of urine left upon the floor surface after each urination needs to be considered too.
Urine volume and urea concentration both determine the amount of urea upon the floor and
thus also thepotential NH3production in and emission from the urinepuddles upon the floor.
Braam & Van den Hoorn (1996) reported typical values for both parameters are 0.6 mm and
0.8 m2 respectively for clean slatted floors, while for V-shaped (3%slope) solid floors due to
draining of urine typical values are 0.15 mm and 1.2 m2 respectively. This means that the
potentialNH3 emission for aslatted floor ison averagethreetimeshigherthan for aV-shaped
solid floor. Boththereducedpotential emission andthereduced air exchange whenusingsolid
floors may contribute to the emission reduction reported. A major point of attention when
using solid floors in general and inclined solid floors in particular is locomotion of the
animals.Onaninclined surface cowscaneasily loose gripwhichmaycause slipincidents and
injuries, especially when faeces are not removed thoroughly. Floors with sufficient floor
surface texture and roughness may improve that situation (Dumelow & Albutt, 1988).
Furthermore, Braam et al. (1997b) showed that regular wetting of the floor surface could
improve faeces removal andreducetheproblemsmentioned before.

7 Synthesis
AssumingNH3indairycowbuildings onlyoriginatesfromurinary urea and 80%ofurinaryN
is inthe form or urea, potential daily NH3emission per cow is 65-260 g(80% of 80-320 gN
excreted inurineper cow and per day).Measurements (Table 2.1) have shown that the actual
daily NH3 emission is in the order of magnitude of 30 g per day, which is 12-46% of the
potential emission. Thelowerpercentage isassumed toberelevant for intensive dairy farming
andrelatedhigh levelsofN input.Animportant reason for the largedifference between actual
and potential emission is that at pH values for urine and slurry, on average 8.5 and 7.5
respectively, only a relatively small percentage of TAN is present in the form of volatile,
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unionised NH3. Even at reported pH levels of around 8.6 for urine on the floor and the top
layerofslurryinthepit (Elzing &Monteny, 1997a),much oftheTAN willbepresent asnonvolatile N H / . Beside pH, also other emission determining parameters have to be considered
to fully explain the low actual emission relative to the potential emission. Elzing & Monteny
(1997a, 1997b) found that the mass transfer parameters air velocity and temperature highly
determine the maximum volatilisation rate per urination, occurring at approximately 2h after
urine has been deposited on the floor, aswell as the duration of the volatilisation process (up
to 15hormore).At airvelocities,temperatures and emitting surface areas found indiarycow
buildings, NH3 losses due to mass transfer (volatilisation) will be at a relatively low level
when compared toNH3production inthe liquid following urea hydrolysis. Furthermore, each
urine pool upon the floor will be refreshed within 10h at an average urination frequency per
cow of 11 day"1 (Whitehead, 1995), a floor area of 0.8 m2 covered by one urination, an
available floor areaper cowof3.5m2 andrandom distribution ofurinations overthe available
floor area (Monteny et al., 1998). The volatilisation process of the original urine pool will
therefor neverrunto completion.
Agricultural NH3emission originates for 53%and 60% from cattle husbandry in Europe and
TheNetherlands, respectively (Asman, 1995;Anonymous, 1996).Pig and poultry husbandry
isresponsible for the remainder. When Dutch emission reduction goals (70% in 2005 relative
to 1980) would be applied on a European scale, NH3 emissions from all sources (land
spreading slurry, buildings, storages, grazing) would have to be substantially reduced to
achievethem.
New techniques for slurry application and covering of outside slurry storages are already law
enforced in TheNetherlands since the late 80's. They are applied on a large scale nowadays.
Asaconsequence,thenationalNH3emissionreduction was calculated tobe approximately 69
kton(34%) in 1995compared to 1980(Anonymous, 1996).The contribution of cattle housing
and storage systemstothetotalNH3emission in TheNetherlands was estimated at45 kton in
1995 (Anonymous, 1996). Based upon the number of dairy cows relative to the number of
other cattle(Anonymous, 1995),itcanbe assumed that approximately 80%(36ktonper year)
of this amount originates from dairy cowbuildings. Data presented in Table 2.2 show that an
NH3 emission reduction of 50% seems technically feasible. This can be achieved through
innovative floor systems, flushing with diluted formaldehyde, and through a combination of
feeding strategies and e.g. flushing withwater.
Emission reduction in building generally lead to an increase in the nitrogen content of the
slurry.Thismight implyanadditionalNH3emissionduring storage and land spreadingistobe
expected. However, when measures are taken to reduce these emissions substantially
(covering of storages, low emission land application), the additional emission will be low.
Assuming 100% penetration of these measures in practice, maximal reduction of the NH3
emission on anational scale will be 18kton. Thismeans that the contribution from dairy cow
buildings to achieve the government goal in 2005, an additional reduction of 74 kton from
1995 onward (total reduction of 143 kton per year), will be small and a further emission
reduction from all agricultural sources will be necessary. Furthermore, annual costs on farm
scale of theseNH3emission reducing measures might be significant (Van Scheppingen et al.,
1995),althoughrealfigures from practice are few.
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8 Conclusions
Accurate measurement of ventilation rates for naturally ventilated animal buildings has
becomefeasible usingtracergasmassbalancemethods.
Data on the NH3 emission from different types of dairy cow housing systems indicate that
variation is large and that emission from tie stalls (5-27 g day"1 per cow) is generally lower
than from loose housing systems (20-45 g day"1 per cow). Urea concentration in the urine,
urease activity, pH, temperature, air velocity and area of emitting surfaces (floor, pit) are
influencing parameters for the emission ofNH3.Measures toreduceNH3emission from diary
cow buildings affect one or more of these parameters. Most effective measures are flushing
with formaldehyde (reduction of urease activity), introduction of V-shaped, solid floors
(minimising air exchange between pit and building, and reduction of air velocity in the pit),
feeding strategies (lowering or urea concentration in the urine) and slurry acidification (pH
control). Drawbacks of these measures, like the possible volatilisation of formaldehyde gas
when flushing floors with diluted formaldehyde, danger of slipping of the cows on V-shaped,
solid floors and risks of unwanted emissions of methane (straw systems) and nitrous oxide
(acidification) willhavetobe addressed toensureapplication inpractice. For theNetherlands,
maximal emission reduction through implementation of reducing measures in dairy cow
buildingsisestimated at 18ktonofNH3 per year.
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Chapter 3

Aconceptual mechanistic model for the ammonia emission from dairy cow houses

Abstract
A conceptual model, consisting of floor and slurry pit modules, for estimating ammonia
emission from cubicle (free stall) dairy cow houses was developed. Components in the floor
module described urine deposition, enzymatic conversion of urea, dissociation of ammonia
and ammonia volatilization. Slurry pit module components described urine and feces
production, andammoniadissociation andvolatilization.
Validityofthemodelwastestedbycomparingresultsonamonthlybasiswith measurements
of ammonia emissions from January to June for a commercially-operated, mechanicallyventilated research cow house. Maximal underestimation was 6% for May and maximal
overestimation was 7% for March. A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the input
parameters for which measured data were unavailable. This analysis showed that urease
activity had little effect on the simulated emission and the largest effect was due to pH. The
reliability of the model for predicting the ammonia emission for practical conditions will
mainly depend on the validity of assumptions concerning the time independent character of
mostoftheparameters andontheaccuracywithwhichparameters canbe determined.
Keywords:ammoniavolatilization, computer simulation,dairycows,sensitivity analysis
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1Introduction
In regions with high livestock densities, ammonia (NH3) plays an important role in
environmental acidification. IntheNetherlands 46%ofthe acidification of forest, heath lands
and sweet water ecosystems is caused by the deposition of NH3, mainly originating from
agricultural activities (Heij and Schneider, 1995). Dutch governmental policy concerning
environmental acidification aims to reduce NH3 emissions by 70% in the next decade
(Anonymous, 1993). This reduction is relative to the national emission level in 1980, when
240,000 tons of NH3 were emitted (Oudendag, 1993). Technical measures to reduce NH3
emissions after slurryapplication andduring slurry storage are already enforced by law inthe
Netherlands (Voorburg, 1991; Berentsen et al, 1992). Reduction of NH3 emission from
animal housing systems is necessary to comply with long term national reduction goals
(Anonymous, 1993). To achieve this, the impact of changes in the composition of diets
leading to a lower excretion of nitrogen, and technical solutions involving advanced slurry
handling andinnovativefloorandhousingsystemsarebeing studied.
Approximately 90% of dairy cows in the Netherlands arekept in naturally ventilated houses
equipped with cubicles (free stall), slatted floors and facilities for long term slurry storage
under the slats and the cubicles.Measurements oftheNH3emission from naturally ventilated
houses are technically complex, expensive and labour intensive. This is primarily due to
difficulties in determining the ventilation rate. NH3 emission related processes are also
complex. Modeling of the processes related to the production and emission of NH3 may
improve insight into this complexity. Also,NH3emission levels and their potential reduction
by technical and nutritional measures can be predicted without the uncertainty of ventilation
ratemeasurements mentioned above.Furthermore, simulation offers thepotential to studythe
effect on NH3 emission of single and combined solutions and to optimize them in a cost
effective manner.
Muck and Steenhuis (1981) reported an analytical model for quantifying the loss of nitrogen
duetoNH3volatilizationfromurineapplied uponthesurface ofanalleyinacommercial, free
stall dairy barn. They concluded that their model insufficiently characterized the conversion
of urea in the urine directly after urine application and that nitrogen loss through NH3
volatilization was underestimated for cool conditions. Elzing et al. (1992) and Elzing and
Monteny (1997) described amodel for the simulation of NH3emission after application ofa
mixtureoffeces andurine andonlyurineonaslattedfloorelement inascalemodelofadairy
cow house. They concluded that urea conversion and NH3 volatilization from the floor
element could be modeled successfully if urea conversion rates were assumed to be much
higherthan thoseobtained from laboratory analysisof fresh slurry andby assuming complete
mixingofurineuponthe floor.
Neither the Muck and Steenhuis (1981),the Elzing etal.(1992)nor the Elzing and Monteny
(1997) models were directly suitable for simulating the NH3 emission from a dairy cow
house. Following conclusions from the work by Elzing and Monteny (1997), the model NH3
emission after urine application ona slatted floor element was used as abasic component for
the current dairy cow house model. A procedure for simulation of urination behavior and a
module for the NH3 emission from the slurry pit were developed and integrated to complete
theconceptual model for afreestallcubicledairycowhouse.
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Objectives
The objective of this paper is to describe the development and validation of a conceptual
model for the emission ofNH3 from free stall dairy cow houses with cubicles, slatted floors
and slurry storage in a pit under the slats and cubicles. Modules describing NH3 emission
from the slatted floors andthe slurrypit are intended to accuratelypredict emission levels on
a monthly basis. The use of models is cheaper than measurements of NH3 emissions and
allows more rapid comparison of slurry handling and management strategies. To ensure a
realistic outcome, the model uses measured parameters and field data to the extent possible.
Finally,asensitivityanalysisis performed.

2Modeldescriptionandtheory
2.1 Model description
In the Netherlands, most of the dairy cows are housed in free stall dairy cow houses with
cubicles,slatted floors and slurry storageunder slats and cubicles. Inthesehouses,referred to
as cubicle houses, animals urinate and defecate upon the slatted floor. A small part of the
urine remains on the floor surface. The main part of the deposited urine flows through the
slats to the slurry pit. Feces fall through the slats, mainly under influence of animal
locomotion andgravity.Figure 3.1 gives a schematic representation of the components of the
floor and slurrypitmodulesthatcomprisethemodel.

massbalance:
V|u*feo*<Jr»N= "A> * 'voBt

Figure 3.1:Schematicrepresentationof the ammonia emission modelfor cubicle dairycow
houses.
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Modulesand components
The basic component in the floor module is a urine puddle that remains on the slatted floor
after each urination (Elzing and Monteny, 1997).NH3originates mainly from the enzymatic
conversion of urea, present in the urine (Muck and Steenhuis, 1981). Ammonium (NHV")in
the urine is in equilibrium with NH3 (dissociation equilibrium). NH3 in the urine and at the
puddle/airboundary is in equilibrium according to Henry's law, and is transported across the
liquid/air interface to the air inside the building (convective mass transfer or volatilization).
Theseprocesses form thecomponentsofthefloormodule.
Fortheslurrypitmodule,excreted urineand feces mixinstantlywiththestored slurry.Hence,
thebasic element ofthe slurrypitmoduleisthetotalvolumeof slurryinthepit.Theureathat
flowstothe slurrypit after each urination is diluted in ahomogenous mix of feces andurine,
and then converted into a constant concentration of total ammonia (NH3 and NH4+) in the
slurry. This concentration depends on initial urea concentration, volumes of feces and urine
produced, and volatilization.
Ammoniacal nitrogen massbalance
Amassbalance for total ammoniacal nitrogen (TAN; sum of ammonia nitrogen (NH3-N)and
ammonium nitrogen (NH^-N)) in a urine puddle and in the slurry pit is the basis for
mathematical description of the components in the floor and the slurry pit module. For a
singleurinepuddle,thisbalanceis:
Vfl *q*TAN =Vfi* \\m -An *O"v0iat

[3.1a]

andfor the accumulated urineandfeces intheslurrypit:
V(u+fec) * q*TAN = "A p *<D volat

[3.1b]

with:
Vfi
=volumeoftheurinepuddleontheslatted floor (m3)
q*TAN =rateofaccumulation ofTANperunitofvolume(kgm"3s'1)
An
=slattedfloorareacoveredbyapuddle (m2)
O voiat =NH3-Nmassfluxduetovolatilization (kgm"2 s"1)
u
urea = r a t e °f NH3-Nproduction through enzymaticconversionofureanitrogen (kgm"3 s"1)
V(U+fec)= volumeofurineand feces intheslurrypit(m3)
Ap
=areaoftheslurrypit (m2)
Inthefloormodule (Equation 3.1a),theleft hand siderepresents thenetrate of change inthe
TAN-concentration ([TAN]) inthepuddle dueto therighthand side terms:theproduction of
NH3-N following urea nitrogen conversion (Vn*purea) and the loss due to volatilization of
NH3-N (-Afi*0 voiat)- In the slurry pit module, this change is only due to volatilization
(Equation 3.1b).
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Volumes of urine and feces
For the floor module, the volume of a single urinepuddle on the floor is:
Vfl = A f l *d f l

[3.2]

with:
dfi

= thickness of the urine puddle on the slats (m)

The volume of the slurry in the slurry pit is calculated as follows:
V(u+fec) = lie * ridays * (V f e c + V u )

[3.3]

with:
ric
= number of cows (dimensionless)
ridays = number of days after start of simulation (dimensionless)
Vfec = volume of feces produced (m 3cow*1 day"1)
Vu
= volume of urine produced (m 3 cow"1 day" 1 )
In Equation 3.3,the volume of the urine puddle on the floor is assumed to be small compared
to the volume of feces and urine produced and is therefore ignored.
Urination behavior
To simulate urination behavior of the animals, distribution of urinations over the available
locations for urine deposition is modeled probablistically as a Poisson process. The time
interval between successive urinations is exponentially distributed around the total number of
urinations, determined by multiplying the urination frequency (ufj cow'May"1) and the number
of cows (ric); see Table 3.1. The number of locations available for urine deposition is
determined by the available slatted floor area of the house (Ahouse) divided by the floor area
covered by one urine puddle (An). Emission from the sides and bottom of slats was ignored,
so the floor area relevant for the emission is the area on top of the slats.
2.2 Theory
Enzymatic conversion
Urea is converted to NH3 in a reaction that is catalyzed by the enzyme urease. Urease is
produced by micro organisms present in feces. Bacterial activity was mainly found in a
persistent, thin solid layer upon floor surfaces (Ketelaars and Rap, 1994; Elzing and Monteny,
1997). Therefore, in the floor module, urea conversion is modeled as a Michaelis-Menten
differential equation, characterizing enzymatic processes where the amount of substrate limits
the conversion process at low concentrations:

rured

[U t ]
K + [U t ]

with:
Umax = maximal rate of urea nitrogen conversion at high concentrations (kg m" s"1)
[Ut] = concentration of urea nitrogen in the urine at time t (kg m" 3 )
K
= Michaelis-Menten constant for urea conversion (kg m" 3 )
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The parameter |amaXis often referred to as urease activity. At t = 0, [UJ equals initial urea
nitrogenconcentration intheurineproduced ([U0]).
Dissociation
The produced NH3will dissociate in the liquid and the resultant concentrations of NH3and
NH4+ will maintain equilibrium, depending on temperature and pH. The fraction of NH3-N
(f), expressed asthequotient oftheconcentrations ofNH3-NandNH4+-N,is:
[NH 3 -N]..
3

f=

liq

+

,
=

[NH 3 -N] l i q + [NHJ-N] l i q
with:
f
[NH3-N]ijq
[NH4+-N]iiq
[H+]
Ka
T

[3.5]
[H+]
+
K a 1.07 (T - 293)

=fraction ofNH3-N (dimensionless)
=concentration ofNH3-Nintheliquid(kgm"3)
=concentration ofNHt+-Nintheliquid(kgm"3)
=concentration ofhydrogen ionsintheliquid (10"pH;kgm"3)
=adapted aciddissociation constant forNH3(dimensionless)
=absolutetemperature (K)

As in Hashimoto and Ludington (1972), K*is assumed to be temperature independent and
equalto 0.81*10'10.
Convectivemass transfer
Loss of NH3-N from the liquid to the air takes place through convective mass transfer
(volatilization). Its magnitude depends on the mass transfer coefficient and the difference
between gaseousNH3-Nconcentration attheboundarybetween the emitting surfaces (puddle
onslatsandtoplayerofslurrypit)andtheairinsidethehouse:
O'volat = k ( [ N H 3 - N ] g a s , b o u n d - [ N H 3 - N ] g a s , air)

with:
k
[NH3-N]gas,bound
NH3-N]gas,air

[3.6]

=masstransfer coefficient forNH3(ms"1)
=concentrationofgaseousNH3-Nattheboundary(kgm"3)
=concentrationofgaseousNH3-Nintheair (kgm"3)

Themass flux isrelated totheareacoveredby eachurinepuddle(An)inthefloor moduleand
totheslurrypit area(Ap)exposedtoatmospheric conditions inthe slurrypitmodule.
Thevolatilization processis essentiallymasstransfer ofNH3through aliquid/gas boundaryat
the emitting surfaces, assumingwell mixed liquid and gasphases (Haslam etal, 1924).They
empirically found the -partial pressure based - mass transfer coefficient to be dependent on
the molar mass of NH3, air velocity and air temperature. Using the ideal gas law at a
temperature of 283 K (see: Elzing and Monteny, 1997) for example, the concentration based
masstransfer coefficient is:
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k=48.4v 0 - 8 T M

[3.7]

with:
v
=airvelocity(ms"1)
The concentration of NH3-N in the liquid is in equilibrium with the concentration in the gas
phase attheboundarybetween thepuddleor slurrypittop layer (liquid) and the air according
toHenry's law:
[NH-N],. .
3

J

[NH-N]
3

.

hq,bound
h

„

r

=H

, 0i

[3 8]

-

gas,bound

with:
[NH3-N]uq,bound = concentration of NH3-N in the liquid at the boundary (=[NH3-N]iiq; see
Equation 3.5;kgm' 3 )
H
=Henry's constant(dimensionless)
Henry's constant is temperature dependent and can be expressed as (Hashimoto and
Ludington, 1971):
H= 1.384 103* 1.053(293_T)

[3.9]

2.3Themodel
Substitution for thetermsinEquation 3.1awiththetermsinEquations 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6 results
in a mass balance equation (3.10a) for the urine puddle. [NH3-N]gaS,air in Equation 3.6 is
assumed tobezero inthis substitution. For the floor module, themodel calculates values off
(Equation 3.5), k (Equation 3.7) and H (Equation 3.9) as a function of temperature and air
velocity. In equation 3.10a, the subscript "fl " is added to the parameters to indicate "floor
module".
.d

(A

d([NH3-NWfl+[NH:-NWfl)

f 1

dt

fl

^
fl'

^

K + [Ut]

ffl([NH3-N]liqfl+[NH:-NWfl)

fl

fl

Hfl

Thisequationisvalid for eachurinepuddle.Processes start directly after urine deposition and
areassumed tocontinue until anew urination coversthepresent urinepuddle.Theold puddle
isthen flushed totheslurrypit andtheprocesses for thenewpuddle start.
Substituting Equations 3.3 and 3.6 in Equation 3.1b results in the TAN mass balance for the
slurry pit module (Equation 3.10b), assuming [NH3-N]gas, air equals zero. As in the floor
module, f, k and H are calculated bythemodel using Equations 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9 respectively,
wheresubscript "p"refers totheslurrypitmodule:

V
(u+ fee)
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d([NH - N ] , . + [ N H + - N ] , . )
f ( [ N H - N ] . . +[ N H + - N 1 . )
3
J
J
J
hq,p
4
^iq.p"' _ ^ A P
3
liq,p
4
hq.p y
[3.10b]
dt
p P
H
P
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[TAN] in a urine puddle and in the slurry pit at a certain time t is calculated by solving
Equations 10a and 10b, respectively. NH3-N emission from the cow house is calculated by
adding values of the second term of theright hand side of Equation 10a for all urine puddles
and the right hand side of Equation 10b. Cumulative NH3 emission, where NH3 emission is
17/14 times the emission ofNH3-N, is calculated by adding the integral of both terms using
time steps of 1minute. The model is written in PERSONAL PROSIM (Sierenberg and De
Gans, 1993),runningonaPC.

3Simulation:modelinitialization,resultsanddiscussion
Simulation was carried out for the cubicle dairy cow house described by Kroodsma et al.
(1993). The house with 40 lactating dairy cows was used to measure NH3 emission from
January to June 1989.Itwas mechanically ventilated to enable emission measurements. Data
on NH3 emission and inside air temperature, to perform model calculations and to compare
calculations with measured emissions,were available asaverageson anhourly and amonthly
basis.
3.1 Modelinitialization:inputstothemodel
Inputparameters for themodel followfromthemodel description and the theorydescribed in
thepreviousparagraphs.Theyaresummarized inTable3.1.
No datawere found in literature about the area covered by aurination on a slatted floor (An).
A value of 0.8 m2 is assumed, based upon unpublished results by Ketelaars et al. (1995).
Elzing and Monteny (1997) calculated a thickness for a urine film (dfl) of 0.48 mm for a
slatted floor inexperiments inascalemodel system.Bothvalues aretaken asafixed input for
themodel.
The average daily slurry production (Vu+Vfec) of high producing dairy cows during the
housing period, including water for cleaning of the milking parlor that is stored in the slurry
pit, is approximately 60 kg per cow (Anonymous, 1994) and the urine to feces mass ratio
(Vu/Vfec) is 2:3 (Morse et al, 1994). Bulk densities for urine and feces are assumed to be
equaltothat for water(1,000kgm"3).Hence,thevolumebasedurineto feces production ratio
is also 2:3 and the dailyproduction per cow of urine (Vu) and feces (Vfec) is 0.024 and 0.036
m3, respectively.
Inputs to the urea conversion process are the actual urea nitrogen concentration of the urine
([Ut]), the maximal rate of urea nitrogen conversion (Umax) and Michaelis' constant (K).
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Table3.1:Summaryofparameter valuesper modelcomponent.
Component
parameter (unit)

Value in module of
floor
slurry pit

Equation

Reference

Urine andfeces production
Afl (m2)
dfl(m)
tic(dimensionless)
Vu(m3cow"1day"1)
VfeC(m3cow"1day"1)
V/VfeC (dimensionless)
tU„](kgm"3)

0.8
0.0005
40
0.024
0.036
2:3
7.65

(3.2)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.3,3.11)
(3.3,3.11)
(3.11)
(3.11)

*
*
Kroodsma efa/., 1993
*
*
Morse etal.,1994
*

Urination behavior
u f (day"' cow"1)
ric(dimensionless)
Afl(m2)
Ahouse ( m

)

Enzymatic conversion
[U,](kgm"3)
m ^ (kgm"3 s"1)
K(kgm" 3 )

=[U 0 ]att =0
2.70*10"3
56*10"3

Dissociation
T(K)
pH (dimensionless)

T
A air
8.6

T
air
vfl:Eqn. 3.12
0.8

Convective mass transfer
T(K)
v(m/s)
Afl(m2puddle"1)
A p (m 2 )

Hafez, 1969
Kroodsmaetah, 1993
*
Kroodsma etal, 1993

10
40
0.8
140

A

(3.4)
(3.4)
(3.4)

*
*
Elzingetal, 1992

TAair
8.6

(3.5)
(3.5)

Kroodsma etal., 1993
Elzing etal, 1992

T
air
10%ofVfl

(3.7)
(3.7)
(3.10a)
(3.10b)

Kroodsma etal, 1993
*
*
Kroodsma etal, 1993

A

184

* = calculated or estimated

Theinitial valueof [Uq,being[Uo],depends on animal and dietrelated factors. For this study,
nomeasured datawerepresent. Theinitial concentration ofTAN inthe slurrypit,reported by
Kroodsmaetal.(1993),andtheslurrytourineproduction ratiowereusedtocalculate[Uo]:
[Uo]=([NH3-N]liq,p+[NH4+-N]liq,p) *((Vu+Vfec)/Vu)
with:
[Uo] =initial concentration ofureanitrogenintheurineproduced (kgm"3)
Using this equation and a TAN concentration of the slurry of 3.06 kg m"3 (Kroodsma et al.
1993),[Uo]wouldhavebeen7.65kgm"3(3.06 *5/2).
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Values for Kand \xmaxhavetobe determined through laboratory analysis. Elzing etal.(1992)
found a value for K of 56 10"3kg of urea nitrogen per m3 or per 1,000 kg for a mixture of
urine and feces, which is taken as a fixed input for the model. They also reported values for
HmaxOf0.08 10"3kgofureanitrogen m"3s"1for amixture of fresh urine and feces and of 0.58
10"3kg of urea nitrogen m"3s"1for a urine/feces mixture upon a slatted floor in scale model
experiments. Ketelaars and Rap (1994) found much higher values in specific trials in an
experimental dairy cow house. Combining findings by Elzing et al. and Ketelaars and Rap,
Umax isassumedtobe2.7 10"3kgm"3s"1.InmodellingKand (imax, no influence of temperature
isassumed for thetemperaturerangeinthisstudy.
The dissociation process has temperature and pH as inputs. The floor surface and slurry pit
surface are assumed to have the same temperature as the inside air. Values are taken from
Kroodsma etal.(1993). Elzing etal.(1992) reported pH values at the top layer of the slurry
pit of 8.6 in experiments in a scale model system. This pH was quite independent of
experimental conditions and origin and composition of the urine. Their value is used in this
study.
Temperature of the emitting surfaces and air velocity determine the convective mass transfer
coefficient. Both surface temperature and air velocity will vary strongly in practice,
dependingonbuilding characteristics (ventilation system), floor structure (slatted floors, solid
floors) and animal related parameters (movement, position). Muck and Steenhuis (1981)
measured airvelocitiesranging from 0.05to 0.30ms"1and airtemperatures ranging from 5to
25 °C in the naturally ventilated cow house used for their experiments. Although no
relationship between air velocity and air temperature was reported and no air velocities were
reported by Kroodsma et al.(1993),the following equation, derived from the limited data of
Muck and Steenhuis (1981), was used in this study to relate inside air temperature and air
velocityatfloor level:
vfl =0.05 +0.0125 (Tair- 278)

[3.12]

with:
vn
=airvelocity atfloor level (m s"1)
Tair =insideairtemperature (K;whereT>278)
The result of this equation seems reasonable for the cubicle house in this study, because the
ventilation ratewas linearly dependent on inside airtemperature (Kroodsma etal, 1993).Air
velocity at slurry level in the pit is assumed to be 10% of the air velocity at floor level,
althoughnodatawerepresent tosupportthis assumption.
Little is known about the urination frequency of cows. Based upon data reported by Hafez
(1969)for highproducing, lactating dairycowsaurination frequency (Uf)of 10cow"1day" is
assumed. Forthe cubiclehouse under study, the slatted floor area (Ahouse) was 140m2 (3.5m2
percow)andtheareaoftheslurrypit(Ap)was 184m2 (Kroodsma etal., 1993).
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3.2 Simulation results
Forthecubiclehouseusedinthis study,theanimalswereinsidedayandnight from 1 January
to 17May. The ration consisted of grass and maize silage (65%/35%based upon dry matter)
andadditionalconcentratesdependingontheindividualmilkproduction level.Duringtherest
of May and all of June, the cows were kept inside between 16:00 and 07:00 h and grazed
duringtherest oftheday.When insidethehouseduringthosemonths,the cowswere allowed
to consume concentrates related to the individual milk yield and 3-4 kg dry matter day"1 of
maizesilage.
Comparison of measured monthly NH3 emissions (Kroodsma et al, 1993) and simulated
monthly NH3emission is shown in Table 3.2. Monthly average inside air temperatures were
taken from Kroodsma et al. (1993). These values were also used to calculate local air
velocities (Equation 3.12 andTable 3.1).OtherparameterswereasinTable 3.1. ForMay,the
simulated emission is calculated as a weighted mean of runs for non-grazing and partly
grazingperiodsof 17and 14days,respectively.
Table 3.2: Measured temperature (°C) and measured and simulated mean NH3emission
(kg cow' month') for acubiclehousewith40lactatingcows.
NH3 emission

Month

Temperature

measured

simulated

difference

(%)

January

11.8

0.963

0.959

0.004 (-/-)

0

February

12.4

0.965

0.983

0.018

2

March

14.4

1.095

1.174

0.079

7

April

14.1

1.095

1.121

0.026

2

May

18.4

1.505

1.420

0.085 (-/-)

June

18.2

1.170

1.238

0.068

6

6.793

6.895

0.102

3.8

Total

Totaldifference between model calculations andmeasured values for thetotal period was 102
g NH3 cow"1. On a monthly basis, maximal underestimation was 6% in May and maximal
overestimation was 7% in March. The absolute value of the average monthly error term was
3.8%.
Dailypatternsofcalculated andmeasuredNH3emission for periods with and without grazing
duringdaytime aregiven inFigure 3.2 (from 1 May 12:00hto 5May 12:00h) and Figure 3.3
(from 26 May 12:00 h to 30 May 12:00 h), respectively. Hourly average inside air
temperatures, and thus hourly calculated air velocities (Equation 3.12), were used as input.
ValuesofallotherparameterswerekeptatvaluesgiveninTable3.1.
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140
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Elapsedtime (h)after 1 May 12:00h

Figure 3.2: Measured (xxxj and calculated (ODD) ammonia emission during 4 days in May
with animals permanently inside.

24

36
48
60
Elapsedtime (h)after 26 May 12:00h

72

96

Figure 3.3: Measured (xxx) and calculated (nan) ammonia emission during 4 days in May
"with animals grazing during daytime.
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Fortheperiod when the animalswerekept inside thehouse,average measured and calculated
NH3 emissions are in the same order of magnitude, because underestimations and
overestimations are more or less compensated. From the limited input data available, no
reasonableexplanationcouldbe found for thisdiscrepancyindynamics.
Model predictions show good accordance with measurements for the period with part time
grazing (Figure3.3).Highest levels duringnight time (emission from floor and slurrypit) and
lowest levels during the day (emission from slurry pit) match well. This indicates that the
input parameters for the floor and slurry pit modules are reliable. Dynamics of the measured
and calculated NH3 emission match very well too. Both the decay of emission, occurring
when the animals leave the house (around 07:00 h) and no urination takes place, and the
increasing emission after the animals re-enter the house (at approximately 16:00 h) are
simulated satisfactorily.
3.3 Sensitivity analysis
To assess possible explanations for the differences between modeled and measured NH3
emissions, a sensitivity analysis was carried out for parameters that were heavily based on
assumptions.Theyare:
- urinationfrequency;
- thicknessoftheurinepuddle;
- areaperurinepuddle;
airvelocity;
- temperature;
- pH;
- urease activity.
Except for the parameter under study, all others were kept at values given in Table 3.1.To
separate the effect of temperature and air velocity (Equation 3.12), air velocity at floor level
was kept at 0.17 m s"1(0.017 m s"1 for the slurry pit) in the sensitivity analysis of all other
parameters.
All parameters mentioned above influence the NH3 emission from the floor, whereas
temperature,airvelocityandpHareonlyrelevant fortheslurrypitmodule.
The effects of urination frequency, air velocity, temperature and urease activity are shown in
Figures 3.4through 3.7.
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Urinationfrequency (per cowper day)

Figure 3.4: Calculated ammonia emission from slurry pit (MA), floor (xxx) and cow house
(ton) as afunction of urination frequency.
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Figure 3.5: Calculated ammonia emission from slurry pit (AAA),floor (xxx) and cow house
(ban) as afunction of air velocity atfloor level (and thus at slurry level).
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Airtemperature (oC)

Figure 3.6: Calculated ammonia emission from slurry pit (AAA), floor (xxx) and cow house
(\ua) as afunction of air temperature.
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Figure 3.7: Calculated ammonia emission from slurry pit (AAA),floor (xxx) and cow house
(nan) as afunction of urease activity.
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The relationship between NH3 emission and urination frequency is close to linear. When
urination frequency increases, the floor is wetted more intensively. Per time unit more urea
nitrogen is present upon the floor, leading to a higher production and emission of NH3. A
decreasing effect maybe expected for higher urinationfrequencies,because chances increase
ofoldpuddlesbeingreplaced byafresh oneatanearlystageoftheir emissionprocess.
Thenon-linear impact of air velocity ontheNH3emissionfromtheflooris related the power
of 0.8 for air velocity used in the equation for mass transfer of NH3(Equation 3.7). For the
slurry pit, the relationship seems linear, but this is because air velocity at slurry level, being
10%oftheairvelocityatfloorlevel,onlyvaried from 0.007 -0.027m/sinthisanalysis.
Air temperature influences dissociation and convective mass transfer. The overall impact on
NH3emission seems linear for thefloor,whereas forthe slurrypit an exponential relationship
is evident.
Urease activity hardly influences NH3 emission. Except at very low values, valid for new
floors(Elzing and Monteny, 1997),thepotential for urea conversion does not appear to limit
theNH3emissionprocess.
For thickness and area of a urine puddle on the floor, the relationship with NH3 emission is
linear and exactly the same on a relative scale. This is due to similar effects of both
parameters on the volume ofurine and the amount of urea present inthe puddle. An increase
of the thickness or the area of a urine puddle by 50% (from 0.48 to 0.72 mm or from 0.8 to
1.2 m2respectively) leadstoapproximately 25%higherNH3emissions.
Sensitivityofthemodel forpHisverypronounced. Areduction ofpHfrom8.6 to 7.1 leadsto
a 90% reduction of NH3 emission. This effect follows from the fundamental relationship
betweenpH andthefraction ofNH3-Nintheliquid(Equation 3.5).

4Discussion
Simulated and measured monthly emission levels,their total for the six monthsperiod (Table
3.2) and daily patterns, especially for the period with part time grazing, showed good
agreement for the cowhouseinthis study, eventhoughvalues ofonly afew parameters could
be taken directly from Kroodsma et al. (1993). Validity of the model for prediction ofNH3
emission levelsfromasingleurinepuddle applied onaslatted floor element, investigated ina
scalemodel system ofadairycowhouse,was alreadyshownby Elzing and Monteny (1997).
The results from the present study show that extension of that model with a procedure for
urination behavior and a module for the slurry pit emission represents the situation in a
cubicle dairy cow house reasonably well. Agreement between simulation and measurements
indicatesthat theparameterization ofthemodel for the situation under studywas satisfactory.
When using the model for other situations, assumptions about the constant character and
magnitude ofmostoftheparameters shouldbechecked throughfurther research.
Differences between measured and simulated month to month NH3 emissions (Table 3.2)
appear to be more or less random. An explanation for the inconsistent character of these
differences couldbe anincorrect assumption about theconstant character of-inreality -time
dependent parameters, such as urea concentration in the urine and urination frequency. A
possible error in simulated emissions could also result from the assumption that the
temperature of the emitting surfaces is equal to air temperature. Relatively warm urine and
feces aredeposited regularly onboth the floor and the top layer of the slurrypit, leading to a
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temporary and local increase in temperature. Furthermore, evaporation of water takes place
fromthe surfaces, resulting in a lowering of surface temperature. The net effect of these heat
transfer processes is difficult to estimate, but is to be expected that the temperatures of the
emitting surfaces willbesomewhat lowerthan airtemperature.
Although the assumption that air velocities are linearly dependent on air temperature
(Equation 3.12) may be valid for the cow house under study because the ventilation system
wasdesigned to let theventilation rate be linearly dependent on inside air temperature inthe
range from 8to 18°C(Kroodsma etal, 1993),the assumption couldnot betested because of
lack of air velocity data. For naturally ventilated houses, ventilation rates will fluctuate
greatly with time. More research is needed to relate local air velocities to the governing
parameters (e.g.building characteristics, climatic conditions, ventilation system, temperature
differences insidethehouse).
The sensitivity analyses showed that, except for urease activity, all parameters have amarked
effect on simulated NH3 emission. This effect isthemostpronounced for pH.Various authors
mention difficulties in determining and modeling pH of the puddle upon the floor and the
slurry pit (top layer) in the framework of research into gaseous emissions from livestock
buildings (Muck and Steenhuis, 1981,Anderson etal, 1987).Both carbon dioxide andNH3
are produced upon urea conversion. The faster volatilization of the former leads to a higher
pH in the remaining liquid than the bulk pH,which, for Dutch cattle slurry, ranges from 7to
8.5 (Hoeksma, 1988).Anderson etal.(1987) measured pHvalues ashigh as 9in amixtureof
ammonium hydroxide and carbonate, produced after urea conversion in an aqueous solution.
Muck and Steenhuis (1981)determined an equation for pH depending on the concentration of
urea indairy cowurine.According totheir equation, atthe initial ureanitrogen concentration
of 7.65 kg m"3 used in our study, the pH of the urine upon the floor should have been
approximately 8.Because ofthehigh sensitivity ofthemodel for pH and the lack ofresearch
data, further research isnecessary to improve insight into relationship of surface pH with, for
instance,animaldiet, slurrycomposition,processes inthe slurryand local climatic conditions.
Inthis framework, also the assumed value for Ka,where it is likelyto depend onthe measure
ofconcentration ofthe liquid, anditsrelationship withtemperaturemayneed revision.
A sensitivity analysis on urea nitrogen concentration in the urine was not performed because
the effect of [Uo](Equation 3.10a) is strictly linear (Smits et al, 1995).Because changes in
animal diet isexpected toresult inchanges intheureanitrogen concentration intheurine,the
volume of urine produced and the urination frequency (Smits et al, 1995), these parameters
need combined attention when simulating the effect of diet on NH3 emission. This could
explain the inconsistency in differences between simulation and measurements for May and
June when compared with the other months. The most pronounced effect of urea
concentration is to be expected in May and June, when the animals were grazing outside
during daytime.The consumption offreshgrassmayhave ledto achangeintheurea nitrogen
concentration in the urine that altered measured NH3 emission for both months when
compared with simulations, inwhich aconstant [Uo]wasused. Apossible explanation for the
fact that this effect is not supported by greater differences (Table 3.2) is that the effect of a
change in urea nitrogen concentration may have been offset by a change in urination
frequency.
From recent observations (Braam and Van den Hoorn, 1996; Elzing and Monteny, 1997),
there are indications that the thickness of the urine puddle and the area per urine puddle
slatted floors will be close to the values given in Table 3.1.The sensitivity of the results to
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theseparameters Ananddnistherefore onlyrelevant for cubicle houses with alternative floor
designs (e.g. solid concrete, sloped solid concrete), where the value of these parameters will
differ markedly from those for slatted floors.
The model has NH3production modules for the floor and the slurry pit. This means that the
produced NH3 upon the floor and in the slurry pit is assumed to emit from the cow house
instantly, which willbetrue when averaged over alongterm. To use the model for assessing
slurry handling and management strategies, usually having impact on the short term NH3
emission (e.g. the daily emission pattern), air exchange between the slurry pit and the inside
air needs to be modeled. A possible explanation for the discrepancy in dynamics between
measured andcalculated emissions asshown inFigure 3.2mightbethatNH3-although being
produced - was only emitted from the slurry pit when conditions were in favor of air
exchange, e.g. at night, when relatively cold outside airwould enter the pit through the slats,
whereas relatively warm incoming air (daytime) would not enter the pit and reduce its
emission.
Time dependent parameters will have to be measured continuously to make short term
emission modeling valid for thepurpose indicated. In addition, themodel assumption that the
feces and urine are instantly and completely mixed to become the only source of NH3
emission in the slurry pit needs attention. Completely mixed slurry in the pit will not be
realistic on commercial dairy farms. In The Netherlands, for instance, mixing is only carried
outjustbefore emptyingtheslurrypit,whichisdoneafew timesper year.Analternative isto
model ureaconversion inthetop layer ofthestored slurryafter urine deposition comingfrom
the floor, in combination with diffusion of NH3 in the slurry as described by Zhang et al.
(1992). Also,modeling of the dynamic air exchange between the slurry pit and the air inside
thebuildingisneeded for morerealisticmodelingoftheslurrypitmodule.
Basedupon findings byElzing andMonteny (1997),ureacanberegarded asthemajor source
ofNH3production for the floor module where conversions are rapid. However, the feces and
urine will be stored in the slurry pit for a much longer period of time, depending on the
storage capacity. Assuming that the capacity will generally be sufficient for a couple of
months, organic nitrogen compounds will decompose during storage (Patni and Jui, 1991).
The NH3 produced following this decomposition may be significant when compared to the
NH3 production due to urea conversion. In future research, this source of NH3 should be
included inthe slurrypit module andEquations 3.1b,3.10b and3.11mayneed revision.
The model uses the NH3 mass transfer coefficient given by Haslam et al. (1924) (Equation
3.7). This equation was determined for NH3 desorption in a liquid film reactor. Based upon
findings byMuck and Steenhuis (1981),Elzing etal.(1992) and Elzing and Monteny (1997),
therearenoreasonstodoubt applicabilityofthisequation for thefilmofurineupon a floor in
a dairy cow house. However, Arogo et al. (1996) showed that empirically determined NH3
masstransfer coefficients for storedmanurecould differ significantly from values obtained by
using the equation from Haslam et al. (1924). A first analysis indicates that it would allow
higher air velocities over the slurry pit surface compared to values used in our study. The
validityofthischangehastobetestedbyairvelocitymeasurements intheslurrypit.
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5 Conclusions
Simulation of NH3 emissions from dairy cow housing on a monthly basis appears to be
possibleusing amechanistic emission modelthat includestheurination behavior ofthecows.
Results from astudyinacommercially-operated, research dairycowhousewith slatted floors
and slurry storage inside the house had an absolute error of 3.8% relative to measured
emissions from January to June. Maximal underestimation was 6% occurring in June and
maximal overestimation was 7% for March. A comparison of daily measured and calculated
NH3 emission patterns, studied for a situation with and without part time grazing during
daytime, indicated that dynamics of the model need improvement. A sensitivity analysis
showed that pH has a marked effect on the NH3emission. Also, thickness of the urine film,
area per urination, urea concentration in the urine and urination frequency had significant
effects. Thepotential of the model topredict NH3emission levels for commercial dairycow
houses will depend mainly on the validity of assumed parameter values for those situations.
Specific assumptions concerning the slurry pit module need further refinement to use the
model for optimization ofslurryhandling andmanagement strategies.
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Chapter 4

pH of and gaseous emissions from urine after its excretion

Abstract
Acidity (pH) is a dominant factor in the ammonia emission from dairy cow houses. In
ammonia emission models for animal houses, a constant and equal pH value is assumed for
urine that is excreted on slatted floors and in the pit. These assumptions are questionable
becausepH andvolatilization of gases fluctuate withtemperature and may also depend onthe
conditions onthe surface uponwhichurineis excreted.
A laboratory experiment in a climate room was conducted to study pH development of dairy
cow urine. Each of the 6 treatments consisted of urine application on either a concrete tile
(specimen of aconcrete floor) or the slurry surface at one of the three temperature levels (5,
10 or 15 °C), and was replicated. The pH of the layer of urine and the concentrations of
ammonia and carbon dioxide in the air above the urine were continuously measured for 24
hours after urine application.Anadditional treatment (at 10°C)was conducted in adairycow
house.
Development of urine pH was mathematically described accurately by a combination of an
exponential increase and a linear asymptote for all treatments. The exponential increase was
completed the fastest for urineontiles at 15°C(P<0.05),whereas no difference was observed
for exponential pH increase for the slurry treatments. ThepH of the layer of urine on the tile
increased approximately 1.0 pH unit during 10 hours after urine application, while the
increasewas significantly less (0.5pH unit; P<0.001) for urine on slurry. Temperature hadno
significant effect onthepHincrease.
The maximal level ammonia and carbon dioxide concentrations in the air above the urine
increased with temperature. Furthermore, maximal ammonia concentrations for the tile
treatments were greater (100-280 ppm) than for the slurry treatments (70-150 ppm), mainly
dueto alesserpH level and a greater thickness of the layerofurineon slurry. Concentrations
ofcarbon dioxide for the slurrytreatments developed on greater levels,due to carbon dioxide
masstransferfromthe slurry.
The results of measurements in the dairy cow house were comparable with results from the
laboratory experiment. This indicates that the assumptions about the pH in current ammonia
emission modelsneedrevision. Theequation andparameter valuesproduced from datainthis
experiment willincrease accuracyofmodelpredictions.
Keywords:ammonia, ammonium, carbondioxide,modelling,temperature,urease activity
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1Introduction
Slurry and urine acidity (pH) is a dominant factor in the ammonia (NH3) emission following
land spreading (Van der Molen et al, 1990; Hutchings et al, 1996; Sommer and Sherlock,
1996) and from houses for dairy cows (Elzing and Monteny, 1997a; Monteny et al, 1998)
andpigs(Anderson etal, 1987;Aarnink, 1997;Ni, 1996).Theproduction ofNH3 and carbon
dioxide (CO2) following enzymatic decomposition of urea in the urine excreted in animal
houses is influenced bypH (See Figure4.1),because urease activity ispH dependent (Muck,
1982).Furthermore, chemical equilibria in excreted urine excreted and in the slurry stored in
pits [(NH4+)/NH3 and C02/bicarbonate (HCO3")/carbonate (CO32")] and thus the amounts of
the unionized fractions of the compounds (NH3 and CO2) available for volatilization are pH
dependent (Sommer and Sherlock, 1996;Sommer andHusted, 1995a).
Models have been developed describing NH3 production and volatilization inside animal
houses,asatooltopredict NH3 emission levels (Elzing and Monteny, 1997a;Monteny et al,
1998), and to develop and assess emission reducing strategies, e.g. through slurry
management (Muck and Steenhuis, 1981) or housing design and climatization (Aarnink,
1997; Ni, 1996). In these models, pH is either assumed to have a constant value based on
results from limited measurements (Elzing and Monteny, 1997a) or derived from the fit of
predicted andmeasuredNH3 emissions (Aarnink, 1997).This assumption, however, maywell
need revision. Sommer and Sherlock (1996) reported a quadratic increase in the slurry pH
during the first hours of slurry storage, due to a greater initial volatilization of CO2
(production ofbase;seeFigure4.1)compared toNH3.Thisdifference involatilization ratesis
caused by the greater value of the equilibrium constants of CO2compared to NH3 (Sommer
and Husted, 1995b). Onthe other hand, the equilibrium constant ofNH3 increases more with
temperature than CO2equilibrium constant, sopH will differ with temperature (Sommer and
Sherlock, 1996). The pH of urine deposited on floors and of the top layer of a slurry pit are
assumed to be equal in emission models (Aarnink, 1997; Elzing and Monteny, 1997a;
Monteny et al, 1998). This assumption can also be questioned. Little is known about the
interaction between urine and the surfaces on which it is deposited, but it is expected that
concrete floors and slurry surface havedifferent impactonurinepH after its excretion.

Objective
The objective of the laboratory experiment described in this paper was to study the
development of pH and concentrations of NH3 and CO2 after application of dairy cow urine
onboth fouled concrete floors and on stored dairycow slurry. The experiment was conducted
at5,10 and 15°Ctoinvestigate theroleoftemperature.
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Figure 4.1:Schematic representation of nitrogen related processes in urine andslurry.
pH =acidity; T =temperature; v = airvelocity; dC/dx = concentration difference with
height;aq =aqueous;gas =gaseous.

2Materials and Methods
2.1 Equipment
The experiment was conducted in a climate room (Elzing and Monteny, 1997a) where
temperature (T)andrelative humidity (RH, kept constant at 80%) were controlled. Each
treatment consisted ofurine application oneither aconcrete tile oraslurry surface atone of
the three temperature levels (5, 10or15°C),and was replicated. The tiles were specimensof
commonly used concrete floors, 300x 300mmx 70 mm(1x w x h) concrete pieces
(comparable topatio blocks) having acomposition and asurface roughness similar to floors
in dairy cowbarns (Braam and Swierstra, 1998). Theslurry used wasobtained from an
operating dairy cow house. Figure 4.2(AandB)shows theconfiguration ofthe equipment
usedduringthe experiment.
For thetile treatments, a 140 mmhigh bottomless plexi glas container (192 mmdiameter,
effective head space 2.2 L; Figure 4.2A) wasplaced on top ofthe tile. Ithad arubberringat
thebottom edgeto avoid leakageofurine.Asimilarbut higher container (300mm height,6.8
Lcontent; Figure 4.2B) with bottom was usedorthe slurry treatments. Both containers hada
removable lidinwhichtherewas anopening for thepH sensor (Sentron 2001 pH).The sensor
was calibrated (pHvalues of 7 and10)atthestart andatthefinishing of each treatment.
Sensor drift appeared to beno more than 0.1pH unit, so measured pH values werenot
corrected. Inaddition tothe pH sensor insert, the container lidhad aport inthe middle with
an air sampling tube attached. Theair sampling tube wasinsulated and heated to avoid
condensation. Airwas drawn through the system with a pump at a constant flow rate.
Replacement airentered the containers through 20holes (0.1 cmdiameter) near the edgeof
the lid. Theairflow rate was checked with anairflow meter atthe beginning and the endof
eachtreatment, andwas constant atavalueof0.93 Lmin"1.From thisair flow, 250mLmin"1
was diverted to a NDIR multigas monitor (Briiel and Kjaer, type 1302)to determine
concentrationsofNH3and CO2,andisdescribed indetailbyVan Ouwerkerk (1993).
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Figure 4.2A: Equipment configuration for the tile treatments (measures in mm).
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Figure 4.2B: Equipment configuration for the slurry treatments (measures in mm).
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Climatic conditions, pH and gas concentrations were continuously recorded with a data logger
and stored on amemory card. Measurements and data storage were controlled with a PC.
2.2 Slurry and urine
For all tile treatments, urine was collected from a group of 16 lactating cows housed in a
cubicle house by sampling of successive urinations using a steel 1 L pan attached to a 3 m
long stick. The cows were fed a diet of grass (65%) and corn (35%) silage, with additional
concentrates. The urine was put into flasks of 100 mL. Urine from three flasks was analyzed
for pH, mineral nitrogen (N m j n , which is the sum of total ammoniacal nitrogen (TAN) and
urea nitrogen (UN)) and total nitrogen (TN). All other flasks were immediately placed in a
freezer and stored at -18 °C. The average results of the chemical analysis are given in Table
4.1. The average concentration of TN was 5.18 g kg"1. For all slurry treatments, slurry and
urine were collected on another day in the same dairy cow house (same diet composition).
Slurry was immediately put into ajar and stored at 4 °C. Urine was treated and analyzed as
described previously, except no TN concentrations were determined. The average analysis
results are presented in Table 4.1. The differences in compositions shown in this table were
most likely a result of a different nutrient content in the grass and corn silage, although the
same relative amounts of these components were fed.
Table 4.1: Average Nmi„concentrations and range (gNL1) andpH (-) of three urine samples.

N,™
pH

Tile treatments

Slurry treatments

3.71(3.69-2.72)
8.2(8.2-8.2)

4.34(4.19-4.59)
8.5(8.4-8.5)

Before the start of each slurry treatment, thejar with slurry was taken from the storage and its
contents were homogenized. Then a 4.4 L portion was put into a container, sampled and
analyzed for dry matter (DM), pH, TN and TAN. The results are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Composition (g kg1) and pH (-) of the slurry used for the slurry treatments (see
Table 4.3for treatment codes).

DM
pH
TAN
TN
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S05-1
116
7.4
1.52
4.87

S05-2
118
7.2
1.49
4.87

Treatment
S10-1
SI0-2
117
119
7.3
7.1
1.46
1.44
4.83
4.96

S15-1
109
7.9
1.60
4.95

SI 5-2
117
7.4
1.60
4.89
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2.3 Treatments
Table 4.3 presents details of the treatments. Each treatment ran for 24 hours and was
replicated.
Table4.3.Overviewofthetreatments.
Treatment
T05-1
T05-2
T10-1
T10-2
T15-1
T15-2
S05-1
S05-2
S10-1
S10-2
S15-1
SI5-2

Tile#or slurry Room temperature Volumeofurine Measurement time
£Q
(mL)
(h)
1
2
1
2
1
1
Slurry
Slurry
Slurry
Slurry
Slurry
Slurry

5
5
10
10
15
15
5
5
10
10
15
15

35
35
35
35
30
35
100
100
100
100
100
100

24
24
24
24
24
24
10
10
10
10
10
10

2.4Volumesof urine
The volumes of urine used were based upon an average urine volume of 4 L per urination
(Monteny and Erisman, 1998)covering 0.8 m2 ofslatted floor area and leaving alayer of 0.6
mm(BraamandVandenHoorn, 1996).Thus,inthecurrent experiment 17.4mLupon thetile
surface (290 cm2) would represent practice. Avolume of 35 mLof urine (30 mL for T15-1),
resulting in a layer thickness 1.2 mm (1.0mm for T15-1) was used instead to allow accurate
pH measurements. Based on the assumption that the remainder of the urine excreted would
flow to the slurry pit covering 0.8 m2 of slurry, a volume of 100 mL (3.4 mm) used in the
experiment representspractice.
2.5Urease activity
Two concrete tiles were placed in the walking alley of an active dairy cow house for
approximately 1month to allow urease activity to develop. After cleaning of the tile surface
using a scraper with arubber strip, urease activity was determined insitu with the procedure
described by Braam et al. (1997). In brief, urease activity was derived from the amount of
TAN(expressed inmgofNH3-Nproducedper Lduring 30minutes) in aurea solution placed
inabottomless cylinderuponthetile surface.
2.6Tiletreatments
For each first replicate of the T05 and T10 treatments, one of the tiles used to determine
urease activity was taken from the house. The tile was again placed in the house after the
measurements werefinishedand the second tile wastaken from thehouse for the second T05
and T10treatment. The T15treatment wasrepeated onthe sametile (see Table 4.3).This tile
wasplaced inthehouse again after thefirstreplicate wasfinished.Thetime spanbetween the
replicateswasonemonth.
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The selected tile was allowed to adjust to the climatic conditions in the room for several
hours, after the container had been put on top. During this period, gas concentrations were
measured. A flask of urine was allowed to defrost in the climate room. After removal of the
lid, urine was gently applied to the tile surface. The lid was replaced, the pH sensor was
lowered until it touched the urine surface and pH measurement started and gas concentration
measurements were resumed. To verify the results of the tile treatments, an additional
treatment was carried out in the same dairy cow house where the urine and slurry had been
collected. Freshly collected urine (35 mL) was applied on the slatted floor with a container
placed ontop. OnlypH, ambient air temperature andNH3concentration were measured for a
period of 4 hours following urine application, using the same measurement equipment as for
thetiletreatments.
2.7 Slurry treatments
The slurry filled container (Figure 4.2B) was put in the climate room. Measurements started
after replacement of the lid and lowering of the pH sensor until it touched the surface of the
slurry. After an over night adjustment to the ambient conditions (2 hours for S05-1), the lid
and pH meter were removed and the surface was smoothened using a scraper with a rubber
strip. The defrosted urine was gently applied to the slurry surface. After replacement of the
lid, thepH sensor was lowered until it touched the urine layer surface and the measurements
were resumed. When necessary, the level ofthepH sensorwas adjusted tothe increased level
of the slurry and urine, due to gas production in the slurry. Due to technical difficulties, gas
concentrationswereonlymeasured for 8hoursduringthe SI5-1 treatment.
2.8Dataselection andstatistical analysis
Due to technical problems with the measurement equipment, treatment T10-2 had to be
delayed with 1day. As a consequence, the urine stayed defrosted in the climate room for 24
hours longer than the urine used in all other tile treatments. The measured data were not
representative and therefore not taken into account. Measurements during T10-1 started at 2
hours after urine application due to technical problems. All other measurements for the tile
treatments were successfully conducted for 24 hours after urine application. Due to gas
production in the slurry, the level of the pH sensor had to be adjusted frequently to assure
reliable data during the first 10 hours for the slurry treatments. However, no reliable pH
values were measured during treatment SI0-2 due to instability of the sensor. All gas
concentration measurements were successfully conducted, except for SI5-1 where
concentration measurements had tobe stopped after 8hours due topower failure of themulti
gasmonitor.
Non linear regression analysis was carried out on the measured pH data using the following
mathematical expression for thedevelopment ofpHintime:
pH=A+Be" kt +Ct
with:
pH
A,B,C
K
t
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=acidity (dimensionless)
=constants
=exponential coefficient
=time(h)

[4.1]
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Thisexpressionproduces anexponentiallyincreasing curve (e"kt)with alinear asymptote(Ct).
Intheexpression,(A+B)represents thepH atthemoment ofurineapplication (urinepH).The
constant A is the asymptote of the exponential curve in case the linear part of Equation 4.1
(Ct) is ignored. Constant C represents the slope of the linear part of the equation, being
d(pH)/dt,valid fort>0.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the statistical GENSTAT software (Anonymous,
1993) was conducted for the exponential pH increase and for the calculated (Equation 4.1)
difference between pH at t = 10hours andpH att = 0, to test for effects of tile or slurry and
temperature (block effect).

3Results
3.1 Laboratory experiment
pH
In Figure 4.3 and 4.4, measured and fitted (Equation 4.1) pH development at various
temperatures arepresented forthetileandslurrytreatments,respectively.
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Figure4.3:Measured(marker) andfitted (line) developmentofpH ofurineappliedontiles at
5"C(firsta;second*), 10"C(firstA),and15"C(firsto;second •).
Urine pH increased exponentially during the first hours after urine application for all
treatments and remained constant or developed slightly linear afterwards. The increase was
fromvaluesbetween 8.4 and 8.5 (somewhat higher than the initial urinepH; Table 4.2) upon
urine application to pH 9.4 to 9.6 reached after 24 hours for all tile treatments. The
exponential increasewasmorerapid for theT15treatments,whereas aslower and comparable
exponential increase was observed for the T10 and T05 treatments. This is also shown in
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Table4.4,wherethe average value ofe"kissignificantly less (P<0.05) for the T15 treatments
comparedtotheT10andT05treatments.
Theuse ofdifferent tiles for the replicates of the T05 treatments (T05-1 ontile #1 and T05-2
on tile #2) apparently had hardly any effect on the development of urine pH. Only a slight
difference inpHlevelwasobservedbetweentheTl5replicates.
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» &8 S 8 D S 8

Elapsed time (h)

Figure4.4:Measured(marker) andfitted(line)developmentofpH of urineappliedonslurry
at 5 "C (first •; second m), 10 "C (first A), and 15 "C (first o; second •). Notice:different
scalesofx- andy-axes comparedtoFigure 4.3.
ThepH of the urine applied on slurry increased from thepH of the slurry top layer (between
7.3 and 7.6) tothepHoftheurinedirectlyuponurineapplication (around 8.4). The combined
exponential and linearpH development after urine application was to values between 8.7 and
8.9. Because of great variability of the replicates (Table 4.4), no significant effect of
temperature on the exponential development was found. The pH of the urine in treatment
S05-2(10hourperiod) and S15-2(first 4hours) developed toagreater level than observed in
theirreplicates.Thiscorresponded withthe greatervalueofthepHoftheslurryused for these
treatments (pHaround 7.6)when compared totheirreplicates (pHaround 7.3).
Theresultsofthenon linearregression analysisarepresented inTable4.4.Thepercentages of
accounted variance (R2) were high, meaning that the regression model of a combined
exponential and linear expression (Equation 4.1) fitted the measured data well. The lesser R2
values and more variable e"kvalues (including s.e.) for the slurry treatments when compared
with the tile treatments were mainly caused bythe need for adjustment of the level of thepH
sensor to the increasing depth of slurry. The low s.e. values indicate high accuracy of all
estimated parameter values.Theonlyexception was S05-1. Sensor instability caused ahighly
fluctuating measuredpHdirectlyafter urineapplication (not showninFigure4.3).
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The negative values of parameter C for the urine applied on the tiles (except T15-1) indicate
thaturinepH showed aslight linear decrease after the exponential increase wascompleted. A
slightlinearincreasewasfound forurinepHonslurry,except for SI5-1.
Table4.4:Estimatedparameter values (s.e.betweenparenthesis)from non linear regression
analysis of pH data for each treatment and means for all tile treatments and slurry
treatments.
R2

e"k

B

C

A

T05-1

99.6

0.818(0.003)

-1.23 (0.01)

-0.005(0.001)

9.66 (0.01)

T05-2

99.6

0.895 (0.003)

-2.19(0.06)

-0.032 (0.002)

10.57 (0.06)

T10-1

99.4

0.873 (0.003)

-1.64(0.03)

-0.023(0.001)

10.10(0.04)

T15-1

98.6

0.533 (0.005)

-1.13(0.02)

-0.001(0.000)

9.45 (0.00)

T15-2

99.3

0.619 (0.003)

-1.10(0.02)

-0.005 (0.000)

9.45 (0.00)

Mean

86.7

0.769 (0.007)

-1.13(0.02)

-0.002 (0.001)

9.56 (0.02)

S05-1

92.4

1.446(0.215)

-0.01(0.01)

0.053 (0.006)

8.43 (0.01)

S05-2

97.0

0.328 (0.026)

-0.31(0.01)

0.025 (0.001)

8.70 (0.01)

S10-1

94.5

0.443 (0.050)

-0.26 (0.02)

0.028 (0.001)

8.52 (0.02)

S15-1

90.1

0.747 (0.044)

-0.65(0.12)

-0.021(0.011)

8.93 (0.13)

SI5-2

92.8

0.047 (0.008)

-0.42(0.01)

0.010 (0.001)

8.65 (0.00)

Mean

64.3

0.427 (0.054)

-0.27 (0.02)

0.020 (0.002)

8.61 (0.02)

Treatment

The increase in pH between t = 0 and 10 hours, calculated with Equation 4.1 using the
parameter values in Table 4.4, appeared to be fairly constant and around 1.0 to 1.1 pH unit
(average 1.03) for all tiletreatments. Forthe slurrytreatments this increase was between 0.33
and 0.56 pH unit (average 0.48). Temperature had no significant effect on the increase
(P>0.7). The average increase for the slurry treatments was significantly (PO.001) higher
than forurineappliedonslurry.
Ammonia concentration
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the development ofNH3concentration in the container head space
air, for thetilesandtheslurrytreatments,respectively.
Before urine application on the tiles, concentrations were between 5 and 40 ppm. This
indicates the presence of TAN on the tile after its removal from the cow house. Ammonia
concentrations decreased to low values at the moment of application of the urine (containing
little TAN) followed by a strong increase directly afterwards. The level ofNH3concentration
after urine application increased withtemperature.Ammonia concentration for T05-2 (tile#2)
was greater than the concentration for the first replicate (tile #1). Moreover, maximal
concentration was reached later in time. This coincided with greater urease activity of tile#2
(48.7 mg of NH3-Nproduced per Lof urea solution within 30 minutes versus 24.7 mgper L
ofurea fortile#1).
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Figure 4.5: Development of NH3concentration for the tile treatments at at 5 "C (first • ;
secondm), 10"C(firstA),and15°C(firsto;second •).
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Figure 4.6:DevelopmentofNH; concentrationfor the slurry treatments at at 5 °C (first <2;
secondm), 10°C(firstA),and15°C(firsto;second•).
Treatments T15-1 and T15-2were conducted onthe sametile (#2)but with different volumes
of urine. Maximal NH3 concentrations were comparable, because of no difference in urease
activity.Ammoniaconcentration startedtodevelop earlier andthemaximal concentration was
reached faster for T15-1. This wasrelated tothethinner layer of urine (smaller volume, same
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surface area), enhancing transport processes of produced NH3 in (diffusion) and from
(volatilization) thefilmof urine on thetile, and thus the built up ofNH3 in the head space of
thecontainer.
After urine application on the slurry, NH3 concentrations increased rapidly, with a high
repeatability for the S05 and S10 replicates. The difference in development of the NH3
concentrationbetweentheS15treatmentswashigh.
Except for similarity intheresponse tourine application and temperature,NH3concentrations
developed to lesser levels for the slurry treatments than for the tile treatments despite higher
concentrations before urine application. This was caused by the thicker layer of urine andthe
lesser pH levels. Concentrations decreased less within 24 hours, probably due to diffusive
masstransfer ofNH3from the slurrythroughthelayerofurine.
Carbondioxide concentrations
The development of CO2 concentration for the tile and slurry treatments is presented in
Figures4.7 and4.8,respectively. ThelevelofCO2concentration development appeared tobe
positively related to temperature. For the tile treatments, C0 2 concentrations were high
directly after urine application. This was unlike the strongly decreasing NH3 concentrations
(Figure 4.5). Except for T05-1, an apparent exponential decrease was observed to a level of
between 500 and 550ppm within 24hours.These values represent the CO2concentrations of
the ambient air, meaning that CO2production had stopped and all CO2was volatilized. The
increase (between 6 and 19 hours) and decrease (between 19 and 24 hours) in CO2
concentration fortheT05-1treatmentcouldnotbe explained.
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Figure 4.7:Development of CO2concentration for the tile treatments at at 5 "C(first
secondm), 10"C(firstA),and15°C(firsto;second *).
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Figure 4.8: Developmentof CO2 concentrationfor the slurry treatments at at 5 "C (first D;
secondm), 10°C (firstA),and15"C(firsto;second •).
Urine application on slurry (Figure 4.8) had a marked effect on the CO2 concentration
development. Similar to NH3 concentrations, CO2 generally concentrations decreased upon
urine application. The steadily increasing CO2 concentrations represent diffusive mass
transfer ofCO2from theslurrythroughthelayerofurine.Repeatability ofthedevelopment of
CO2concentrations was high for the S05 and S10 replicates. Like for theNH3concentration,
CO2concentration for SI5-1developed atamuch greater level,whichcouldnotbe explained.
3.2Dairy cow house
Figure4.9presentsthemeasuredpHdevelopment of freshly collected dairycowurineandthe
NH3concentration inthehead space ofthecontainer placed on top of aconcrete slatted floor
and the data from treatment T10-1. Mean air temperature during the measurements in the
dairycowhousewas 10.7 °C.
During a period of 4 hours, the pH developed from 8.4 to 9.1 for the T10-1 treatment,
whereastheincreasewasfrom 8.6to9.7inthedairycowhouse(3hours).Theincreased level
of pH development coincided with the greater level of development of NH3 concentration,
althoughdifferences inthepatternsofpH andconcentration development were substantial.
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Figure 4.9: Development of pH and NH3 concentration in the dairy cow house (pH: A;
concentration: •), andtheT10-1 treatment(pH: A; concentration: o).

4Discussion
EH
The assumptions on constant and equal values of pH of urine on floors and in pits used in
variousmodelsforNH3emission from animalhouses(Muck and Steenhuis, 1981;Elzingand
Monteny, 1997a; Monteny et al, 1998;Aarnink, 1997;Ni, 1996) were not supported by the
results of this experiment. An exponential increase and a linear development satisfactorily
described the development of pH following urine application. This is in accordance with
findings by Sommer and Sherlock (1996) about the pH development of stored cattle slurry.
Moreover, the pH of urine was significantly higher for the tiles than for the urine on slurry.
The indicative measurement in the dairy cow house (Figure 4.9) showed that even higher
increases maybe found in commercial dairy cow houses.Application ofthese findings in the
emission models mentioned before would result in ahigher predicted NH3emission from the
floor, because greater amounts of volatile ammonia will be present in upon floors at higher
pHvalues.
The lesser level ofpH development for urine applied on slurry maywell be explained by the
dominanteffect ofslurrypHwhencomparedtotheeffect ofCO2andNH3volatilization.
ThepHofurineon slurry increased by 1.3 pH unit when compared to slurrypH. An effect of
slurry pH on the level of pH development after urine application was observed (Figure 4.4)
but couldnotbe statistically tested.
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Gas concentrations
Therelevance ofthedifference indevelopment of theNH3(Figure 4.6) and CO2(Figure 4.8)
concentrations for both S15 replicates has to be questioned because gas concentration
measurements during treatment SI5-1 had to be stopped after 8hours due to a power failure
andpHvalueswere similar.
Comparison ofthedevelopment ofpH (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) with NH3and CO2concentration
development for the tile treatments (Figures 4.5 and 4.7, respectively) shows that the time
when maximal NH3 concentration was reached roughly coincided with the time when
exponential increaseinpHhadbeen completed. The concentrations ofCO2,however, seemed
to develop autonomously. Because of a greater equilibrium constant of CO2 compared to
NH3, most of the CO2 produced following urea conversion will volatilize immediately,
resultinginanincreasedpH (production ofOH").Theincreased ureaconversion andthusCO2
production and volatilization at higher temperatures may, therefore, well explain the stronger
exponential increase in pH at higher temperatures. At higher pH values, the NH3/NH/
equilibrium shifts to the left (Figure 4.1), and more NH3 will volatilize. The consequent
increased production of acid (H ) will increasingly compensate the production of OFF
following CO2 volatilization. This explains the change from an exponential increase to a
lineardecreaseinpH development.
The increasing level of concentration development with temperature is related to the higher
partial pressure ofthe gasses at the surface-air boundary, following Henry's law (Beutier and
Renon, 1987)andtheincreasingvolatilization (Elzing andMonteny, 1997b).
Ammonia concentrations andurease activity
According to Elzing and Monteny (1997b), the maximal NH3 concentration is a measure of
urease activity of the substrate where urine is deposited upon. At greater urease activities,
moreNH3isproduced per unit of time from urea and consequently more NH3will volatilize,
leading to higher NH3 concentrations in the container head space (at the same air flow rates
and pH). This was confirmed in the current experiment, where the higher urease activity of
tile #2 resulted in higher maximal NH3 concentration in treatments T05-2. Furthermore, the
useof the same tile (tile #2) for the T15treatments with the same urease activity was clearly
demonstrated by the similar maximal NH3 concentrations (Figure 4.5). The maximal NH3
concentrations reached in the slurry treatments were markedly lower than in the tile
treatments.Thisindicates amuch lowerurease activity for slurry,which isinaccordance with
findings of Elzing and Monteny (1997a), although also the lesser level of pH development
andthethicker layerofurinewillhave contributed.
Relevance for dairycowhouse andemission models
The results of the pH and NH3 concentration measurements presented in Figure 4.9 give
confidence that the tile treatments were representative for dairy cow houses. In spite of
differences in location (cow house versus laboratory), time (e.g. differences in diet and urine
composition) and exact conditions (freshly collected urine versus defrosted urine),
development of pH and NH3 concentration was comparable. Accuracy of the calculation of
NH3emission using mechanistic models improvesby including pH development according to
Equation 4.1, using the mean parameter values from Table 4.4. To run these improved
models, additional input data are needed about the pH of the top layer of the slurry, the floor
pH (e.g. depending on the age of the concrete) and the pH of urine produced by the cows.
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However,measurements ofpHofurineon(slatted) floors and slurryincommercial dairycow
houses are hard to accomplish. Possibilities for mechanistic modeling of pH after urine
excretion as a function of chemical equilibria (Sommer and Husted, 1995b) should, therefor,
havetobe investigated.
The measurements ran for 24h and 10h for the tile and slurry treatments, respectively. The
relevance of theseperiods are indicated by Monteny and Erisman (1998),who estimated that
themean timebetween two successive urination onthe samepart of the slatted floor in fully
occupied dairy cow houses would be around 10 hours. Furthermore, this time increases
greatly in situations with a more extensive occupation or when outside grazing is conducted
duringdaytime.

5 Conclusions
1. Laboratoryandin-situtreatments showedthaturinepHincreased atleast 1 pHunitin3to
10hours after urine deposition on floors. This increase was significantly greater than the
0.5 pHunit increaseobserved for urineonslurry.No significant effect oftemperature was
found oneitheroftheseincreases.
2. The measured pH of urine applied on concrete tiles and on slurry was described
satisfactorily byacombined exponential increaseand alineardevelopment withtime.The
exponential increasewas completed faster atgreatertemperatures.After completion ofthe
exponential increase, a slight linear decrease in pH was observed for urine applied on
tiles, whereas a slight linear increase was observed in pH for urine applied on slurry. The
exponential increase was mostly related to the characteristic development of CO2
concentrations, whereas the linear development was explained by the NH3 concentration
characteristics.
3. Maximal concentrations ofNH3were higher and were reached faster for urine applied on
tiles than for urine on slurry. This was caused by the greater pH values of the urine and
the lesser thickness of the layer of urine, although greater urease activity of the tiles
compared toslurrymayhave contributed.
4. Mechanistic models which attempt to predict NH3 volatilization from dairy cow houses
should take into account the effects of site (separate modules for concrete or slatted floor
and slurrypit) andtimeonpHvalues oftheurinedeposited onanemitting surface.
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Air exchange through a slatted floor for dairy-cow housing

Abstract
Slatted floors are a common feature of cubicle houses for dairy cows. Air will flow through
the slots,transporting gaseslikeammonia from thepitstothehouse.Laboratory and full scale
experiments were conducted to study air flow characteristics of, and to quantify air exchange
rates through slatted floors. In the laboratory experiment a ventilation box was used and
forced ventilation and thermal buoyancy induced air flow through slots were separately
studied.Airexchangeratesweredetermined withthemassbalance of carbon dioxidethatwas
used as atracer gas and injected in thebox. For forced ventilation, pressure difference across
the slots was linearly proportional to the kinetic energy, thus air flow was turbulent. This
proportionality, representing the friction factor oftheslots,was 1.60 for slatsupright and2.84
for slats reversed and was explained by the geometry of the slots. No such difference was
found when air flow was induced by temperature gradients, because rise of warm air and fall
of cold air took place simultaneously. Under those conditions, air flow resistance became
independent of the geometry of openings. Air exchange rates through the slots were linearly
related tothetemperature difference acrossthe slotsintherangeof0-18°Cstudied.
The in-situ experiment was conducted in a mechanically ventilated dairy cow house with 32
lactating cows. The air exchange rate was calculated from the mass balance of the tracer gas
carbon monoxide injected in the pits. The ventilation of the cow house was set at 50%
(13,000 m3 h"1), 75%(18,000 m3 h"1)and 100%(22,000 m3 h"1)of the maximum ventilation
capacity. Four measurement periods of 6-8 days each and distributed over the year were
chosen to obtain a large range in temperature differences between air in the pit and air that
entered thehouse. At negative values ofthetemperature difference between air in thepit and
outside air,the air exchange was constant atvalues of around 1,660 m3h"1.From temperature
differences of around 0 °C and greater, air exchange increased linearly proportional to the
temperature difference. This was in accordance with the results from the laboratory
experiment. Theproportionality factor atventilation rates of 75% and 100%was significantly
greaterthan for50%.
Keywords:airvelocity, slots,tracer gas,buoyancy, forced ventilation, geometry, air exchange
rate
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1 Introduction
Slatted floors in walking alleys are a common feature of cubicle houses for dairy cows in
Europe. Faeces and urine are transported through the slots of the floor by gravity and the
animals' locomotion,toapitbeneaththeslats.Bruce(1975) described themajor drawback of
slattedfloors,namely convective airflowthrough the slats transporting hazardous gases (e.g.
ammonia (NH3),hydrogen sulfide) from the pit to the air inside the house, thus contributing
togaseous emissionsfromthehouse.
Few studieshavebeencarried out onairflowandtheconsequent gaseous emissions from pits
through slatted floors. Schulte et al. (1968) and Bruce (1975) qualitatively visualised the air
flowthrough the slots using smoke. Bruce concluded that the air flow rate depended on the
temperature difference between air below and above the floor (thermal buoyancy), on the
ventilation system andtheventilation rateofthehouse (forced convection).Also thepresence
of animals upon the floor and thetype and theweight of the animals inthe house could beof
influence. Yu et al. (1991) studied the air exchange rate through slatted floors at isothermal
conditions (no buoyancy) in a scale model system, using the rate of decay of the tracer gas
nitrous oxide (N2O) released beneath the slats. Their results showed major effect on the air
flowrate through the slots of the air speed and direction at the inlet, and due to ventilation
rateandthedirection ofthe airflow atfloor level.
Becauseofdifficulties inquantifying airexchangeratesthrough slatted floors, the emissionof
ammonia from underfloor pits and from the floor surface has not been separately determined
in emission surveys. Models such as the one presented by Monteny et al. (1998), although
predict the rate of NH3being released from the pit and from the floor separately, simply add
upboth emission ratestoobtainthetotal emission from thehouse. Inactivedairycowhouses,
however, the NH3 emission actually escaping from the pit depends on the air exchange rate
through the slots.Monteny etal.(1998)suggested that pit emission is adynamicprocess and
thatNH3 concentrations inairbeneath the slatsmay varywithin relative short periods oftime
(e.g.becauseofaccumulation) duetovarying airexchangeratesthroughtheslattedfloor.
Inthisstudy,airflowcharacteristics ofslattedfloorswerestudied andair exchangerateswere
quantified and modelled to enable quantification ofNH3emission from the pit separatefrom
floor emission. Thispaper describes laboratory and full scale experiments performed to study
airflowcharacteristics of slatted floors and to quantify and model air exchange rates through
theslotsofaslatted floor.

2Theory
The movement of air through a flow resistance (e.g. a slatted floor) is driven by a pressure
difference over that resistance. The velocity of the airflow can be calculated when the
pressure difference and the flow resistance are known. The pressure difference can be the
result of forced convection, thermal buoyancy orboth. These aspects are discussed separately
toidentify thegoverning equations for airexchangethrough slotsofaslatted floor.
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2.1 Forced convection
When air flow through aslatted floor isinduced by forced convection, thepressure difference
ofthe air at each side of the slots is generated by an existing local flow field. In cow houses,
air is removed from the house by ventilation (mechanical or natural ventilation), inducing
local flow fields at each side of the slot, thereby generating a local pressure difference. The
shape and size of the floor opening (see Figure 5.1) and the flow regime determine the
relationship between the pressure difference and the flow velocity (De Jong, 1990; Miguel,
1998). The flow regime is characterised by the Reynolds (Re) number. At low Re-numbers,
the flow is laminar with prevailing viscous effects and the pressure difference is found to be
proportional to the fluid velocity for Newtonian fluids like air, according to Darcy's law. For
high Re-numbers, flow is turbulent and inertia effects prevail. Pressure difference is found to
be proportional to the volumetric kinetic energy in the opening, and thus to the air velocity
squared(Bot, 1983;DeJong, 1990).
For the flow regime developing from laminar (b = 0; Equation 5.1) to fully turbulent (a = 0;
Equation 5.1), the relationship changes from linear to quadratic velocity dependency. This is
accounted for inForchheimersequation(Miguel, 1998).
AP= av +bv 2

[5.1]

For slattedfloors,the type of relationship between pressure difference and air velocity hasto
be determined experimentally for the flow regime that is relevant for full scale dairy cow
houses,becausequantitativedatahadnotbeen available.
2.2Thermal buoyancy
If temperature decreases with increasing height, the warm air at low levels will have a
relatively low density, and will rise, while the cold air at high levels will sink in the steady
state. The vertical mass flux of rising warm air through a horizontal plane, e.g. through the
slots of a slatted floor, will be equal to the mass flux of sinking cold air. Only if there is
energy to generate such a negative temperature gradient (e.g. heating of air below or cooling
of air above the floor), the air transport process continues and the warm and cold air are
continuously mixed. On the other hand, if the temperature increases with increasing height,
the low-density warm air will rest on the high-density cold air and no energy gradient will
exist,thusmakingair stagnant.
In a situation with a layer of cold air separated from warm air (Figure 5.2), an arbitrary
volume Vw of warm air will rise due to a net upward force Fup according to Archimedes
principle:
Fup =gV w (p c -pw)

[5.2]

In this equation, density and temperature are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in
respectivelayers.
The density difference (pc-p w ) isrelated to the temperature difference (Tc-T w ) according to
theideal gasbehaviour ofair,thus:
F u p = - g p PV W (T C -T w ) =g p (3VW(TW-TC)
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The air volume can be defined by a reference height hw and surface area Aw, so the local
drivingpressure difference (AP=Fup/Aw)forthewarmbubbleofairwillbe:
AP=gpphw(Tw-Tc)

[5.4]

Foracold"bubble"ofairwithvolumeVccontainingthe samemass asVw,asimilar approach
resultsinthesamepressure difference with phavingthevalueof 1/TC atTc.
The general conclusion is that the driving pressure difference on the arbitrary warm and cold
air bubbles (so called eddies) is proportional to the temperature difference. Moreover,
combining Equations 5.1 and 5.4 shows that air velocity and temperature difference are
linearly related at laminar air flow and that air velocity is related to the square root of
temperature difference for turbulent conditions. Furthermore, a transition relation involving
air velocity and temperature difference is found for air flow regimes in between laminar and
turbulent conditions.
2.3Airexchange rate
The air exchange rate due to forced air movement or thermal buoyancy can be calculated
whenthemean airvelocitythroughtheslotsandtheareaofthe slotsareknown:
<D = vA

[5.5]

Forbuoyancy driven, laminar air flow (low Re-numbers) acombination of Equations 5.1,5.4
and 5.5 showsthat the flow velocity andthus the air exchange rate is linearly proportional to
the temperature difference. At high Re-numbers (turbulence) a linear proportionality can be
expected to the square root of the temperature difference. A transition between linear and
squaredproportionality canbe expected for airflow regimesbetween laminar and turbulent.
Forvertical openings in greenhouses the square root dependency was found (De Jong, 1990).
The same holds for situations with free air flow in animal houses (Randall, 1975; Bruce,
1977). The following experiments were initiated to extend the theory described in Equations
5.1 through 5.5 andtoquantify airflowthrough slotsinslatted floors for dairycowhousing.
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3 Experiments
3.1. Laboratory experiments
3.1.1 MaterialsandMethod
A cubic ventilation box (2.50 m; Figure 5.2) was constructed to allow controlled conditions
for measurements of forced convection andbuoyancy induced air flow through aslatted floor.
An air tight wooden separation plate was installed at 1.75 m above the bottom of the box,
with an opening of 1.1*1.1 m in the middle. Half a slatted floor element (original floor
element: Figure 5.1) was placed in this opening. Each ofthe six slots was 35 mm wide at the
top, 68mm wide atthebottom and 935 mm long,resulting in atotal slot area of 0.196m2 at
the top and 0.381 m2 at the bottom. The floor element could be placed in normal ("upright")
or upside-down ("reversed") position to study the effect of flow direction through the nonsymmetric openings(slots)ofthe slatted floor.
The trial consisted of two experiments, one with forced convection and one with thermal
buoyancydriven airflow throughtheslatted floor element.
Forced convection
Aventilator (type ASAE A/SIP54 CL.F)was mounted in apipe connected tothebox,below
the separation plate (Figure 5.2). Thepipe also contained an anemometer for measurement of
the ventilation rate. Ventilation rates varied from 0.05-0.33 m3 s"1 and were increased with
steps of 1%. A horizontal screen was installed between the ventilation opening and the
separationplatetoprevent largeeddies inthespacebelowthefloor element
Thermal buoyancy
For the thermal buoyancy experiment, the ventilation pipe was sealed and a heating system
was installed below the horizontal screen. The heating system controlled the air temperature
belowtheseparationplate.
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Figure 5.1: Topviewandcrosssection (A—A) of theslattedfloor element (exceptfor length
andwidth,allmeasuresin mm).
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Figure5.2: Schematicrepresentation oftheventilationboxwithslattedfloor element.
Carbon dioxide (COa)was used as a tracer gas to quantify the air exchange rate through the
slatted floor element. It was distributed directly in the chamber below the separation plate
through a circular injection tube system using a small ventilator (thermal buoyancy
experiment). Theamount of C0 2 injected was controlled by amass flow controller. TheCO2
concentrations were measured at three locations below and at three locations above the
separation, using individual sampling ducts attached to a multiplexer (manifold) and aCO2
analyser (Fuji Infra Red Gas Analyser). Time lapse between sampling of two subsequent
points was 1min. Equation 5.6 was used to calculate the air exchange rate in the buoyancy
experiments:
<t>M - <t>v,slats (Cbelow - C a bove) ~ 0

[5.6]

The loss of CO2 due to air sampling for gas analysis was neglected because of its small
quantitycompared totheinjected amount ofCO2.
Static airpressure difference overtheslatted floor element (onemeasurement point aboveand
one below the floor element) was measured using a membrane pressure sensor (Validyne,
model CD23).Airtemperaturewasmeasured atsix locations,three above andthreebelow the
slatted floor. Airwasmeasured in four ofthe slotsusinghotwire sensors (Schmidt SS20.01).
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3.1.2. Results
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the experiments with forced air flow. Generally, the pressure
difference appeared tobe linearly proportional to kinetic energy (air velocity squared) of the
flowing air. This indicates that the air flow regime was turbulent (a = 0, Equation 5.1). Air
flow characteristics appeared todependontheposition oftheslatted floor. The friction factor
(binEquation 5.1; slope inFigure 5.3) for air flow was 1.60 for the upright position and 2.84
for the reversed position. This difference is explained by the characteristic geometry of the
slots in the slatted floor. The greater opening at thebottom of the slots (floor upright) caused
less friction (upward air flow) than in the reversed situation, where air was forced to move
throughthe smalleropeningsfirstandthan expanded inthewiderpart ofthe slot (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.3:Kinetic energyversuspressure differencefor the total range of airflow ratesat
ventilatorinduced(forced) airflow thoughaslattedfloor elementinupright(o)andreversed
(+)position.
Themeasured air velocities inthe slotsranged from 0.15to2m s"1,resulting invalues for Re
between400and4,500.
The air exchange rate due to buoyancy alone is presented in Figure 5.4 for the two floor
positions. Air exchange rate appeared tobe unaffected by the positioning of the slatted floor.
This can be understood from the fact that warm air was flowing upwards and consequently
cold air was flowing downwards simultaneously. This is independent of the position of the
floor. The approximately linear relation between air exchange rate, and thus air velocity, and
temperature difference shows that the flow regime was in the laminar region. Air velocities
wereatorbelow 0.10ms"1,with Re-numbers of 250 andless.At atotal slot area of0.196m2,
an air velocity of 0.10 m s"1would result in an air exchange rate of 0.0196 m3 s"', which is
wellinaccordancewiththemaximum airexchangerateshowninFigure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Thermalbuoyancyinducedairexchangeratethroughtheslattedfloorelement in
upright(o)andreversed (+) position asafunction ofthetemperature differenceatbothsides
ofthefloor element.

3.2Fullscale experiments
3.2.1 Materialandmethod
Dairycowhouseandventilation
This work was conducted in amechanically ventilated cubicle dairy cow house (19.8 m long
and 15 m wide; volume: 1,350 m3) at the experimental farm "De Vijf Roeden" in Duiven
(Figure 5.5). The cow house had tworows of 17cubicles each (2.5 m long and 1.2 mwide),
two slatted floor alleys (slats 3mwide) and acentral feeding passage (4mwide).The slatted
floor alley was constructed of 36 floor elements (3.0 m * 1.1 m), each containing six slots
(2.53 m * 0.037 m at the top). The total area (top) of the slots was 20.2 m2. A 1.65 m deep
slurry pit was situated under the alleys and the cubicles. The pits were not connected. Total
slurry storage capacity was approximately 392 m . The slurry in the pit was at a level of
approximately 0.4 m from the pit floor at the start of each experimental period. Three fans
(Fancomtype 1450T;maximum indicated capacity 8,000m3h"1each)werepresent in exhaust
shafts, positioned at equal distances in the top of theroof. Air entered the building through a
space boarded inlet system at the lateral sides of the building. Inlet openings were fixed at
0.02 mwidth during the experiments. The air exchange rate for the cow house was measured
by continuous counting of pulses from fanwheel anemometers, placed in the exhaust shafts,
directly under the fans. The relationship between the number of pulses from the anemometer
and the air exchange rate were determined in a wind tunnel. The air exchange rate was
normallyrelatedtoindoor airtemperature.However,duringtheexperiment, airexchangerate
was fixed at 50, 75 or 100% of maximal capacity. This corresponded with measured
ventilationrates of 13,000, 18,000and22,000m3h"1,respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Plan and cross section of the mechanically ventilated cow house in Duiven,
includingthecomponents ofthemeasurementsetup.
Cowsand management
Thirty-two lactating, cross-bred Holstein-Friesian cows were present during the whole
experimental period. The cows were milked twice daily, between 5:30 and 6:15 h and
between 15:30 and 16:15 hin a separatemilking parlour. As a consequence, no animals were
present during those periods and the doors between the cow house and the corridor to the
milkingparlour were open. The diet consisted of grass andmaize silage, administered oncea
day (usually around 8:00) using a mobile roughage mix-dosage unit. During the feed
administration (15 minutes), the outside door was open. Additional concentrates were fed in
anautomatic concentrate feeding box;the amount of concentrates depended onthe individual
milk yield.
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Tracer gasiniectionand sampling
Air exchange rate through the slots was determined using carbon monoxide (CO) as a tracer
gas, injected under the slats.A duct containingpolyethylene (PE) tubes for CO transport was
attached to each of the four pit walls at 0.7 m above the pit bottom. Every 1.5 m, a tube end
was stuck through ahole in the duct, creating an injection point. A total of 48 CO injection
points were present, 12 on each pit wall. The number of injection points and their positions
created an as equal aspossible distribution of CO in the pit air. A mixture of compressed air
(15 L min"1) and CO, injected at a rate of 0.4 L min"1 directly after the compressor placed
outside the house in a container, was equally distributed over the injection points using
orifices (critical openings of 0.2 Lmin"1)mounted in each tubenear the injection point. Mass
flows ofcompressed airandCOwerecontinuously recorded.
Airinthepitswas sampled through asystem ofteflon (FEP)tubes.Thetubes were connected
to 48 sampling points (12 sampling points per row and two rows per pit) attached to the
bottom of the slats. Like the injection points,the sampling points were longitudinally equally
distributed overthe slatted floor area.Therowswith samplingpointswere equally distributed
over the width of the walking alley. Each pit was divided in three imaginary equal sectors,
each containing eight sampling (and injection) points. Air sampling tubes per sector were
connected in a box at the feeding fence near the sector to obtain a mix sample per sector.
Equal tube lengths between the sampling point and the box assured equal volumes of air
drawn from each sampling point. Air from the boxes was drawn through separate FEP tubes
in a duct that was longitudinally connected to the feeding fence system. Air was also drawn
from two outside locations (each one mounted at the side of the building just below the air
inlet) and from each of the ventilation shafts. The air from the ventilation shafts was
combined to amix sampleusing 2Lmin"1orifices mounted at each samplingpoint. A central
pump (4 L min"1) took care of air transport from all nine sampling points to a CO analyser.
Before being sampled, airpassed a 12-channelmultiplexer with 0.75 Lmin"1 orifices for each
samplingpoint toassurecontinuous equal airtransport per samplingpoint. Valves inthethree
remaining channelswerepermanently closed.
Concentration measurements
Eachvalve of the multiplexer was opened for 50seconds allowing airbeing transported toan
infrared CO analyser (Thermo Environmental Instruments Inc., model 48). A total
measurement cycletook 8minutes.Byopening eachvalve ofthemultiplexer in sequence,air
was sucked into the analysers using the analyser pump. The analyser was calibrated before
andafter each experimental period.
Othermeasurements and observations
Inthemiddleofeachpit section (seebefore), asteelbarwas erected at equal distancestohold
anAD592cN sensor for thepit airtemperature (Tpjt; at0.8m abovethebottom ofthepit, thus
at approximately 0.4m abovethe slurrysurface). Temperature oftheoutside air(Tout)andthe
air inside the house (Thouse) were continuously measured using sensors (type Rotronic
Hygromer ilOO) placed near the air inlet of the cow house and at 2 m above floor level,
respectively. Air exchange through the slatted floor and air velocity in the slots were studied
visually on March 13between 14:30 and 16:30 h. At that time, ventilation was 50% of the
maximum ventilation rate.Airflow patternswerevisualised using aminimist smokemachine.
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Floor areasthat acted asinlet and outletwere determined. Airvelocities infour inlet slots and
eightoutletslotsweremeasured atthattimewith aSchmidt SS20.01hotwire anemometer.
Massbalance equations
Equation 5.6, applied for CO,was used to calculate the air exchange rate through the slatted
floor. The maximum CO concentration for each pit (three sectors) was taken as value for
Cbeiow, because the sector with the greatest CO concentration acted as outlet. The CO
concentration oftheoutside airwastaken for Cabove, because smoke tests showed that outside
airdirectly enteredthepitthroughtheslots.
Experimental periods
Table 5.1 summarises the dates of the experimental periods and the ventilation rates for the
cubicledairycowhouse.
Table5.1: Overviewof beginningand end of the experimentalperiods and subperiods and
theventilation rateofthecowhouseset.
Experimental
period #

Ventilation rate of
the cow house
(% of maximal
ventilation)

Number of
days used for
statistical
analysis

Date and time of beginning and end

1
-a
-b
-c

50
75
100

1
2
1

28February 10:00- 1 March 10:00
1March 10:00- 3March 10:00
3March 10:00- 4 March 10:00

-a
-b

50
75

4
4

14March 10:00- 18March 10:00
18March 10:00- 22March 10:00

-a
-b

50
75

3
3

10May 14:00-13 May 20:00
13May20:00- 17Mayl2:00

-a
-b

75
100

3
3

13October 13:00-17 October 09:00
17October 09:00- 20 October 09:00

2

3

4

Originally, all ventilation rates were planned at a constant level for one day during each
experimental period. To increase the system stability, longer measurement periods (3-4 days
perventilationrateset)wereusedinexperimental period 2,3and4.
Dataacquisition and selection
Each 8 minutes, data were stored in the PC. The CO concentrations measured during the
periods that doors were opened (e.g. during milking) were not analysed because of too much
disturbanceofairflow patterns.Alldatawereaveragedtohourlyvalues.
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Model and statistics
According to theory, the air exchange rate through the slatted floor would depend on the
pressure difference over the slots caused by the ventilation system and the temperature
difference across the slots (temperature of air in the pit and above the floor). Air exchange
through the slots (Equation 5.6) was modelled as a function of the difference in temperature
of the pit air and the outside air for each ventilation rate set and for all ventilation rates
combined. The model used was a constant - node - linear model, based upon the results of
thelaboratory experiment describedpreviously.
Data on air exchange rates and temperature differences for all days with the same ventilation
rate were taken to fit the model, with the node occurring at 0 °C temperature difference.
Values for the intercept (constant air exchange rate at negative temperature differences) and
the slope (increase in air exchange rate per °C temperature difference) were calculated for
each ventilation rate. Statistical analysis (ANOVA)was performed for each set of daily data,
to account for dependencies in data on successive days. For each ventilation rate, a value for
the slope was estimated for each day, taking one value for the intercept per ventilation rate.
Mean and standard error of difference (s.e.d.) were calculated to judge significance of
differences inthe slopeperventilationrate.
3.2.2. Results
Thecalculated air exchange rates through the slatted floor areplotted against the temperature
difference between the air inside the pit and outside air for 50% (Figure 5.6), 75% (Figure
5.7) and 100% (Figure 5.8) of the maximum ventilation rate. The numbers correspond with
themeasurement period (seeTable 5.1).
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Figure 5.6:Air exchangeratethroughtheslots versusdifferencein temperatureof air inthe
pit and outside air at 50% ventilation rate of the dairy cow house. Numbers representthe
measurementperiod.Thelinerepresentstheconstant- node-linearfit.
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Figure5.7:Air exchangeratethroughtheslots versusdifferenceintemperatureof air inthe
pit and outside air at 75%ventilation rate of the dairy cow house. Numbers representthe
measurementperiod.Thelinerepresentstheconstant-node-linearfit.
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Figure5.8:Air exchangeratethroughtheslots versusdifferenceintemperatureofair inthe
pit and outside at 100% ventilation rate of the dairy cow house. Numbers represent the
measurementperiod.Thelinerepresents theconstant- linear-nodefit.
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At allventilation rates,the airexchangeratewas low andconstant whennegative temperature
differences occurred. In these situations, the temperature gradient was towards the pit air and
no buoyancy occurred (stagnant air in the pit). From temperature differences of around 0°C
upward, air exchange rates increased. Negative temperature differences mainly occurred in
period 3 (May) and 4 (September). Moreover, the range of temperature differences observed
was greatest in period 3. This is related to the great differences between day and night
temperatures observed during spring in North-Western Europe. The temperature of the air
inside the pit is influenced by the outside air entering through the slots but also by the
relatively constant slurrytemperature andwill,therefore,fluctuateless.
The line plotted in each figure represents the fitted model. The results of the parameter
estimation areshowninTable 5.2.
Table5.2: Estimatedparameter valuesfor theconstant-node-linearmodelofairexchange
rate through slattedfloors and temperaturedifferences betweenpit air and outside air at
various ventilation rates (VR in % of maximum).R represents thepercentage of variance
accountedfor bythemodel.
VR

R2

Intercept
(m3h'1)

50
75
100
All

60
68
53
43

1,426a
1,547a
2,299b
1,656

Slope
(m3h'1 °C')
274 a
572b
536b
447

Parameters with a differentsuperscript differ (P < 0.001).

Atnegative temperature differences, air exchange rate through the slots was around 1,660 m3
h"1, based upon all data points. A value of 0 would be theoretically expected, because the
relatively colder pit air would cause a stagnant layer of air and no (relatively warm) outside
air would enterthe pit. Thefindingsfrom this experiment indicate that other parameters than
the ones taken into account in the model will have played a role, like construction elements
that disturbed air flow patterns and animal movement and dunging behaviour. Smoke tests
indicated that construction elements of the roof were found to bend the air flow downward
under all conditions. This observation, combined with the quadratic relationship between
energycontent ofairand airvelocity, then accounts for theincreasing valueoftheintercept at
increasing ventilation rates. Furthermore, smoke tests demonstrated local rise of air through
the slots at locations where cowswere standing (convective airmovement; e.g. atthe feeding
boxes;sectors2and 5,Figure 5.5) andatplaceswherewarmurineand faeces were deposited.
The increase in air exchange rate per unit of temperature at positive temperature differences,
represented by the slope, was at 75 and 100 % of the maximum ventilation rate significantly
greater than for 50%.The increase in energy content of the, mechanical ventilation induced,
airflow atgreater airexchangeratesaccounts for this.Nosignificant difference was found for
75% and 100% of the maximum ventilation rates, indicating that thermal buoyancy effects
prevailed.
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Themeasurements oftheairvelocity intheslotsresulted inmean airvelocities of 0.14(0.080.20) m s"1in slots where air entered the pit (inlet) and in mean air velocities of 0.06 (0.010.11)ms'1 in slotswere air was leaving thepit (outlet).This indicates that, at equal volumes
ofairentering andleavingthepit,thesurface areaoftheoutlet slotswouldbearoundtwiceas
great as the surface area of the inlet slots. The slatted floor geometry (Figure 5.1) and the
number of slatted floor elements yield a total slot area of 20 m2. Based upon smoke tests, an
area of 14m2 was estimated to act as outlet and 6m2 as inlet. Given the temperatures at the
time of the measurements (Tout 9.5 °C; Tpn 13.2 °C), the air exchange rate would be around
2,300 m3 h"1 (Figure 5.6), thus the air velocity in the outlet slots would be 0.05 m s"1. This
correspondswellwiththemeasuredvalues.
Smoketests showedthatpartsofthe slatted floor of sectors 2,5and 6(see Figure 5.5) mostly
acted asoutlet andthattheslatted floor oftheothersectorsweremainlyinlet. Thismeansthat
airinthepitsmovednot onlyvertically,but alsohorizontally.

4Jointdiscussion
The results from the laboratory experiment with forced ventilation showed that turbulent air
flow throughthe slotsprevailed for thewholerangeof air exchange rates and airvelocities in
the range of 0.15 to 2 m s"1and that the friction factor depended on the direction of the air
flow relative tothe slot geometry. Based upon measurements in the slots of slatted floors ina
dairy cow house, however, air velocities were mostly in the bottom part of the indicated
range. This can also be derived from the maximum air exchange rates determined inthe cow
house experiment (10,000 m3 h"!; see Figures 5.6 through 5.8), which corresponds with
maximum air velocities of 0.20 m s"1under the assumption that 14 m2 of the total slot area
would act as outlet. It is, therefore, most likely that air flow through slatted floors in dairy
cow houses will be in the laminar region, with no effect of the direction of the air flow
(Figure 5.2).
In the laboratory experiment, forced convection and thermal buoyancy induced air flow
through a slatted floor were studied separately. In the mechanically ventilated cow house,
however, both effects occurred simultaneously. But the linear relation between temperature
difference and air exchange rate derived from the thermal buoyancy laboratory experiment
was found tobevery evident for the activecowhousetoo.Thermal buoyancy (at temperature
differences above 0°C)prevailed inthe cowhouse and an additional effect ofthe mechanical
ventilation was only observed when ventilation rate was increased from 50% to 75%of the
maximum (Figures 5.6 and 5.7).
In the data analysis for the cowhouse experiment, the temperature difference between the air
inthe slurrypit and theoutside airwastaken asexplanatory variable for the air exchange rate
through the slots. In theory, the temperature difference between the air in the pit and the air
abovethe floor (indoor airatidealmixing) shouldbetaken asexplanatory variable. Thesame
holds for thedifference inCOconcentration used tocalculate the air exchange rate (Equation
5.6). Taking outside air temperature and CO concentration as a basis for data analysis was
based upon indicative smoke tests performed, showing a rapid fall of incoming air towards
the slatted floor, especially at low outside air temperatures. Moreover, the location of the
sensors for indoor air temperature (2 m above the floor) and indoor air sampling (at the
ventilators placed in the roof) did not result in representative temperature and concentration
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data for the air above the floor, since idealmixing is not tobe expected in the cow house.At
zeroventilation rate,onlythermal buoyancy induced air flow through the slotswill occur and
thetemperature difference between airinsidethepit and airinsidethehouse shouldberelated
to the air exchange rate. It is to be expected that the relevance of the temperature difference
between airinsidethepit andoutsideairwillincreaseatincreasingventilationrates.
Intherangeoftemperature differences studied inthelaboratory experiment (0-18°C),alinear
relationbetween temperature difference and air exchangerate,and thus with airvelocity, was
found. This indicates that laminar air flow prevailed. The range of air velocity measured in
the slots,0-0.10 m s"1,was comparable with the airvelocities measured inslots of active cow
houses andderived from airexchangeratescalculated relativetotheareaoftheoutletslots.
Figures 5.6 through 5.8 clearly show the influence on temperature difference (thermal
buoyancy) and ventilation rate on the air exchange through the slatted floor. However, data
points per ventilation rate (VR) percentage and per measurement period were scattered,
resulting in the values for R and standard errors reported in Table 5.2. The wind direction
and wind speed may have played a role, although the air inlet system of the cow house was
constructed to minimise wind influence and the air inlet was small (0.02 m wide). The
contribution ofthecowactivity,however, couldnotbe quantified.
The results can be used to quantify NH3 emission (product of air exchange rate and NH3
concentration) from the slurry pit in active dairy cow houses and to predict the emission
reduction potential of measures applied inpits (e.g. alternative floor systems with greater air
flow resistance, slurrycooling).Furthermore,the results may improve insight inthe potential
of climatisation of dairy-cow houses with the goal of reducing NH3emissions. Better mixing
of incoming air and air inside the cow house might result in smaller temperature differences
between incoming air and air inside the slurry pit, thus reducing air exchange between slurry
pit and indoor air. Because of reduced air flow rate from the slurry pit, less NH3 would be
produced in the slurry pit (reduced air velocity at slurry level; built up of NH3beneath the
slats reducing the mass transfer; Monteny et al, 1998) and less NH3 is transported from the
slurrypittotheairinsidethehouse.
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5Conclusions
1. The friction factor of slots in a slatted floor for dairy cows, determined under laboratory
conditions for aconvective turbulent air flow regime,depended onthe direction of the air
flow throughtheslots.
2. Alinear,position independent, increase oftheair exchange rate through the slotswith the
temperature difference over the slots was found in situations when air flow was induced
bythermalbuoyancy.Air flow appearedtobe laminar.
3. A similar linear relation was also found in an experiment conducted in a mechanically
ventilated dairy cowhouse,taking the difference intemperaturebetween air inside thepit
andoutsideairasexplanatoryvariable.
4. Theincreaseinairexchangeratewithtemperaturedifference depended ontheventilation
rateofthecowhouse andwasgreater atlowventilationrates.
5. Themodel used to describe therelation of air exchange to temperature differences canbe
used to improve predictions of gaseous emissions from pits in cow houses with slatted
floors and will allow quantification of emission reduction by floor and underfloor related
emissionreducingmeasures.
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Notation
A
a
b

c

F
g
AP
V
V

T
V
P
P

P
<DV
$M

=area(m )
=laminarair flow coefficient dependingongeometry and fluid properties
(with dimension)
=turbulent airflow coefficient dependingongeometry and fluid properties
(withdimension)
=concentration (kgm")
=force (N)
=acceleration ofgravity(m2s_1 ).
=pressure difference (Pa)
=airvelocity(ms"1)
=averageairvelocity (ms"1)
=temperature (K)
=volume(m3)
=density(kgm~3)
=averagedensity(kgm"3)
=expansion coefficient (K"1),whichhas
atT w .
=airexchange rate (m3s"1)
=mass flow rate(kgs"1)

Subscripts:
below
above
slats
house
out
up
w
c
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=below theslatted floor element
=abovethe slatted floor element
=through slats
=insidethecowhouse
=outside
=upward
=warm
=cold
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Chapter 6

Model prediction ofammonia emission from cubicle dairy cow houses

Abstract
To facilitate separate quantification of ammonia emissions from the slurrypit and the floor in
acubicle dairycowhouse, amechanistic model for the production of ammonia was extended
by adding ammonia mass balance equations for the slurrypit air and the air above the slatted
floor. Furthermore, new information on the development of urine pH after its deposition on
floors and in the pit was included. Model input data were collected in a mechanically
ventilated cubiclehousewith 32head of lactating dairy cows.The datawere collected during
three experimental periods of seven to eight days distributed over a year, ensuring a wide
range of climatic conditions. The measured ammonia emission from the house and the
measured ammonia concentration of the air inside the pits were compared with model
predictions toevaluatethemodel performance.
The model performed well with adapted values of parameters in the air exchange rate
equation for all experimental periods. Moreover, the pH of the top layer of the slurry pit had
tobeadaptedtoobtainagoodfit forperiods2and3.Thiscouldberelated tothedifference in
thecomposition oftheslurrytop layer.Ammonia emission from theslurrypitscontributed on
average for 25-40% to the instantaneous emission from the cow house. Maximum
contribution was around 80% and occurred in situation with great differences in temperature
between outside air and pit air, thus with great air exchange rates through the slatted floor.
Fluctuations in ammonia emissions from the house greatly coincided with the fluctuations in
pit emission. Measures that reduce the ammonia emission from the pit, therefore, should be
developed taking the dynamics of the pit emission into account. The improved ammonia
emission model can in this perspective be a powerful tool to assess fluctuations in the
contribution of the pit and the floor to the emission from the house, and also to support the
designofseparate emission abatement strategiesfor pit andfloor and for strategies.
Keywords:ammoniamitigation,pH,airexchange,slatted floors, model validation
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1Introduction
The emission of ammonia (NH3) from dairy cow houses depends on factors related to
dimensions and lay-out of the housing system, stocking density, diet with the consequent
composition of the excreta, handling of the excreta and climatic conditions (Monteny and
Erisman, 1998). Ammonia originates from urea as a major component of urine that cows
excrete. In a traditional cubicle house for dairy cows, a part of the urine deposited on the
slatted floor drainsthrough the floor slotstotheslurrypitbeneath thefloor. Dependingonthe
duration of indoor storage, some NH3may be produced from decomposition of organic fecal
nitrogen.
Because of the need to reduce NH3 emissions for the sake of environmental protection,
emission abatement strategies should focus on reduction of the emission from both the floor
and the pit in dairy cow houses. However, the separate contribution of these two sources to
thetotal emissionfromthehouse ishardto establish and complex measurement strategies are
necessary toachievethis.Thismakes itdifficult toassessthe exact impact ofindoor emission
reduction measures and strategies. Amechanistic NH3emission model for cubicle houses for
dairy cows was developed as an alternative for the assessment of NH3emission levels and
mitigation options (Monteny etah, 1998). That 1998model consists of separate modules for
NH3productionfromurinepoolsrandomly distributed onthe floor andfromthepit. TheNH3
emission from the cow house was calculated as the sum of the floor and pit production. The
authors discussed the need to improve the model to enable a separate quantification of the
release rate (emission) of NH3 from floor and pit, and to facilitate a realistic assessment of
emission reducing measures for both emission sources. Moreover, NH3concentrations in the
air above the urine pools on the floor and the slurry in the pit were neglected and constant
values for the pH of the floor and the slurry were used in the 1998 model, thus possibly
introducing a fundamental error in the model predictions. An improved emission model,
based upon more realistic NH3mass balances for the pit air and the cow house, is presented
andvalidated againstmeasuredNH3emission inthispaper.

2MaterialsandMethods
The modules for NH3 production from the pit and the floor in the 1998model were replaced
by NH3 mass balances for the volume of air in the slurry pit and the air volume above the
floor (Figure 6.1). Themodule for the distribution oftheurinations over the slatted floor area
remained unchanged.
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A=slurry
B =urinepoolonslattedfloor
C=slurrypit
D=exhaust fan
E=cubicle
F=feeding fence
G =feeding alley

—1—h=
C MMH3,pit

Viainc d C AN, urine'dt (Afloor Ci rinej rturea
- k ( T , v ) Afloor (f (pH,T) CTAN, urine / H (T) - CNH3, house)

o,M,slurry"

k (T.v)Apjt ( f (pH, T) C T A N , slurry / H(T) — C N H 3 , pit)

Figure 6.1: Schematic representationof the mass balancesfor urinepools (upper)and the
slurry (lower) inthe improved NH3 emission modelfor cubicle dairy cow houses. Mass
balancesubscripts refer to the location in the house, whereas the variableparameters are
expressedassubscriptsbetweenparentheses.Dashedarrowsindicatemassflux o/M/j. Solid
arrowsrelateto airflow.
2.1Ammonia massbalance of the slurrypitair
TheNH3emission from thepit was calculated as the product of the air exchange through the
slatted floor (Ov,slats)and the concentration ofNH3 in the pit air (CNH3,pit)-The air exchange
rate through theslatted floor (Ov^iats; Equation 6.1)was modeled asa function of the
difference (AT) in temperature of air inthepit(TPjt) and theoutside air(Tout) andthe
ventilation rate of the cow house (VR, in %ofmaximum ventilation rate).This equation was
baseduponaseparate studyconducted inthe samecowhouse(Montenyetal, 2000b):
3>v,siats=Y+ZAT
Values for Y (intercept) and Z (slope) atvarious values for VR are summarized in Table6.1.
The table also contains adapted parameter values,toaccount for the possible overestimated
air exchange rates at lesser and negative temperature differences, as indicated by Montenyet
al. (2000b). The adaptations were a50% lesser air exchange rate atair exchange rates of or
below 0°Cand alinear increase with temperature difference tothe same air exchange ratesat
temperaturedifferences of 10 °C.
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Table 6.1: Values for the intercept (Y) and the slope (Z) of air exchange rate through the
slatted floor as afunction of difference in temperature between air in the pit and outside air
at different ventilation rate (Basic values derived from Monteny etah, 2000b).
VR in%of maximum
(in m 3 h"1 per animal place)

Y (m V )
Basic
Adapted

50 (375)
75 (560)
100 (750)

1426
1547
2299

Z ( m 3 h"1 °C 1 )
Basic
Adapted
274
345
572
649
536
651

713
773
1149

The NH3 concentration inthe pit air was calculated with the following mass balance:
V
v

dC

pit

with:
Vpit
dCNH3,pit/dt
&M,slurry
tv.siats
CNH3,Pit
CNH3,house

NH3, P it
<t

^
~ ^M.slurry

^

w

(C

V,slats v'-NrU.pit

_c

.

^NH3,house< 1

[6.2]

= volume ofair inthe pit (m 3 )
=change in NH3 concentration inthe pit air (kg Nm"3 s"1)
= mass flux of NH3 (production) from slurry (kg N s"1)
= air exchange rate through the slatted floor (m 3 s"1)
= NH 3 concentration inthe slurry pit air (kgN m"3)
= NH3 concentration inthe house =exhaust air (kg N m"3)

The component OM, slurry was calculated with theNH3 production module for thepit in the
1998 model (see Figure 6.1). Acting variables forthe mass transfer coefficient (k) arethe air
velocity inthe pit (v P j t ) and the slurry temperature (TsiUITy). The latter variable isalso actingon
the fraction offree NH3 (f)and Henry's constant (H). Moreover, the pH ofthe slurry top layer
is acting variable (pH s i urry , top) for f. Other input parameters arethesurface area ofthe slurry
pit (Apit) andthe TAN concentration of the slurry top layer (CTAN, slurry) (Monteny et al,
1998). Results of a study of the development of urine pH after application on a floor and
slurry (Monteny et al., 2000a) was used to relate thepHofthe top layer ofthe slurry to the
initial pH of the urine (pHurjne,t=o):
pHsiurry, top = pHurine, t=0 + 0 . 5

[6.3]

Values of the acting variables and the other input parameters were directly measured.
2.2 Ammonia mass balance for the cow bouse air
The total NH3 emission from thecow house was calculated astheproduct ofthe ventilation
rate of the house (<5V,house) and the NH3 concentration inthe ventilated air (CNH3, house)- The
following mass balance Equation 6.4 for the air inside the house was used to calculate
C N H 3 , housed
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NH3,house
,.

dt

^
,„
_ „
,. ^V.slats v-NH3,pit ^NH3,house^ ^ wM,floor

^
,„
_ r
, r g 41
J
V,house ^NH3,house ^NH3,outside^ L

v

with:
^ M , noor
= mass flux ofNH3 (production) from the urine pools on the floor (kg N s"1)
<
Dv,house
= measured air exchange rate of the cow house (m 3 s"1)
=
CNH3,house
NH3concentration in the exhaust air (kgN m"3)
CNH3,outside
=NH 3 concentration in the outside air (kg N m"3)
Vhouse
= volume of the cow house (m3)
dCNH3,house/dt = change in ammonia concentration in the air inside the house = exhaust air

(kgNrrfV)
The component <J>M,floorwas calculated with the TAN mass balance for urine pools on the
slatted floor in the 1998 model (see Figure 6.1). Input parameters for urea conversion (uUrea)
are urease activity (Umax), Michaelis-Menten constant (K) and urea N concentration (Curea)The floor temperature (Tfioor) is the acting variable for the mass transfer coefficient (k), the
fraction of unionized NH3 (f) and Henry's constant (H). The coefficient k has also the air
velocity at floor level (vnoor)as acting variable. The pH of the urine on the floor (pHfl00r) is
alsoactingvariable for f.
The urination behavior is modeled with the parameters urination frequency (uf), slatted floor
area (Afi00r), floor area covered per urination (Apooi: 0.8 m2), and depth of the urine pools on
the floor (dpooi: 0.00048 m) areinput parameters. The latter two values are defaults for slatted
floor andusedtocalculatethevolumeofeachurinepool (Vurine).
Air velocity could not be measured, because of the presence of animals. The following
equationwasassumed,relatingvnoortoVR:
Vfloor=0.1+VR*0.0015

[6.5]

Instead ofaconstant,pHfioorwasmodeled as(Montenyetal.,2000a):
pHfloor=A+Be"kt+Ct
with:
A,B,C
e"k
t

[6.6]

=constants
= exponential development component (k = 0.2627)
= time (h)

This equation was derived from laboratory experiments with dairy cow urine applied on floors
and slurry in a temperature range of 5-15 °C. The pHurjne, t=ois represented by A + B, and was
measured in this experiment. The values of B (-1.1) and C (-0.002) were taken from Monteny
et al. (2000a). The other acting variables and input parameters were directly measured in the
current experiment.
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2.3Measurements and observations
Model input datawerecollected in the same dairycowhouse asdescribed by Monteny etal.,
(1998)duringthreeexperimental periodsofseventoeightdays each,distributed overtheyear
1997. The reasons for this were to ensure a wide range of climatic conditions and to crease
independent datasets for themodel validation.
A plan and cross-section of the cow house is presented in Figure 6.2. Climatic data
(temperatures, air velocity), NH3concentrations and air exchange rates were measured in an
eight minute cycle.Allothervariable input datawere collected onthe daypriorto the start of
eachexperimental period and assumedtobevalid forthatperiod.

^2

1.65m

0.4m

W///fr/////fr/////////A f

V/////////&/////&////A

a =measurement shelter
b =pit air sampling
system
c = connection point
per sector (1 ...6) for pit
air, including convertor
d = steelbar with cover
holding temperature
and airvelocity sensors

d

o
O

o

e = fans
f= layer of slurry
g =points for outside air
sampling, incl. convertor
h = collectionpoint for indoor
air sampling (air from 3
fans), incl. convertor

o

o

i = concentrate dispenser
k=measurement shelter

O

o

o

O

Figure 6.2: Plan and cross section of the mechanically ventilated cubicle house for dairy
cows in Duiven.
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The experimental periods were chosen to obtain maximal variation in external conditions
(mainly outside air temperature) that are relevant for the emission of NH3. Two VR levels
wereoperated duringeachexperimental period(Table6.2).
Table6.2. Experimentalperiods, subperiodsandventilation rates.
Experimental periods
andsub-periods
1-a
1-b
2-a
2-b
3-a
3-b

VR|
50
75
50
75
75
100

Beginning andend
14March 10:00- 18March10:00
18 March 10:00- 22March10:00
10May 14:00-13May20:00
13 May20:00- 17Mayl2:00
13 October 13:00-17 October09:00
17 October09:00- 20October09:00

2.4Dairycow house
The measurements and observations were conducted in a dairy cow house with two rows of
17cubicles each, two 3mwide slatted floors (Af^: 127m2) and a 3m wide central feeding
passage. Urease activity (|imax) was measured on eight locations in the middle of the slatted
floor of each alleywith amethod described indetail byBraam and Swierstra (1999).Inbrief,
Umax was calculated from the amount of TANproduced in the first 30 minutes from a 50mL
sample containing a 10mg L"1urea solution in abottomless cylinder resting upon the slatted
floor. Mean i ^ x wascalculatedby averagingureaseactivitiesper location.
A 1.65 m deep slurry pit (APjt: 184m2) was located under the slats and cubicles. The slurry
level in the pits was lowered to 0.4 m above the pit floor at the beginning of each
experimental period, resulting in a VPjt of230 m3. This value was used as a constant in spite
of the increase of the slurry level by 0.01 mper day dueto urine and feces production by the
cows. Steel bars were erected and fixed at equal distance to the bottom of the pits at three
locations in each slurry pit (six in total). Each bar held a sensor (Schmidt SS) for
measurement of vPjt and sensors (AD 592cN) for TPjt andTsiurry.The Tpuand vPjt sensors were
positioned at 1.0mabovethepit floor. TheTsiurrysensorswere attached to squarepoly styrene
floaters. Thebars werecovered with asteelhat toprotect the sensorsfromgetting covered by
feces andurinefromabove.
Six AD 592cN sensors were integrated in the top of the slatted floor to measure Tfl00r. Inside
air temperature (Thouse) and Toutwere measured with Rotronic Hygromer ilOO sensors. All
sensorswerecalibrated before andafter the experiment.
The cow house (Vhouse: 1,300 m3) was mechanically ventilated. Three fans (Fancom type
1450T; capacity: 8,000 m3 h"1 each) were placed in the exhaust shafts, positioned at equal
distances along the ridge of the roof. Air entered the building through a space-boarded inlet
system at the lateral sides of the building. Inlet widths were fixed at 0.02 m during the
experiments. The actual air exchange rate of the house (<X>v, house)was measured by a pulse
counter on fanwheel anemometers, placed in the exhaust shafts, directly under the fans. The
relationships between the number of pulses from the anemometer and the air exchange rate
weredetermined inawindtunnel.
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2.5Cowsand management
Thirty-two lactating cross-bred Holstein Friesian cows were present in the house during the
wholeexperiment. Theyweremilked twicedaily,between 5:30 and6:00 handbetween 15:30
and 16:00h, in a separate milking parlor. As a consequence, no animals were present in the
house during those times. In the model this was accounted for by assuming a daily urine
production period of 23 hours. The diet composition and average daily intake by the herd is
presented inTable6.3.
Table6.3:Composition ofthedietandmean dailyintakeper animal.
Experimentalperiod

Dietcomponents

Dailyintake(kgper animal)

1

Grasssilage
Maizesilage

14.1
23.4

2

Grasssilage
Maizesilage
Structuremix
Proteinconcentrate
Straw

3.9
20.3
7.0
1.9
1.9

3

Grasssilage
Maizesilage

29.7
63

Thedietduringperiod 2was causedbyashortage ofgrass silage,which wascompensated by
three additional components. Additional concentrates were fed in an automatic concentrate
feeding box during all periods; the amount of concentrates depended on the individual milk
yield.
The following diet related data were determined at the day prior to the start of the
experimental periods:urinecomposition,urination frequency andslurry composition.
The parameters Curea and pHurjne,t=o were measured in a defrosted mix sample of urine
collected in each experimental period during four sessions of two to three hours distributed
over the day (Smits et al, 1998): 5:00-7:00 h; 8:00-10:00 h; 15:00-17:00 h; 18:00-21:00 h.
During each session, as many urinations (on average 80 for each set of four sessions) as
possible were sampled with a 1.0 L pan. The urine was subdivided into 100 mL flasks and
immediately placed in a cooling box with ice blocks. At the end of each session the flasks
werestored inafreezer (-18°C).
Urination frequency (uf) was measured with video equipment. Thevideo observations ran for
24 hours per experimental period. Due to technical failure, reliable data on the urination
frequency wereonlyavailable forperiod 1.
In each pit, the top layer of the slurry was sampled at three locations. The samples were
collected in 1.0 Lpans,mixed andanalyzed for CTAN,slurryandpHsiurry.
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2.6Ammonia concentrations andemission
Ammonia concentrations were measured in the air inside the pit (CNH3,pit) , the outside air
(CNH3,out) andtheexhaust air (CNH3,house)- Thepit airwascontinuously sampled through teflon
tubes at 48 points positioned directly beneath the slatted floor and equally distributed of the
six sections (Figure 6.2). Amixed sample of the air extracted from each section was made in
collection units attached to the feeding fence. Outside air sampling points were located in the
air inlet (one point in the middle of each inlet, representing incoming air). Indoor air was
sampled in the exhaust (three points; one for each ventilation shaft). Air samples were
separatelymixed inunitsfixedatthelateralwallofthecowhouse.Allmixing units contained
a stainless steel converter, where NH3was converted to NOx at 775 °C.Air from the mixing
units was drawn by a pump through insulated and heated FEP tubes through a 6+6-channel
multiplexer. Sets of two multiplexer valves were sequentially opened and air was drawn to a
two-channel NOx analyser (Thermo Environmental Instruments Inc.,model 48).The analyser
was calibrated before and after each experimental period. One measurement cycle, with a
concentrationmeasurement for eachmixingunit,tookeightminutes.
TheNH3emission from thepit was calculated as the product of Oy,slats(Equation 6.1) using
the adapted parameter values and the difference between the measured means values of
CNH3,pit and CNH3,house-

2.7Model evaluation
For each subperiod (fixed VR; Table 6.1),thequalityof the slurrypit module wasjudged by
comparison of the calculated (Equation 6.2) and measured CNH3, pit- Furthermore, the
calculated (Equation 6.4) and the measured NH3 emission from the cow house were used as
quality forjudging the validity of the whole model. Aregression analysis was performed for
each sub period, with the hourly mean values of pit air concentration and emission from the
houseasindependent data,toanalyzethestabilityofthemodel for different levelsofVR.

3Results
3.1 Model parameters
Table 6.4 contains the values of the variable model input data for each experimental period.
At the pH values of the fresh urine (pHurjne, t=o8-5), pHsiuny,topwould be 9.0 for all periods
accordingtoEquation 6.3.Thisequationappeared tobevalid for period 1,whereas afactor of
0.3 (resultingin apHsiurryto
, pof 8.8) was alsoused inthesimulations for periods 2 and 3.This
assumption was based upon the difference in diets (Table 6.2) and the results of the slurry
analysis.
Initial model runs using Tsiuny resulted in poor dynamics of the NH3 concentration in the
slurrypit. Thetemperature measured was apparently not representative for the urine layer on
top ofthe slurrybecause the location of the sensors mayhavebeen too deep inthe slurry. As
an alternative, TPjtwas used simulate theprocesses in the urine layer present upon the slurry
andimproved simulation resultswereobtained.
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Table 6.4: Variable model parameters (variation between parenthesis) and values for each
experimental period.
Parameter (unit)

Experimental period
1
3

3

1

Urease activity (10" kgNm" s" )
1

Urea nitrogen concentration (mgNl" )

1.3 (0.6-1.9)

1.4(0.6-2.4)

1.5(1.1-2.1)

5.2 (4.8-5.4)
9

3.8 (3.6-4.2)
*

3.5 (3.4-3.6)
*

1.31(1.01-1.78)

1.79(0.90-2.41)

1.50(1.32-1.61)

Urination frequency (cow"1day"1)
TANconcentration slurry(gNkg ')
1

Airvelocity inpit (ms" )

Equation 6.7

Airvelocityon floor level (ms"1)

4- **;Equation 6.5 ->

Temperature of slurrytoplayer(°C)

<•Temperature ofairinthepit ->

Floor temperature (°C)

^-Measured ->

pHofurineon floor (-)

^-Equation 6.6 ->

pH ofurine on slurry (-)

Eqn.6.3 (pH=9.0)

pHof slurrytoplayer (-)

7.9 (7.6-8.4)

7.2 (7.0-7.3)

7.8 (7.6-8.2)

pHofurineproduced (-)

8.5 (8.4-8.6)

8.5 (8.4-8.6)

8.5(8.4-8.6)

pH = 8.8

pH = 8.8

* = measurements and observations unsuccessful; **=measurements not performed

In spite of the steel hats, the sensors appeared to be fouled by feces and urine within a couple
of days and no reliable data of vPjt were recorded for periods 1and 2. During summer grazing
after the slurry level in the pits was lowered, between periods 2 and 3, larger steel hats were
installed, resulting in a reliable set of air velocity data. Figure 6.3 presents vPjt against the
difference in temperature between outside air and air in the pit (AT).
-e^e-

-e*5-

-^

9*e-

-9T+§-

•"*•• •
-&#&2

4

Temperature difference (oC)

Figure 6.3: Air velocity in the pits against difference in temperature between outside air and
pit air during experimental period 3. The line represents the linear trend line.
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Although thedatainfigure6.3 show greatvariability, the following equation was derived for
theairvelocity inthepit for AT>0(0.05ms"1for AT<0):
(R2 = 0.32)

Vpjt= 0.05 + 0.015* AT

[6.7]

3.2Model performance
The effect of the adapted pH values for the slurrypit (periods 2 and 3) and air exchange rate
through the slatted floor (all periods) on the model performance is illustrated by Figure 6.4,
presenting themeasured and calculated NH3concentration of the slurrypit air for sub-period
3b.

—. 20

17-1000h

17-1012h

18-10OOh

18-1012h

19-10OOh

19-1012h

20-10 OOh

20-1012h

21-10 OOh

Dateandtime

Figure 6.4:Mean measured (bold line) and calculatedammonia concentration (marker)of
the air insidethe slurrypit during the experimentalsub-period 3b (VR 100%), with apH of
theslurry top layer of 9.0 (A)and 8.8 (o), respectively,and with adapted valuesfor theair
exchangerate through the slattedfloor (+). Temperaturedifference between thepit airand
theoutdoorairisrepresentedbytheslimbottom line.
At apHsiurry,topof 9.0, the calculated NH3concentration was much greater than the measured
concentration. The model, with the original air exchange parameters (Table 6.1), performed
better at a pH of 8.8 was used. The build up of NH3 concentration was underestimated at
small and negative temperature differences, mostly occurring around noon. The model
performance greatly increased when the adapted air exchange rate parameters (Equation 6.1)
were used. This illustrates the overestimated air exchange rate through the slatted floor in
situations ofstratified pit air.Theadapted airexchangerateparameters (Table 6.1) wereused
inthefurther simulations.
The measured and predicted NH3 concentrations of the slurry pit air and the measured and
calculated NH3 emission from the cow house for the three periods are presented in Figure
6.5a, 6.5band6.5c, respectively.
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Figure 6.5a: Measured (lower line) and calculated (lower bold marker) ammonia
concentration of the slurry pit air and the measured (upper line) and calculated (upper open
marker) ammonia emission from the dairy cow housefor experimental period 1.
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Figure 6.5b: Measured (lower line) and calculated (lower bold marker) ammonia
concentration of the slurry pit air and the measured (upper line) and calculated (upper open
marker) ammonia emission from the dairy cow housefor experimental period 2.
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Figure 6.5c: Measured (lower line) and calculated (lower bold marker) ammonia
concentrationof theslurrypit air andthemeasured (upperline)and calculated (upper open
marker)ammoniaemissionfrom thedairycowhousefor experimentalperiod 3.
Based upon visual analysis of the results in these figures, the model performance was
satisfactorily, both underrelatively static (period 1and sub-period 3a) and fluctuating (period
2and sub-period 3b)climaticconditions.
Theregression analysisperformed perperiod showedthattheparameters (intercept andslope;
Table 6.5) differed significantly (PO.01) for the levels of VR per experimental period. This
indicatesthatthemodel responded differently tochangesinVR orthatVRrelated parameters
(e.g.VpjtandVfi00r)werenot adequately modelled. Moreover, themodel performed differently
for each of the experimental periods. This may have been caused by (small) fluctuations in
model parameter values (e.g.pHsiurry,top,,pHurinet=o,Curea,)between the (sub-)periods, whereas
constant values were assumed for each experimental period. In general, differences between
themodel calculation and themeasurements mayhavebeen due to adifferent reaction of the
model to parameters that were related to the ventilation rate of the house (e.g. vnoor) or to
parameters that were not taken into account by the emission model (assuming correct
measurements). Best model performance, i.e. a slope of around 1 and intercept near 0, was
observed insituations withthegreatest fluctuations (e.g.NH3concentration in sub-periods lb,
2band 3band emission insub-period 2a).Poorresults oftheregression analysis were at least
partly caused by differences in response time between the model and the measurements.
Figure 5c illustrates this,whereboth shorter (e.g.between 15October 12:00 and 16 October
12:00)andlongerintervals occurredbetween twosuccessiveminimum emission levels for the
model compared tothemeasurements. Slight differences inconcentration and emission levels
werealsoobserved (e.g.for sub-period la).
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Table6.5:Percentageof varianceaccountedfor per period (R2)and regressionparameters
per subperiod.
Ammonia concentration in the pit
Period

Intercept

Slope

1

R

Ammonia emission from the house

2

Intercept

R2

Slope

93.4

10.5

la

13.59

0.40

49.2

0.37

lb

-0.40

0.99

62.7

0.28

2

44.2

61.9
2a

9.9

0.48

-2.0

0.97

2b

-2.2

1.27

48.0

0.37

3a

12.1

0.0

55.3

0.23

3b

4.6

0.72

24.0

0.65

3

76.9

48.5

3.3Ammoniafluxes
Figure 6.6a through 6.6c showthemeasuredNH3flux(emission)fromthe cowhouse andthe
calculatedfluxfromthepit for periods 1,2and 3,respectively.
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Figure 6.6a: Measured ammonia flux from the cow house (upper line) and calculated
ammoniafluxfrom theslurrypit (lowerlinewithmarker)for experimentalperiod 1.
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Figure 6.6b: Measured ammonia flux from the cow house (upper line) and calculated
ammonia flux from the slurry pit (lower line with marker) for experimental period 2.
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Figure 6.6c: Measured ammonia flux from the cow house (upper line) and calculated
ammonia flux from the slurry pit (lower line with marker) for experimental period 3.
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These figures demonstrate that thepit contributes on average for 25%(sub-period la) to40%
(sub-period lb, sub-period 3b) tothefluxfromthe house.However, momentary pit flux may
account for over80%oftheemissionfromthehouse,ascanbeobserved duringperiod 2(e.g.
onMay 14around midnight). Theresultsfromperiod 3in particular illustrate that the course
of the NH3 flux from the cow house greatly coincided with the fluctuations in the slurry pit
fluxand thus with the difference in temperature between the outside air and the air inside the
pit. The greatest flux from the pit occurred at night when relatively cold air enters the pit
through the slatted floor, causing great air exchange rates (Table 6.1) and air velocities
(Figure 6.3). The latter results in a large NH3 production from the urine on the slurry top
layer,becausetheNH3masstransfer ispositivelyrelated totheairvelocity.

4Discussion
4.1 Data quality
The main goal of the experiments was to present and validate an improved model for the
emission ofNH3fromcubicle dairy cowhouses,with thepotential of separately calculate the
emission from the floor and the underfloor pit. An intensive measurement program was
conducted to achieve this. Still, problems occurred with the air velocity measurements and
simplistic equationshadtobeused,especially for theairvelocity atfloorlevel.
Equation 6.7 for theairvelocity inthepitwasbasedupon one seriesofmeasurements (Figure
6.3). Inspiteofagreatdeal ofvariation and apotential effect ofthe steel hats (not tested),the
airvelocitytended to increase with thetemperature difference between pit air and outside air.
Anindependent validation for Equation 6.7 canbe derived from the data for the air exchange
through the slatted floor (Table 6.1). Assuming that the volume of exchanged air flows
horizontally through the pit (total vertical plane of thepits is 7.2 m2), air velocities would be
0.03-0.06 m s"1 (adapted and basic values of Y) for negative temperature differences and
0.16 m s"1 at a temperature difference of 10 °C. These values are of the same order of
magnitude astheresultsofEquation 6.7.Furthermore,airvelocityappearstobeabove0.02m
s"1 even at negative temperature difference where values of 0 would be expected. This was
most likelyduetosensorinaccuracy atlowairvelocities.
Monteny et al. (1998) used an indoor temperature dependent linear relationship for the air
velocity at floor level,basically because the air exchange rate of the house was related to the
indoor air temperature. In the current experiment, however, air exchange rate was kept
constant during eachoftheexperimental sub-periods.
4.2 Model quality
The model performed well using an extensive set of data derived from measurements and
observations.Themodel appeared tobe extremely sensitive topH.Adjusted pHvalues for the
top layeroftheslurryhad tobe usedtoobtain agoodfitfor periods 2and 3.Resultsfromthe
slurry analysis (pH 7.2 for period 2 against pH 7.9 for the other periods) supports the lesser
pH value for the pit in period 2 and may have been related to the change in diet (Table 6.3).
Moreover, Monteny et al. (2000a) demonstrated that the level of pH development in urine
applied on slurry is affected by the slurry pH. Still,the slurry pH data for period 3would no
support thereduced pH for urine on slurry, demonstrating the complexity ofthepH matter in
emission modelling.
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The slurry pit mass balance performed well, although adapted values had to be assumed for
the air exchange rate at negative temperature differences. Monteny et al. (2000b) already
discussed the possibility of having over estimated the air exchange rate at less and negative
temperature differences. Diffusion ofthetracer gasused for measurement oftheair exchange
rate and local losses of the tracer gas due to animal locomotion and deposition of urine and
feces may have caused this. These effects will have had the greatest effect at lesser air
exchange rates (and thus great gas concentrations in the pit air).The results from the current
modelpredictions showthatthesuggested correctionmayhavebeenrealistic.
The total surface area of the slurry pit was used as input for Equation 6.2 and the NH3
concentration in the pit air was assumed to be representative for the whole pit air volume
(connected sections directly below the slatted floor and beneath the cubicles), thus assuming
complete mixing. For technical reasons, the NH3concentration measurements could only be
carried out for the section directly below the slatted floor and the measured NH3
concentrations were assumed to be valid for the section below the cubicles too. The open
construction of the slurry pit sections in the cubicle house used in this study allows this and
will also be valid for the situations where air flow in both pit sections is not hindered by pit
construction elements (e.g.pit walls).When themodel isused for situations with pit sections
that are not connected, only the slurry surface area and pit volume directly beneath the floor
hastobeusedasmodel input.
4.3Using theimproved model in practice
TheimprovedNH3emissionmodelwasvalidated underresearch conditions inamechanically
ventilated dairy cow house. Although the model performed well during three independent
experimental periods, application of the model in practical situations, e.g. in a naturally
ventilated cubicle house, needs to be validated separately, Realistic data on diet (urine and
slurrycomposition, includingpH) and indoor climate areusually not present inpractice.Data
on urine and slurry composition are necessary as input and need to be known to run the
model. Theequations used for thepH (Equations 6.3 and 6.6), although applicable,mayhave
tobevalidated through eitherpH measurements orbymeans of acalibration measurement of
theemission from thehousein-situ.
Themodelhaspotential asatool for comparative assessment of separate mitigation strategies
forNH3emission from theunderfloor slurrypit andthe floor. Theresultspresented inFigures
6.5a through 6.5c show that improved mixing of incoming (outside) air with air inside the
house, resulting in less fall of cold air, will not only reduce the air exchange through the
slatted floor (Equation 6.1;Table 6.1 and Monteny et al, 2000b),but also the air velocity in
the pit. As a consequence both the NH3 volatilization and the pit emission are reduced.
Moreover, different floor systems with a drastically reduced surface area for air exchange,
simulatedbystagnantpit airconditions (e.g.onMay 14and October 18and 19;Figures 6.5b
and 6.5c) may substantially lower the emission from the house. This is confirmed by Braam
et al. (1997), who demonstrated that the emission level from a cow house with covered pit
openingswasmuch lower andrelatively unaffected bytemperature difference between inside
air and outside air. Because of the great influence of thepit emission onthe variation inNH3
emission from the house (Figures 6.6a, b, and c),measures that reduce the pit emission will
also result in a less fluctuating emission from the house. This could benefit the development
ofadapted andlessintensivemeasurement protocols forNH3emissionsfromhousing systems
equipped withmeasuresthatreducethepit emission.
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5 Conclusions
1.

Amechanistic ammonia emissionmodelwith separate ammonia nitrogenmass balances
for the slurrypit ofacubicledairycowhouseisnecessary to accurately and realistically
predict the amount ofandvariation intheammoniafluxthrough aslattedfloor.

2.

Detailed information onthepH ofurinepresent onthe top layerofthe slurryinthepits
isnecessarytoassurethequalityofthepredicted ammonia emissionfromtheslurrypit.

3.

Theslurrypitofadairycowhousegreatlycontributestotheemissionfromthehouse.

4.

The patterns of the ammonia emission from the pit and the house coincided to a great
extent. Consequently, the ammonia emission from the cow house equipped with means
that reducethepit emissionwillfluctuateless.
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1Introduction
In the previous chapter, the model for simulation of the NH3 emission from a mechanically
ventilated dairy cowhousewaspresented and used. The aim of this chapter isto demonstrate
the potential of the model for the assessment of emission levels and emission reducing
measures by comparing the results of simulations for two naturally ventilated cubicle houses
for dairycowswithmeasuredNH3emissions.

2Validationonacommercialfarm
The first cow house was commercially operated and located in the village of WangenLeupolz, near Stuttgart in southern Germany. The measurements results originated from a
larger research conducted in 1997 with the goal to determine the gaseous emissions from a
practicaldairycowhouse(Brose,2000).Twocomparablemeasurement periodswereused for
model simulations: period 1(12-16 April) and period 2 (20-24 April). The dairy cow house
and the experimental set up, including the measurement equipment, the diet, and the
production results, are described in detail by Brose (2000). The most important aspects are
summarized below.
2.1Dairy cowhouse and management
During the research, 75head of cattle were present in the cubicle house. Aplan of the house
is presented in Figure 7.1.A 2+1 row compartment housed 55 dairy cows; 20 heifers were
kept in aone row compartment. Both compartments were only separated by acentral feeding
alley. The walking alleys for the animals were made of slatted floor elements (floor area
230 m2). No scrapers were used. Faeces were abundantly present on the slatted floor, thus
covering asubstantial partoftheslatted floor openings (Brose,personal communication). The
remainder of the animal excreta was stored in a pit below the slatted floor. The pit (area
230m2;pit airvolume230m3)was connected by aslurrychannel to anoutside slurry lagoon.
The cow house (volume 2,100 m3) was naturally ventilated. Air entered through open ridges
in the lateral sides of the house. The originally open ridge in the top of the roof was sealed.
Outletairleft thebuildingthrough sevenchimneyswith atotaloutlet areaof5m2.
2.2Measurements and observations
The ventilation rate was measured with fanwheel anemometers placed in each chimney, by
countingthenumber ofrotations (pulses).Theventilationwasbetween 15,000 and20,000m3
h"1 (200-267 m3 h"1per animal). TheNH3 concentration of the exhaust air (seven locations),
the incoming air (two locations) and the air beneath the slatted floor (one location) was
measured by air sampling and analysis with an infrared spectrometer. Furthermore, indoor
and outside temperature, and the temperature in the slurry pit were recorded. All data were
storedonaPCashourlymeanvalues.
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Figure 7.1:Plan of the naturally ventilated cubicle housefor dairy cows in Wangen-Leupolz.
Because the measurements and observations were not intended to be used for model
simulation and evaluation, input parameters for the model had to be estimated or were derived
from the available information. Besides the geometrical parameters of the house and
temperatures (see above), only the slurry composition (pH and concentration of total
ammoniacal nitrogen, TAN) was determined. The pH was 7.1 for both periods. The
concentration of TAN was 1.4 g L*1 and 1.6 g L"1 for period 1 and 2, respectively. The values
of the site-specific variable parameters used for the simulations are presented in Table 7.1.All
other parameter values were the same as in Table 3.1 (Page 44). The first period was used to
calibrate the model. Period 2 was simulated with the calibrated model.
Table 7.1: Values of the variable parameters usedfor simulation of ammonia emissions from
a commercial cubicle dairy cow house in Wangen-Leupolz during twoperiods inApril 1997.
Parameter

Value

Urease activity (kgN m~3 s"1)

0.27 10"3

Urination frequency per cow(day"1)

10

Urea concentration of urine

4.5

Comments
Muck (1982)
Estimated
Based upon alimitednumber ofurine samples

(UN^NT1)
Airvelocityinthepit (ms"1)

<- Equation 6.7 ->
1

Airvelocity at floor level (ms" )

«• Equation 6.5,withVR 100%equal to20,000m3h"1->

pH ofurineon floor (-)

7.9

=pHfaeces+ 1.4;seebelow

Depthofurinepools (mm)

1.0

Twicethe value inTable3.1

pHof slurrytoplayer (-)

8.4

=pHsiunytop + 1.3;Chapter 4
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Thepresence of faeces onthe slatted floor was assumed toinfluence some of the floor related
variables.Theurease activityonthefloor wasreplacedbytheurease activityof faeces,witha
values based upon Muck (1982). Furthermore, the depth of the urine pools left on the faeces
was assumed to be double the depth of pools on clean slatted floors. Because no data were
present onthepH oftheurine,thepH oftheurinepresent onthe faeces (floor) was related to
the pH of the faeces (pH 6.5; Brose, personal communication). The factor 1.4 was derived
fromunpublished results ofmeasurements ofthepH of urine applied on slurry, conducted in
the framework of the experiments presented in Chapter 4 (Figure 7.2). The effect of the
presence of faeces on the slatted floor on the air exchange through the slats was hard to
quantify. To assess this, the results of the experimental work presented in Chapter 5
(Table 5.2; parameter values for all VR values) were adapted according to the procedure
described in Chapter 6 (Table 6.1). Because the result of this analysis is valid for a clean
slatted floor, afitting procedurewiththepredicted andthemeasured NH3concentration inthe
pit air for period 1 was used to yield the equation for the faeces covered floor. In this
procedure, the parameters in the equation for the clean slatted floor were reduced with the
samepercentageuntilthepredicted andmeasuredNH3concentrations inthepit airfitted. This
resultedinthefollowing equation fortheWangen-Leupolz cowhouse:
^V,slats - 250+160 (Tsiurrypit- Toutsjde)
with:
•Dv,slats
t slurrypit
1outside

:

airexchangethroughtheslatted floor (m3h"1)
temperatureofthe airintheslurrypit(°C)
:
temperature oftheoutside air(°C)
:

Elapsed time (h)

Figure 7.2: IncreaseinpH of urineafterapplicationonfreshly collecteddairy cowfaeces at
temperatures of5(replicates: • and 0) and15 C(oneexperiment: *).
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2.3Results and discussion
Themeasured and calculated NH3emission from the house and NH3 concentration of the pit
airarepresented inFigure 7.3 andFigure7.4 for the first andthesecond measurement period,
respectively. Mean measured NH3 emission (42.5 and 37.3 g h"1 for period 1 and 2,
respectively) were predicted satisfactorily: the respective calculated values were 35.3 and
34.9 g h"1. The modelled fluctuations in NH3 emission matched the measurements well,
especially in period 2. The differences observed inperiod 1could not be explained, but may
berelated toincidental eventsinthehouse.
These simulations demonstrate that detailed knowledge of the situation in the cow house is
necessary to obtain realistic simulation results. In this specific case, some essential input
parameters had to be derived from theory or other observations. The most uncertain was the
influence ofthepresenceoffaeces uponthe slatted floor ontheair exchangethroughthe slatted
floor. Although based upon theory and procedures presented in this thesis, the validity of the
adaptedEquation 7.1 couldnotbetested.Moreinformation ofthenet slot area for airexchange
wouldbeneededtoevaluatethisapproach.
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Figure 7.3: Measured (line) and calculated (marker) ammonia emissionfrom the house
(upperlines) andammonia concentration (lowerlines)inthepit airinanaturally ventilated
dairycowhousein Wangen-Leupolzduringthefirstperiod(calibration).
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Figure7.4: Measured(line) andcalculated(marker) ammoniaemissionfrom thehouse
(upperlines)andammonia concentration (lowerlines)inthepit airinanaturallyventilated
dairycowhousein Wangen-Leupolzduringthesecondperiod(validation).
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3Validationonanexperimentalfarmwithdifferent diets
Thenaturally ventilated cow house at the experimental farm 'De Waiboerhoeve' in Lelystad,
the Netherlands, was used for a research into the NH3 emission reduction by different dairy
cow diets. Additional data on the slurry and urine composition were collected to run the
model.Model simulationswerecomparedwithmeasuredNH3emissions.
3.1 Dairycowhouseand management
The Lelystad cubicle house anaturally ventilated building with two rows of cubicles (34 and
31 cubicles) and a central feeding alley. During the research, 55-57 lactating cows were
present. Young stock was housed in a fully separated compartment. The plan of the house is
presented inFigure7.5.

Figure 7.5:Plan of the naturally ventilated cubicle dairy cow house at theWaiboerhoeve,
Lelystad.
Theslatted floor areawas207m2. Slurrywas storedbeneaththeslatted floor andthecubicles.
Thetotal surface areaofthepitswas550m2.Thediettreatments consisted ofcombinations of
components, basically grass and maize silage, with a difference in the amount of rumen
degradable protein (RDP). The RDP content of the diets was set at three levels: 0, 500, and
1.000 gd"1.Each diet was administered during a period of three weeks. These periods were
randomly distributed overthewholeresearchperiod. The first twoweeks ofeachperiod were
regarded as transition periods. The measurements and observations were conducted in the
third week of each period. Urine and slurry (top layer) sampling was conducted as described
inChapter6.
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3.2Ammoniaemission measurements
Ammonia emission wasmeasured with aconcentration ratiomethod using SF6 (sulphur hexa
fluoride)as atrace gasinjected near the slattedfloor.Inbrief,tracer gasinjection pointswere
attached to the separation boards of the cubicles and feeding fences to assure optimal
distribution of the gas near the source of NH3 emission. Air in the top of the building was
sampledthroughasystemwithmultiple openings,so amix samplewasobtained. This sample
was analyzed for its concentration of NH3 (converter and NOx monitor) and SF6 (gaschromatograph).
The source strength of NH3, being the ammonia emission, was calculated with the following
equation, assumingperfect mixingofNH3andSF6:
MFSF6:MFNH3 =CSF6:CNH3

[7.2]

with:
MFSF6
MFNH3

CSF6
CNH3

=massfluxofthetracegasSF6injected near the floor (g h"1)
=massfluxofNH3(fromfloorand pit; gh"1)
=concentration ofthetracegas SF6intheexhaust air(mgm"3)
=concentrationofNH3intheexhaust air(mgm"3)

3.3Inputdataforthe simulations
The mean mass flux of NH3 resulting from Equation 7.2, interpreted as NH3 emission, was
compared to simulations with the NH3production model presented in Chapter 3 (referred to
asthe 1998-model).Theinputdataandtheirvaluespertreatment are givenin Table 7.2. This
table contains data from 13successive periods; only four treatments were replicated because
theexperimentwas stillongoing.
Mean inside temperature varied between 4.3 (winter) and 21.6 °C (summer). The
concentrationofUNintheurineandtheTANconcentration inthe slurrytop layer (laboratory
analysis) increased with the RDP content. Furthermore, the maize-based diets resulted in
greater UN and TAN concentrations. ThepH of the urine and thetop layer of the slurrywere
measured insamplestakenonthe spot.
Dataonthenumber of animals,theureanitrogen concentration andthe TANconcentration of
the top layer of the slurry (TANtop) were used as direct input for the model. The temperature
of the floor and the top layer of the slurry were assumed to be the same as the mean
temperature insidethehouse.
Based upon thework presented inChapter 4,thefloorpH was equal tothe urine pHplus 1.0
pH unit. Similarly, thepH of the slurryinthepitwas related to the urinepH. A factor of 0.2
was added to the urine pH instead of 0.5. This adaptation was found to compensate for the
omission of the NH3concentration of the pit air in the slurry pit module of the 1998-model.
Furthermore, urination frequencies were estimated at 9, 10and 11per animal per day for the
M,GMandGtreatments,respectively (Smits,personal communication).
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Themeasurementperiod withtheleastmeasuredNH3 emission (GO)wasusedto calibrate the
model. As a consequence, the following additional parameter values were used for the
simulation ofallperiods:
-vfloor =0.1 ms"1
-Vpit =0.05ms"1
-Apit =207m 2
The smaller surface area of the pit when compared to the total pit area is assumed to
realistically reflect the part of the surface area that contributes to the emission from the pit.
The air volume beneath the cubicles is more or less a confined space and will consequently
contribute lesstothepitemission (seeChapter6).
3.4Results andDiscussion
The comparison of simulations for all treatments with the mean measured emission is
presentedinFigure7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Measuredversus calculatedammoniaemissionfor 13treatmentswith dairycow
diets with different composition and rumen degradable protein content, conducted in the
Lelystadcowhouse.
Calculated and measured NH3 emissions matched satisfactorily. The model was able to
simulate well the effect of differences diet related parameters (UN and TAN concentrations)
and temperature on the NH3 emission from the house. Combining Table 7.2 and Figure 7.6
shows that the NH3 emission increases with the urea concentration in the urine. The maize
based diets resulted in much greater urea concentrations than the GM and G diets. This was
caused by the lesser urine production for the maize based diets (Bannink et al, 1999).
Moreover,thetemperatureplayed animportantrole,asdemonstrated bythedifference inNH3
emissionbetweentheG1000andG500treatments.
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The results indicate that the model reliably simulates the emission levels for different dairy
cow diets when detailed information is available on the indoor air temperature, and the
composition of the urine produced (pH, concentration of urinary nitrogen) and the slurry top
layer (pH,total ammoniacal nitrogen concentration). This means that the model is capable of
predicting the emission reduction by feeding strategies when the indicated data are present.
Moreover, animal nutritionists now have a tool to design and evaluate dairy cow diets that
reduceNH3emissions.
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1 Introduction
Centralthemeofthisthesisisthedevelopment ofamechanistic simulation model for theNH3
emission from dairy cow houses. Themodel presented intheprevious chapters describes the
fundamental processes of NH3production and volatilization from urine and the slurry pit. It
hasespeciallybeendeveloped for cubicledairycowhousesbecause:
- thevastmajority ofdairycowsintheNetherlands and other countrieswith intensive dairy
productioniskept incubiclehouses;
- a drastic reduction of the NH3 emission from animal houses is needed to comply with
environmental protectionpoliciesonNH3deposition;
- dairy cow houses are a large single source ofNH3emission, in the Netherlands being in
the same order of magnitude than slurry application (LME, 1999), and can, therefore,
largelycontributetotherequired emission reduction.
The goals associated with the model development follow from the intended use of the model
for legislation,research, and farmers' advisory, andtoresult inor support:
1) production and assessment of data on NH3 emission levels (emission factors) for the
common dairycowhouses;
2) development of dairy cow housing systems with low NH3 emission as a contribution to
cattlefarming systemswith optimalnutrient management;
3) evaluation of NH3 emissions from dairy cow houses in current and innovative dairy
farming systems
4) quantification ofrealistic NH3emissionfractionsfor useinregional and national emission
inventories andstudies.

2Thegoals reviewed
2.1 Production andassessment ofNH3emission datafordairy cow houses
The strength of the model for production and assessment of data on NH3 emission levels for
cubicle dairy cow houses was illustrated throughout this thesis. This aspect was emphasized
in Chapters 3 and 6 (experiments in amechanically ventilated cubicle house in Duiven), and
Chapter 7(datasourcesfromthenaturallyventilated cubicle house in Wangen-Leupolz). The
results presented in Chapter 6 demonstrated that a full set of measured input data assures an
accurate simulation of measured NH3 concentrations in the air in the slurry pit and NH3
emissions from the house. Fewer measured input data were found to also result in adequate
simulation results, expressed asmonthly mean emission levels (Chapter 3) and as continuous
emission curves (Chapter 7). Model calculations can now replace emission measurements,
with the consequence that more NH3emission data can be produced against lesser costs. The
model is particularly sensitive to three key variables: pH, urea N concentration in the urine,
and temperature (Chapter 3). Their values need to be known at least to adequately run the
model,asiselaboratedbelow.
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ES
The work presented in Chapter 4 has provided new and essential information on the
development of the pH of urine deposited on slatted floors and on slurry in the pit. The
constant pH value of 8.6, used in previous studies and models (e.g. Elzing and Monteny,
1997; the 1998-model presented in Chapter 3), was found be unrealistic. The urine pH
appeared to increase exponentially with time. Moreover, the pH of urine on the slatted floor
increased to much greater values. These maximum values were reached within 10 h after
urinedeposition. Theincrease ofpH,relativetothepHofthefreshurine,was:
1.0pHunitfor acleanorscraped slatted floors (Equation 6.6;Table4.4);
- 0.5pHunit for thetoplayeroftheslurryinthepit(Equation 6.3,Table4.4).
These findings implicate that the- hard to measure - pH of urine deposited on the floor and
onthe top layer of the slurrypit cannowbe replaced by the- more easy to measure - pH of
theurineproducedbythecows.
Equation 6.3 was found to be equal to the pH of the slurry top layer plus 1.3 pH units
(Chapter 4). Furthermore, adapted equations were derived for urine deposited on faeces,
resultinginanincrease of 1.4 pHunitsrelativetothepHofthe faeces. Equation 6.3 isusedin
theNH3massbalance ofthe slurrypit air.Anadapted valueof0.2pH unit instead of 0.5was
suggested whenthe 1998-modelisused,with the total ammoniacal nitrogen massbalance for
the slurry in the pit. This assumption compensates for the lack of inhibition of the
volatilization by the NH3 concentration in the slurry pit module of the 1998-model. The
validity of this assumption follows from a comparison of simulations with the 1998-model
and the extended model presented in Chapter 6with the measured emission levels using the
equationsindicated above.
As can be concluded from the previous section, pH is a complex aspect. Aside from this
complexity, small errors in the pH measurement have great effect on the simulation results.
This is illustrated by the data presented in Table 8.1, calculated with Equation 3.5. The
fractionof unionized NH3inthe liquidtriplesper 0.5 pH unit at all temperatures. Because of
this, an accurate pH measurement, preferably conducted in-situ, is essential for a correct
prediction oftheNH3emissionfromthepit andthe floor.
Table8.1: Valuesfor thefraction ofunionizedammonia(%oftotalammoniacalnitrogen) as
afunction ofpH andtemperature, calculatedwithEquation3.5.
Temperature (°C)
0

5

10

15

20

7.5

0.07

0.1

0.13

0.18

0.26

8.0

0.21

0.29

0.41

0.57

0.80

pH(-)

8.5

0.66

0.92

1.3

1.8

2.5

9.0

2.1

2.9

4.0

5.5

7.5

9.5

6.2

8.5

11.0

15.4

20.0
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Nitrogen concentration intheurine
As shown in Chapters 2and 3,theNH3emission increases linearly with the concentration of
urea nitrogen intheurine. This parameter can be determined in samples taken from the urine
as it is produced. Because of the drawbacks of urine sampling under practical conditions,
otheroptionstoobtaininputdataontheureanitrogen concentration arethrough:
(1) cattlenutritionmodels;
(2) sampling andanalysisofthetoplayeroftheslurryinthepit.
The first option can be realized with a combination of the mechanistic model presented by
Van Straalen (1995) simulatingnitrogen fluxes excreted withurineand faeces (and milk),and
theempiricalmodel for urinevolumepredictionsdescribedbyBannink etal.(1999).
The method behind the second option was presented in Chapter 3 (Equation 3.11), for the
frequently mixed content ofthe slurrypit intheDuiven cow house, and applied in Chapter 7
for the Lelystad cow house. The concentration of total ammoniacal nitrogen of the slurry is
used to estimate the concentration of urinary nitrogen, assuming constant volumes of faeces
and urine produced. For most dairy cow diets tested in that cow house, the ratio between the
concentrations of total ammoniacal nitrogen and urinary nitrogen were between 0.3 and 0.4
(Table 7.4). The option of slurry sampling and total ammoniacal nitrogen analysis seems the
mostpractical solution, althoughthisratiomayvarybetween individual farms.
Temperature
Temperature is an important input parameter, because it is a key variable in most of the
fundamental biological and chemical processes involved (Chapters 2 and 3). Moreover, the
difference in temperature ofthe outside air and the air in the pit determines the air exchange
rate through the slatted floor and thus influences the NH3 emission from the pit (Chapters 5
and 6).The experiments presented in Chapter 5provide a solid basis for modeling of the air
exchange ratethrough the openings oftheslatted floor. Theimportance of the contribution of
the slurry pit to the total NH3emissions from the house was clearly demonstrated in Chapter
6, and quantification of the NH3 emission from the pit is now possible. As was discussed in
Chapters 6 and 7, the model overestimates the air exchange rate through the floor openings
and thus the NH3 emission from the pit at small and negative temperature differences
(stagnant pit air). Moreover, air exchange through the slatted floor can be hindered by the
presence of faeces on the slatted floor. Suggestions for an adapted equation for clean and
faeces covered slatted floors were presented in Chapter 6 and 7, respectively. However,
further researchmaybeneeded torefine themodel for different floor systems and geometry.
2.2 Development oflowNH3emission housing systems for dairy cows
Dairy cow housing systems with a reduced NH3 emission have to be developed and
implemented in the next years in the framework of the Dutch legislation on NH3 emission
abatement from agriculture. The so-called Green Label Awards were introduced during the
last decade of the past century to stimulate the investment in these housing systems on a
voluntary basis. Green Label houses have to reduce the NH3 emission by at least 50%
compared to traditional housing, without causing a shift towards other sources of
environmental pollution (e.g. increased use of fossil energy, emission of greenhouse gases,
odor emission)..An overview of the dairy cow housing systems that potentially comply with
the Green Label requirements is presented in Chapter 2. In practice, however, few of these
systems are being constructed. Only cubicle houses with adapted floor design (e.g. grooved
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floors;Swierstra and Braam, 1999) arebeing built in relatively large numbers. Main reasons
for this arethehigh costs associated withrenovation andconstruction ofthehousing systems.
Additional legislation is currently being prepared, with the ALARA-principle (As Low As
Reasonably Achievable) as a basis. Practical implications of this will be that technological
solutions with a lesser reduction percentage can be allowed. Also, other emission reducing
measures like animal nutrition and the use of slurry additives can be found to comply with
ALARA too.Theresults ofthe simulation oftheNH3emission levels for different dairy cow
diets (Chapter 7) illustrate the great potential of feeding measures for dairy cows as a means
toreduceNH3emissions. Themodel predicted the emission levels well with the available set
of input data. It can replace the complex and costly emission measurements in nutrition
experiments conducted inawell-defined facility.
The potential of the model to support the development of low emission housing systems for
dairycowsisalsorelated tothepossibilities for separate simulation oftheNH3emissionfrom
the floor and the slurry pit. A unique tool for this purpose is now available with the NH3
emission model presented in Chapter 6. It can be used for the development of reduction
measures that specifically act on the pit or the floor, for the prediction of the emission
reduction associated, and for the explanation of emission reductions reported in previous
experiments (see e.g. Chapter 2).As an example, the work presented in Chapter 5 indicated
that a smaller temperature difference between the air inthepit and the outside air results in a
reduction of the air exchange through the slatted floor and consequently the NH3 emission
from the slurry pit. The theory developed and applied in the model can now be used to
quantify the NH3 emission reduction from innovative climate control systems for dairy cow
housesthatresultinheatingoftheoutsideairbefore (e.g.with aheat exchanger) orupon(e.g.
by conducting the incoming air to improve mixing with air inside the house) entering the
house.Thistypeofsystem designwasnot further investigated inthisthesis.
2.3Evaluate NH3emissionsfromcow houses incurrent and innovative farming systems
As stated before, the model can potentially replace NH3emission measurements. This is also
valid for field studies. In the on-going project "Koeien en Kansen" (Cows and Chances), a
group of 17dairy farmers is encouraged to optimize their nutrient management with the aim
to reach legislatively enforced limits on nutrient losses over the next years. A monitoring
program is set up to quantify nutrient losses before, during and after the transition from
traditional to optimal nutrient management. The model presented in this thesis is used for
prediction of the NH3 emission from the cow houses and is embedded in a whole-farm NH3
emissionmodel (Smitsetal, 1998),butthisisnotincluded inthisthesis.
Optimal nutrient management is also considered the most important challenge for dairy
farmers to meet sustainability criteria related to ground and surface water pollution from
nitrogen and phosphorus. Aarts (2000) demonstrated that the N and P surplus and thus the
losses on dairy farms can be reduced drastically at reasonable costs. His prognoses for the
innovative dairy farm "De Marke" are that N and P efficiencies (output/input) will be 36%
and 100% in the future, whereas this is 16% and 27%, respectively, on average dairy farms
today. ForN,thispartlycanbe achievedbyacombination ofincreased valuing anduseofthe
nutrients in the animal excreta as a fertilizer, optimal feeding strategies, livestock
management, and minimization of the input through chemical fertilizers and concentrates.
Additionally, measures are being taken to minimize losses of NH3 from the house (through
innovative floor systems), the outdoor slurry storage (by covering), slurry application (using
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sod injection techniques) and grazing (throughpart time grazing).Thisillustrates anumber of
changesindairyfarming needed tocomplywith sustainability criteria. Detailed knowledge of
the complete chain of nutrient related processes on the farm level is necessary to support the
development of such innovative farming systems. An integrated farm system model is an
important tool in this framework. Such a model should not only be able to support the
development of farming strategies aiming at anincrease intheratio between output and input
of nutrients, but also to support the implementation of measures that reduce the loss of
nutrients to all environmental compartments (soil,water, air).Focussing onNH3, aform ofN
loss that only occurs to the air, strategies should reflect on all phases of the farming process
(house,outdoor storage,landapplication ofexcreta,grazing) inanintegrated way.
2.4 Quantification ofEmission fractions for regional andnational emission inventories
Emission fractions (e.g.NH3emission from thecowhouse expressed asapercentage oftheN
excreted by the cows; see Chapter 1) are commonly used in emission inventory studies
(Leneman etal, 1998;VanderHoek, 2000).Theyareanessential element ofthe equationsin
national, regional and farm-scale emission or nutrient models. Currently, fixed emission
fractions are available (see Chapter 1) for the most common types of dairy cow houses
(cubiclehouses,tying stalls).Theworkpresented inthisthesishasclearly shownthat theNH3
emission from dairy cow houses varies with factors that are related to the house design, the
indoor climate, the cows' diet, and the farm management. Moreover, the knowledge on
processes and variable parameters included in the model offers a basis for specification of
current emission fractions for dairy cowhouses.Datapresented in Chapters 3(Duiven) and7
(Lelystad) illustrate this. Ammonia emissions for the Duiven cow house (Table 3.2; fixed
diet)andthecowhouseinLelystad (Figure7.6;variablediets) canberelated tothe amount of
N excreted with urine and faeces. The amount of N excreted is calculated as the difference
between N intake and N excreted with milk, being an approximation of the N excretion
(Smits,personal communication). Theresultsaresummarized inTable 8.2.
The data in Table 8.2 demonstrate that the emission fraction increases with temperature
(Duivendata;onegrassandmaizebaseddiet),whichisrelated tothetemperature dependency
oftheNH3emission. TheLelystad dataillustratethetemperature dependency (G1000andMO
replicates) and the relationship between the emission fraction and the diet composition. Both
factors result in an emission fraction ranging between 4.6% and 11.8%. The current fixed
emission fraction for cubicle dairy cow houses used in national emission inventories (14.7%,
recentlyrevised to 10.2%:Steenvoorden etal, 1999;VanderHoek, 2000)cannowbe further
revised. The NH3 emission model is also a powerful instrument to generate differentiated
emission fractions for use in emission inventories on a smaller scale. It includes variable
parameters that reflect differences in local and regional situations (e.g. geometry aspects of
housing systems, grazing strategies, composition of the roughage component in the diet) and
in seasonal aspects (e.g. climatic conditions). This opens possibilities for a more realistic
inventory ofNH3emissions from dairy cowhouses on a local and aregional scale, including
thetemporal variation inemissions. For example: achange of 1%inthe emission fraction for
cattle houses represents an NH3-N emission of 0.613 kg per animal for the housing period
(see Chapter 1).Forthetotalherd ofcattleintheNetherlands (4.2million head; LME, 1999),
this would mean a change in the NH3-N emission of around 2.6 million kg, being
approximately 1.5% ofthenationalNH3-Nemission today.
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Table 8.2: Overview of the calculated nitrogen excretion with urine and faeces (g N per
animal per day) and ammonia emission (measured in g Nper animal per day and calculated
as % of N excreted) for the mechanically ventilated dairy cow house in Duiven and for the
naturally ventilated dairy cow house in Lelystad. For the Lelystad cow house, the diet codes
are the same as in Table 7.2.
N excretion

MeanN

Mean

Emission

(Nintake -

emission

temperature

fraction

Nmilk)

(°C)

Duiven (month')
January

352

25.6

11.8

7.4

February

352

28.4

12.4

8.1

March

352

29.1

14.4

8.3

April

352

30.1

14.1

8.8

May

352

39.9

18.4

11.3

Lelvstad (diet code)
GO

323

14.8

8.8

4.6

G500-1

335

34.4

16.4

10.3

G500-2

383

21.2

4.9

5.5

G1000-1

444

47.4

21.6

10.7

G1000-2

381

24.7

4.9

6.5

GM0-1

351

19.6

16.4

5.6

GM0-2

326

20.7

15.2

6.3

GM500

401

30.6

14.4

7.6

GM1000

497

45.6

11.5

9.2

MO-1

342

28.0

17.9

8.2

MO-2

369

22.2

8.8

6.0

M500

494

31.1

4.3

6.3

Ml000

507

60.0

14.1

11.8
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3 Conclusions
1. A simulation model for ammonia emissionsfromdairy cowhouses is now available. Itis
validated against emission measurements on various locations in and outside the
Netherlands, and is now ready for use as a tool for legislation, research and advisor
purposes.
2. Themodel hastwobasic versions: (a)theproduction model,with nitrogen mass balances
for the top layer of the slurry and for each urine pool deposited on the floor, and (b) the
emission model, consisting of mass balances for the pit air and the air above the floor.
Both versions describe the same basic processes: urination behavior, urea conversion,
dissociation and volatilization. The production model can be used under stationary
conditions,whereastheemissionmodel iscapableofdynamic simulation.
3. Themodel is the most sensitive to thepH of the urine deposited on the floor and on the
slurryinthepit. Torun the model, accurate values of this variable parameter are needed.
Equations for thepHofthefloor andthetop layerofthe slurryinthepit arederived from
experiments andimprovethevalidityofthemodel andthequalityofthe simulations.
4. The experimental work on the air exchange rate through the slatted floor added an
important feature to the model, namely the ability to separately quantify the ammonia
emission from the pit and the urine on the floor. Consequently, the development of
separate or combined measures for emission reduction from the pit and the floor is now
possible.
5. The slurry pit contributes on average for 25-40% to the ammonia emission from cubicle
dairy cow houses with slatted floors, with a maximum percentage up to 80 in situations
withgreatdifferences intemperaturebetween outsideairand air inthe slurrypit.
6. The ammonia emission from the house can be reduced substantially by changing the
cows' diet.
7. The potential of the model to support the selection of measures that reduce the NH3
emission from dairy cow houses was illustrated for the diet of the cows. Animal
nutritionists now have a powerful tool to develop and evaluate feeding measures that
reduceNH3emissions from dairycowhouses.
8. Themodel canbe used to calculate emission fractions for use in emission inventories on
farm, localandnational scales.
9. Usingthemodelto support thedevelopment and evaluation ofnew farming systemswith
improved nutrient management ispotentiallypossible.
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There is general consensus that the emission of ammonia has tobe reduced to protect natural
ecosystems. Cattle husbandry is the largest single source of ammonia emission. Emission
reduction measures arerelevant for thecowhouse,the outside slurry storage, land application
ofslurry,and grazing.Amechanistic model for the ammonia emission from dairycowhouses
wasdeveloped andvalidated tofacilitate and support:
production and assessment ofammonia emissiondatafor legislative purposes
- development oflowemission cowhousing systems
evaluation ofammonia emissions from housesin farming systems
quantification ofemission fractions for regional andnational emission inventories
Ammonia in dairy cow houses originates from urea excreted with urine. Temperature, air
velocityandpH arethemost important variableparameters ofthevolatilization process. They
determine,togetherwith systemrelatedparameters likesurface area ofthe floor and the slurry
pit,the emission levels for different housing systems for dairycows.Moreover, measuresthat
reducetheammonia emission from cowhousesinfluence oneormoreoftheparameters.
The model presented in this thesis has been developed from a version with the ammoniacal
nitrogen mass balance for the urine pools on the floor and the slurry in the pit to a version
with ammonia mass balances for the air in the pit and the air above the floor. In-depth
experimentshavebeen conducted tofill ingapsinknowledge about:
- the development of the pH of urine deposited on floors and on slurry (laboratory
experiments and onein-situ measurement)
- airexchangeratesthrough slatted floors (laboratory andfull scaleresearch)
Laboratory experiments and measurements inadairycowhouserevealed that thepH ofurine
deposited on concrete floors and on slurry develops exponentially towards a constant level.
The pH of urine on floors increased with 1 pH unit within 10 hours from the pH of the
excreted urine.This increasewas0.5pHunit for urinedeposited on slurry.These findings are
markedly different from the constant values of the pH used in previous models. They are
explained from the volatilization processes of ammonia and carbon dioxide, produced from
urea.
Theair exchange through slatted floors for dairy cowhouses hasbeen studied in a laboratory
experiment for situations with forced convection and thermal buoyancy. Measurements in a
full scaledairycowhouse,usingcarbonmonoxide asatrace gas,resulted inunique equations
for the air exchange rate through openings in the slatted floor as a function of differences in
temperature between outside air and air in the pit. The results are in accordance with the
findings from the laboratory research. The air exchange rate increased linearly with the
temperaturedifference andisaffected bytheventilation rateofthecowhouse.
An extended model has been developed, using the results from the experimental work on pH
development and air exchange rate. This has resulted in a model that describes the ammonia
mass balance for the slurry pit air and for the air above the floor. Simulated ammonia
emissions from the house and ammonia concentrations in the pit air appeared to match
measured values well for three independent periods distributed over one year. The pH of the
top layer of the slurry pit and the air exchange rate through the slatted floor at small and
negative temperature differences (stagnant pit air conditions) were adapted to some extent.
The slurry pit appeared to contribute for on average 25-40% to the total ammonia emission
fromthe house, with a maximum percentage of 80 in situations with relatively cold outside
air.
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The model has been used for simulation of ammonia emissions a commercially operated,
naturallyventilated cubiclehousefor dairycowsinWangen-Leupolz (southern Germany) and
for simulation of ammonia emissions from dairy cows fed with nine different diets in a
naturallyventilated cubiclehousefor dairycowsattheexperimental farm 'De Waiboerhoeve'
intheNetherlands. Themodel has reliably simulated ammonia emissions inboth cases,using
a part of the measurement periods for calibration. Moreover, the ammonia emission from the
farm atthe experimental farm wasdrasticallyreduced through diet manipulation, whichcould
be simulated withthemodel using on siteparameters.Dairycownutrition research nowhasa
powerful tooltodevelop and assessdietsthatreduceammoniaemissions.
The fixed emission fractions for dairy cow houses, representing ammonia emission as a
percentage of the nitrogen excreted in the house, used in regional and national emission
inventory studiescannowbe further refined. Theresearch conducted intheframeworkofthis
thesis offers a basis for the quantification of emission fractions that take time and location
specific parameters into account.
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Er is algemene consensus dat de emissie van ammoniak moet worden teruggedrongen om
natuurlijke ecosystemen te beschermen. De rundveehouderij is de grootste bron van
ammoniakemissie. Emissiebeperkende maatregelen kunnen betrekking hebben op de stal, de
buitenopslag,mesttoediening enbeweiding.
Een mechanistisch simulatiemodel voor de ammoniakemissie van melkveestallen was
ontwikkeld engevalideerd,teneinde:
- emissiedatabeschikbaar tekrijgen voorwettelijke doelen
- deontwikkeling van emissie-armehuisvestingssystemen te ondersteunen
ammoniakemissiesophetniveauvanhetrundveehouderijssyteem te evalueren
emissie-fracties tegenerenvoorgebruik inregionale ennationale emissiestudies
Ammoniak in rundveestallen is afkomstig van ureum dat wordt uitgescheiden met de urine.
Temperatuur, luchtsnelheid en pH zijn de belangrijkste variabelen in het emissieproces. Ze
bepalen, samen met systeemgerelateerde parameters zoals de oppervlakten van vloer en
mestkelder, het emissieniveau voor de verschillende huisvestingssystemen voor rundvee.
Daarnaast grijpen emissiebeperkende technieken in op een of meerdere van die variabelen of
parameters.
Het model dat in dit proefschrift centraal staat werd ontwikkeld van een versie met de
ammoniak-massabalans voor de urineplassen op de vloer en de mest in de kelder tot een
versie met de ammoniak-massabalans voor de kelderlucht en de stallucht. Verdiepende
experimentenwerdenuitgevoerd omdebelangrijkste ontbrekendekennis intevullen,n.l.:
- de ontwikkeling van de pH van urine op de stalvloer en op de mest in de kelder
(laboratoriumexperimenten eneenin-situmeting)
luchtuitwisseling door de roostervloer (laboratoriumexperimenten en onderzoek op
praktijkniveau)
Uit de eerst genoemde laboratoriumexperimenten en de praktijkmeting bleek dat de pH van
de urine vanaf het moment dat de urine wordt gedeponeerd exponentieel toeneemt tot een
constante waarde. Voor de urine op de stalvloer was deze toename 1pH-eenheid binnen een
tijdsbestek van 10uur.DepHvan deurineopmest in dekelder nam met 0,5 pH-eenheid toe.
Deze uitkomsten verschilden aanmerkelijk van de pH-waarden die tot dan toe in
emissiemodellen werden aangenomen. De bevindingen konden worden verklaard uit de
emissievan ammoniak enkooldioxide, afkomstig vandeomzetting vanureum.
De luchtuitwisseling door de openingen in een roostervloer werd onder
laboratoriumomstandigheden bestudeerd, waarbij onderscheid werd gemaakt tussen situaties
met gedwongen en vrije convectie. De metingen op praktijkniveau, waarbij gebruik werd
gemaakt van koolmonoxide als tracergas, resulteerde in unieke formules voor de
luchtuitwisseling door roosters als een functie van verschillen in temperatuur tussen
buitenlucht enlucht in dekelder. Deresultaten, die in het verlengde lagen van de uitkomsten
van het laboratoriumonderzoek, toonden een lineair verband tussen de luchtuitwisseling en
hettemperatuursverschil, terwijl ookhetventilatiedebiet vandestal effect had.
Het simulatiemodel, uitgebreid met debovengenoemdebevindingen, beschrijft deammoniakmassabalansen voor de kelderlucht en de stallucht. Uit een validatiestudie bleek dat de
ammoniakconcentratie in de kelderlucht en de ammoniakemissie van de stal goed
overeenkwamen met de gemeten waarden, wanneer de ontwikkelde theorie rond pH en
luchtuitwisselingwerdbetrokken opdelokalesituatieendeactuele omstandigheden.
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De mestkelder bleek gemiddeld voor 25-40% bij te dragen aan de emissie vanuit de stal,
waarbij de bijdrage soms kon oplopen tot 80%, vooral in situaties met relatief koude
buitenlucht.
Het model werd gebruikt voor de simulatie van de ammoniakemissies van een natuurlijk
geventileerde ligboxenstal in Wangen-Leupolz (Zuid-Duitsland) en van een natuurlijk
geventileerde ligboxenstal voormelkvee vanhet proefbedrijf "De Waiboerhoeve"in Lelystad
waar veevoedingsonderzoek met negen verschillende rantsoenen werd uitgevoerd. In beide
gevallen konden de gemeten ammoniakemissies goed worden gesimuleerd, wanneer eendeel
van de meetperiode werd gebruikt voor modelkalibratie. Uit de simulaties voor de stal in
Lelystad bleek daarnaast dat de ammoniakemissie uit melkveestallen drastisch kan worden
beperkt door rantsoenaanpassingen. Het model was in staat om dit te simuleren. Dit betekent
dat het veevoedingsonderzoek nu een krachtig instrument beschikbaar heeft om vooraf de
emissiebeperkende potentievanrantsoenen tebestuderen.
Vaste emissie fracties voor melkveestallen, waarmee de ammoniakemissie wordt uitgedrukt
alspercentage van deuitgescheiden hoeveelheid stikstof,worden inhet algemeen gebruikt in
emissie-inventarisaties. Het onderzoek heeft uitgewezen dat de tot nu toe gebruikte vaste
waarde per stalsysteem kunnen worden verfijnd, zowel in de tijd als naar locatie, gebruik
makendvan dekennisvantijd- enlocatiegebonden variabelen.
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IMAG,maar stond aandebasisvanhet rekenmodel.Daarnaast Arjan Lamaker,demakervan
de programmatuur. Arjan, je bent niet alleen een geniaal programmeur, maar wist ook nog
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eensopvoortreffelijke wijze meetedenkenoveronderdelen waarop onderzoek nodig was.Je
hebt zelfs meegewerkt aan experimental. Het moetje goed doen dat jouw programmatuur
nog steeds inbelangrijke mate intakt isen dat hetgeheel prima functioneert. Peter Nijenhuis,
bedankt datje het werk van Arjan hebt overgenomen. IMAGboft metjullie en ik overigens
ook. Dankzij jou, Peter, runt het model nu vlekkeloos onder Delphi. Ik kon bij jou altijd
terecht met alweer een vraag voor alweer een simulatierun. We hebben ons suf gestaard op
diegrafiekjes. Grootwas steedsdeeuforie wanneermetingen ensimulaties bleken tekloppen.
Peter,je kuntje directories leegmaken. Cor ter Beek ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor defiguren
diehij voormemaakte. Cor,bedankt voorje geduld enprecisie.
A special 'thank you' to Sheila Smith, Graphics Art Specialist of theUniversity of Nebraska:
Figure3.1 saysitall.
Ook Jac Thissen (Centrum voor Biometrie) wil ik bijzonder bedanken. Jac, je hebt een
belangrijk aspect van het onderzoek helpen invullen, n.l. de dataverwerking en de statistische
analyses. Nooit geweten dat je zo met datasets kon liggen stoeien. Jij wist ze voor me te
ordenen, tebewerken ente analyseren. En ookmet een aanvullend vraagje omnog eensnaar
eensetje metpH gegevens tekijken kon ik altijd bijje terecht. Alleen mis ikwel het bekertje
'911' opdevroegemorgen.
Deoverige collega's in demilieubarak verdienen een dikkepluim en eenbedankje. Vooral in
de laatste maanden heb ik de toko wel eens gelaten voor wat ie was. Dan stonden jullie of
voor een dichte deur of moesten met een halve reactie genoegen nemen. Ik was gewoon niet
bij deles.Bedankt voorjulliebegrip en steun en sorryvoormijn 'afwezigheid'; gelukkig ben
ik er weer. In het bijzonder wil ik Annemieke Hoi noemen die mijn steun en toeverlaat was
tijdens de experimenten met de pH van urine op mest (Hoofdstuk 4). Maar hoe moet ik nu
ookalweerde gegevensvandeB&Kopfloppy krijgen ??
Fijn, Reja, dat je me op het laatst geholpen hebt met de redactie. Ik hoop dat we nog lang
mogensamenwerken.
Lieve Nick en Mike, papa's boek is af. Ik ben er trots op dat jullie meesterwerkjes de
voorkant sieren. Allerliefste Elma, je wilde niet bedankt worden voor steun, opvang van
kinderen alsikweer eensavonden aaneen stuk zat te stressen etc.,gewoon omdat datniethet
geval was. Nou, dan bedank ikje daarvoor dus ook niet. Maar ik bedankje wel voor al het
andere,doorhetproefschrift inhetbijzonder aanjou optedragen.
Dit proefschrift draag ik ook op aan mijn vader en moeder. Pa en ma, jullie hebben me
geleerd om aan te pakken en door te zetten, en belangrijker, jullie hebben me opgevoed op
eenboerderij.Geloofme, erisgeenmooiereplekvooreenkindomgroter tegroeien.
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